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Dornier
Deutsche Aerospace

ROBOT-MOTION IN UNSTRUCTURED
ENVIRONMENT
Manfred B. Bartha, Dr. Max Elbert, Dr. Peter Lux, Dr. Christian H.Schaefer
DASA - Dornier, Verteidigung und Zivile Systeme
D-88039 Friedrichshafen

ABSTRACT
To operate an autonomous Vehicle in off-road terrain is one of the most difficult
problems in Robotic. Since it is not possible to build a high resolution model of an
unstructured terrain, in particular of a battlefield, a robot driving through this terrain
has to be able to adapt its motion to the real world. In the German experimental
program "Robotic for the Battlefield" therefore a key function is real time obstacle
detection and avoidance. In conjunction with a gyro-system and an optical tracker this
function ensures a cross-country driving on a pre-planned path by surveying the real
world. Using an active (time-of-flight) laser-scanner a 3d-image, consisting of 128 x
64 Voxels, is generated once a second and real-time transformed into a 2d-obstaclemap. This map is used by the Navigation-computer to avoid obstacles while following
the given path as close as possible.
A prototype of this system has been tested under real conditions in field-tests already.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM "ROBOTIC FOR THE BATTLEFIELD"

The goal of the German Experimental Program "Robotic for the Battlefield" is to
realize a set of functions ("Basic-Functions") which can be used as modules to build
different Robot-systems, suited to different military missions.
The German MoD has set as a fundamental requirement that these Robots have to
fulfil their missions without line-of-sight to a control center. Therefore, the techniques
of teleoperation, needing a high capacity data link, cannot be used. This means,
these Robot-systems and all of their functions (modules) have to operate autonomously, at least for a period of time.
2.

AUTONOMOUS DRIVING IN OFF-ROAD-TERRAIN

One of the most important capabilities a battlefield-robot has to have is the capability
to move in any given terrain.
Since autonomous road following has been shown already in various robot projects
(e.g. ALV, GRS, NavLab, VaMoRs, ...) the efforts of the German experimental program on autonomous driving are concentrated on off-road-driving in unstructured
terrain.

Operation in open terrain
R'obot-Conr~tol without lineof sight (autonomous)

Fig. 1: General Scope of the German Experimental Program

.<"
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Modes of Operation

2.1

For quick employment of the robot in the battlefield and in order to simplify the ManMachine-Interface (MMI) in the control center, all moving capabilities will be controlled
by only three types of commands (Modes of Operation).
These are:
-

Path Following
Track Mode
Heading Mode

2.1.1

Path Following

Using a cursor on a digital map display, the path following command will be generated
by marking the goal-point and, if there are any, way-points on the path which the
robot has to meet on its travel.
After receiving this commando, the robot prepares itself autonomously for moving
(e.g. starts the engine, looses the brake, ...) and starts driving to the goal-point - via

all given way-points.
Controlled by a dead reckoning navigation system with an associated north seeking
gyro, the robot drives on straight lines between way-points and changes its moving
direction at way-points without stopping.

Fig. 2: Path Following Mode
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2.1.2 Track Mode

In track mode operation the navigation is performed by an optical track system. On
request of the operator, the robot transmits a single TV-image from its front camera
(drive corridor camera) to the control center. By setting a cursor on any object in this
picture (e.g. a tree, a bush, ...) the direction of driving is determined. After completion
of the track command by the required driving distance, the robot moves, again on a
straight line, for the given distance forwards the track goal.

Fig. 3: Track Mode

2.1.3 Heading Mode
A heading command consists only of two information, the heading angle in respect to
north and the distance to the goal-point in meters. The driving will be performed similar to path following on a straight line. This command is very helpful for alignment of
the robot into a required direction. Therefore, it mainly will be used for short distances
only (5 m to 10 m) as an "appendage" to a path following command to assure the
required orientation of the robot.
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Fig. 4: Heading Mode
2.2

Need of Obstacle Avoidance

Since high resolution models or maps of unstructured terrain are not available, an
obstacle free route cannot be preplanned. Taking this into account, all three operation
modes are based on straight lines as route elements. In the real world, however,
these straight lines will meet lots of obstacles in different sizes and shapes. Therefore, the most important function for off-road-driving is a reliable obstacle detection in
order to perform a sufficient obstacle avoidance. This function will be used in parallel
to each of the three operation modes for superposing bypass routes to the straight
line route elements.

-
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3.

TECHNICAL APPROACH FOR OBSTACLE DETECTION

3.1

Range vs. Video Imaging

A 2-d scanning laser radar has been developed to serve as sensor in the vision
system. A high resolution range image of 64 x 128 pixels is generated at a rate of
1 Hz and processed for the detection of obstacles.
Researchers have taken both, video images and range images as input to road
following and obstacle-detection algorithms. Since video cameras are easily available,
much effort has been devoted to the development of algorithms that process video
images [e.g. 2, 3]. If proper model support is provided, video-based road following at
speeds of nearly 100 km/s is feasible with little hardware. This has been
demonstrated with VaMoRs [5]. An understanding of video images of off-road scenes,
however, has proven extremely difficult and has led some researchers to support their
vision systems with range sensors. On the ALV, for example, road following and
obstacle avoidance are conducted at 20 km/h by fusing video- and range-date [7, 6].
In view of this situation and the fact that model support cannot be provided when
unpredicted obstacles may occur, the choice of a laser scanner seems adequate in
the present context.
In passing from video to range imaging, the task of image processing is substantially
alleviated at the cost of introducing a more complex sensor. It is clear why range
images are simpler to process for ground/obstacle detection than video images. Navigation of a land vehicle is basically a geometric issue: the auto pilot needs to know
the distance and directions of obstacles, the extent of navigable terrain stretching out
before the vehicle, the inclination of grades etc. Such numerical data is directly
obtained from range images by purely geometrical algorithms, without requiring a
symbolic understanding of the scene. From a range-image, an obstacle can be
detected, located, and avoided without knowing what the obstacle is. This is not true
for a video-image. Geometrical information about the scene is only available when a
model has been properly matched with the image, i.e. when the image has been
understood. Model support is obviously an elaborate affair; while it is desirable for
range image interpretation at an advanced level, it is not required in the present context.
3.2

Description of Sensor

As opposed to the ERIM-sensor uses on ALV [1], the 15resent laser scanner performs
a time-of-flight range measurement. A GaAs laser diode of wavelength 0.9p is used.
The dual optics (for separate transmission and reception) are currently designed to
provide a measurement range of 8 - 40 m. The typical range measurement accuracy
is ± 0.5 %.

-
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Eye-safety is warranted by supplying laser power only during active scan. The 2-d
scan is currently mechanical in both directions (vertical and horizontal); however,
electronic line scanners with 64 pixels have been in use at Dornier for some time, and
this technology will be included in the future. The vertical scan is accomplished with a
fast mechanical micro scanning system for both, laser source and detection channel.
The horizontal scan is generated with a slowly oscillating mirror in front of the optics.
Time-of-flight range measurement is carried out with light pulses on a single event for
each pixel.

Fig. 5: Experimental 2-d laserscanner
Field-of-view is 30* x 600 (vertical x horizontal), giving rise to an angular resolution of
the image of about 0.5'. At 40 m distance this yields 35 cm resolution. The experimental sensor is shown in figure 6; it is basically a cubical box of side-length 30 cm,
and weighs 15 kg.
3.3

Description of Processor

The processing unit consists of a standard VME-rack equipped with two M68020boards, a sensor interface, and an additional memory board. Image processing is
performed in parallel on the two CPUs. For testing purposes, a third CPU-board plus
video-board is added which runs graphical software. Operating software has been
.developed providing just the services required in this application. All application programs are written inADA. To accommodate higher frame rates of a sensor, additional
CPU-boards can be added. Correspondingly, obstacle-detection software has been
designed for parallel execution on an arbitrary number of processors (within practical
limits).

-5774.

OBSTACLE DETECTION FROM RANGE IMAGES

This section presents an overview of the obstacle-detection algorithm implemented on
the image processing unit of the vision system. Based on range images, this algorithm generates "maps of obstacles" (MO) that serve as input to the obstacle avoidance algorithm. Section 4.1 gives only a brief outline of this algorithm, as it has
already been published in detail elsewhere [4]. Section 4.2 reports on how the algorithm has been tested and displays some results. An alternative approach to obstacle
detection is found in [8].
4.1

Algorithm

Using a single range image and the associated vehicle state data as input, the algorithm generates a binary map of obstacles (Fig. 8). A MO constitutes a bird's eye view
of the scene; the vehicle is represented as a red box at the lower center of the image.
Each pixel of an MO assumes one of three colours: black, green, or red. A green pixel
represents an area of terrain which is navigable, a red pixel is considered
inaccessible (either because it is obstructed or because it is excessively inclined); a
black pixel cannot be assessed with regard to its navigability. No reference map or
reference model is employed. The MO displays clusters of red pixels, i.e. "obstacles";
at the current level, the algorithm has no means of identifying such obstacles.
We shall briefly outline the major steps leading from a range image to an MO. Due to
the knowledge of the current vehicle position and orientation, the range value associated with each pixel of the image may be transformed into a 3-d positional vector in
absolute space. In this way, from the range image a set of points in 3-space is
obtained. Each point indicates the position in 3-space where the laser pulse emitted in
the course of an individual range measurement was reflected.
In the following, this set of points will be called "3-d image". The MO is derived from
the 3-d image without further reference to the original range image.
The 3-d image represents a silhouette of the scene scanned by the sensor. No
attempt is made to fit surfaces to the 3-d image. Instead, a set of simple geometric
rules [4] is applied to each data point which directly correlate this point with
neighbouring points. The result of this correlation may lead to a colour label "green" or
"red" being affixed to that point, indicating whether the point is considered associated
with navigable terrain or with an obstacle. After all data points have been processed,
the pixels of the MO inherit colour labels from geometrically associated data points.
This completes the algorithm.

-
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We summarize the properties of the algorithm:
-

The algorithm is conceptually simple. It requires four essential parameters. They
are easy to set, and algorithm-dependency is not sensitive.

-

Non-linear filters have been added to the algorithm to eliminate incorrect
measurements. After including these filters, the algorithm has shown to be robust
with regard to measurement error.

-

The algorithm is computationally efficient. It is parallel to a high degree.

4.2

Results

Since the development of the sensor and the algorithm proceeded in parallel, it was
necessary to generate a number of range images for testing the algorithm before the
sensor became available. Such images were obtained both in the in- and outdoors
with the aid of a one-channel laser radar. The complete unit was scanned across a
selected, static scene mechanically, producing a 64 x 128 range image. A large
number of range images has been measured in the lab using a miniature landscape.
They have been used to optimize and demonstrate sensor and algorithm performance
for a vehicle moving slowly inboth, an on- and off-road environment.
An example of an outdoor scene is given in figure 6. The vehicle is driving towards a
parking military tuck, while crossing an air base access road.

Fig.

Fig. 6: Outdoor scene

. .Outdoor....n
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Figure 7 shows a range image taken from this scene. A range interval of 0 - 40 m is
mapped linearly on a gray-scale ranging from white to black. A limited number of
measurement errors (drop-ins and drop-outs) are visible.

S.. ..

. . .. ....

. . ....

....

......

Fig. 7: Range Image (gray-scale)
Figure 8 shows how the algorithm has labelled data points in the 3-d image. The
pixels in the range image have the same intensity as in the gray-scale presentation;
however, a pixel giving rise to a green or red 3-d image point inherits this colour. The
algorithm detects all obstacles.

Fig. 8: Range Image (colour labelled)
Figure 9 (left) displays the associated map of
obstacles. The red box at the bottom represents
the sensor-carrying vehicle.

Fig. 9: Map of Obstacles (MO)
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5.

OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE

5.1

Obstacle Detection Subsystem

Fig. 10 shows the two components of the obstacle detection subsystem, as described
in section 4. The scanning laser radar generates a range image which is transformed
into a map of obstacles (MO) by means of a VME-processor system.
This MO is used by the navigation processor as one of its two main information (data)
sources. The second main information stream is originated by the dead reckoning
navigation unit.
The navigation processor computes first, based on the co-ordinates delivered with the
driving command, a straight line form the start-point to the goal-point (or next waypoint). This line represents the center line of a "travel corridor" in which the robot may
drive on its own decision without operator support.

FME-Procetaon

Scannystem
Radar

Map of

Obstacle

Fig. 10: Obstacle Detection Subsystem
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Obstacle Avoidance Strategy

As maps of obstacles appears, one per second, they will be layed over the travel
corridor and adjusted to the true co-ordinates. Even when the center line leads into an
obstacle area the driving route will leave the center line, but stay close to the obstacle
area in a "rubber hand" manner. This strategy ensures a driving route as close as
possible to the commanded one.
If these "roundabout ways" cannot be placed inside the travel corridor, but have to
cross the border of the corridor, the robot will stop autonomously and ask the operator
inthe control center for help, by transmitting him a single TV-image of the situation.

Fig. 11: Obstacle Avoidance Strategy
6.

CONCLUSION

Among others, one goal of the German Experimental Program "Robotic for the
Battlefield" is to realize autonomous functions for vehicle motion in unstructured offroad terrain. Since high resolution maps (including obstacles) are not available,
autonomous real time obstacle detection and avoidance became a key challenge
within the program.
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A computer-vision system, consisting of a sensor and a processing unit will be used
to provide the requested capability. The sensor is a 2-d scanning, high resolution
laser scanner with range and frame rate currently designed for vehicle speeds of 15
km/h (for greater speeds, these sensor parameters will be increased by at least a
factor 5). The sensor has recently been completed. Algorithms that perform obstacle
detection and avoidance based on range images have been developed. The former
algorithm is being implemented in parallel to run on two commercial microprocessors
in real time. The capability of the integrated sensor/processor system to detect
obstacles has been tested in the field under real conditions already. After integration
into the designated unmanned vehicle, a demonstration of autonomous off-roaddriving including obstacles avoidance was performed in july 1992 at the army training
area near Pfullendorf (Germany).

Experimental Vehicle
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APPLICATION OF INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS
IN MODERN BUCKET LOADERS
Piotr Dudzidski, Kazimlerz Pleczonka, Zenon Wystouch
Institute of Machine Design and Operations Research Technical
University of Wroclaw, Poland

ABSTRACT
The paper proposes the solutions concerning, the control of scooping the
loader bucket with almost unmineable granular material and positioning of
the operation systems in its duty cycle. It presents intelligent automatic
systems of controlling these processes and their usability was confirmed
by operation tests. It shows the concepts of the systems for automatic
protection of the stability of the machine, first of all the articulated one,
and the increase of efficiency of its driving and turning mechanisms.

1. INTRODUCTION
Mobile construction machines, including bucket loaders, after relatively
rapid evolution, have assumed a stable form in the recent years as far as
their fundamental concept and basic construction-operation indices are
concerned.
Our analyses and world trends show that further development of these
machines should be found in the use of modem achievements of
technology especially of microelectronics [1-5].
The main needs which require the use of automation in new machine
generations are facilitation of machine controlling, stability increase of
capacity, decrease of energy-consumption and the increase of their work
safety.
For some years the Institute of Machine Design and Operations Research
of the Technical University of Wroclaw has been carrying out research
into and tests on the automation of mobile construction machines. The
following paper proposes exemplary solutions achieved in this Institute.
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2. SCOOPING OF THE BUCKET
Scooping of the loader bucket with granular rocky material is achieved
with two independent movements: rectilinear motion parallel to the base
brought about by the driving mechanism of the loader and rotary motion in
the plane which is perpendicular to the base, performed with the
construction equipment (bucket with an extension arm).
The practice demonstrates that scooping of the bucket with granular
material can be achieved in three different ways, the three typical ones
being shown in Fig. 2 [7].
In case of the material which is hard to be mined, for instance material of
high cohesion or high granulation, the distance to which the bucket is
pushed into a dump, is restricted by external influence, that is, material
resistance and the resistance increase gradually with the increase of the
bucket penetration. If the value of resistance equals the maximum
disposable value of the loader thrust force, there occurs stoppage of its
dislocation, which can happen even at partial penetration of the bucket
into the dump. The rotation closing the bucket leads to small scooping of
the bucket with excavated material.
The test showed that the improvement of the performance can be
obtained for instance by using appropriate motion procedures of the
bucket consisting in its graduated partial rotations, that is elementary
rotations, performed in the initial phase of the closing rotation (Fig. 2b) [8].
Due to the elementary rotation of the bucket thrust and bound in the dump
of granular material, the state of inner equilibrium is disturbed , that is
there occurs mutual displacement of material grains around its edge and
walls, leading to the decrease of the resistance of the centre influencing
the bucket.
Under the In influence of the thrust force, brought about by the loader,
additional penetration of the bucket into the dump is obtained to the value
restricted by the renewed resistance increment. The next elementary
rotation of the bucket starts the next stage of the process of so called
gradual scooping. After a number of stages there occurs the end of the
scooping process by closing of the bucket. The bucket is scooped in a
continuous way with the remaining disposable part of its rotation (Fig. 2a,
Fig. 4).
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Fig. 1: Bucket scooping in a bucket loader; 1-driving system, 2- working
unit, I, II -working movements (I- travel of machine, II- turn of
bucket or boom)
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b)

Fig. 2: Scooping the bucket with
b) gradual, c) combined

-

c)

granular material;

a) separated,

Fig. 3: The laboratory stand for testing the process of scooping the bucket
on a bucket loader. The Institute of Machine Design and
Operations Research, Technical University of Wroclaw
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Fig. 4: Gradual scooping of the loader bucket in laboratory conditions. The
Institute of Machine Design and Operations Research, Technical
University of Wroclaw

This way of scooping the bucket with the granular material even that of
high mining resistance makes it possible to thrust the bucket properly into
the dump and to scoop the bucket with the excavated material after its
closing.
In order to ensure the regularity and optimisation of such a process it is
necessary to appropriately select the number and value of elementary
angles of the bucket ratations. The tests conducted in this field show that
the values of these magnitudes depend first of all on the type and
condition of the mined material (Fig. 5, Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6. Results of laboratory
tests;
m - mass of scooped material;
ej - unit energy of scooping the
bucket with material.

Exemplary results of laboratory tests on the process of scooping a loader
bucket have been shown in Fig. 7.
Detailed analyses and examinations of individual motions of the loader
bucket in the scooping process show that the rectilinear motion pushing
the bucket into the material dump is achieved by the driving mechanism
of the machine in the continuous way without special intervention of the
machine operator. On the other hand the bucket rotation during its closing
at the bucket scooping especially at multi-stage scooping, is achieved by
successive switching on and off of its drive. Thus, controlling requires
some practice, attention and additional effort of the loader operator. The
automation of the process was suggested in order to ease the operator
physically and psychically as well as to integrate and optimise the process
[9],[10]. Laboratory and field analyses and studies conducted for many
years on bucket scooping with granular material, made it possible to put
forward a simple system which automates this process with the use of a
board computer (Fig. 8).
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Fig. 7: Exemplary measurement records for:resistance torque of bucket's
rotation Mo, rotation angle E, thrust force F., displacement of a
bucket while scooping the bucket with breakstone material in a
three-step mode
The suggested solution of the system gives the possibility of regulating
wide range of the number of the process degrees, values of the
elementary angles of the bucket rotation and the duration of breaks
between them, that is the times of bucket penetration into the dump in
successive degrees. Thus during the loader operation there are
possibilities of the proper selection of these magnitudes according to the
type and condition of the loaded material.
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[11]

The automated system in question having been tested in the laboratory
conditions, was used in the tL 220 loader manufactured by the Factory of
the Construction Machines ,,FADROMA" Wroclaw, Poland. The results of
in situ tests on the system show that it is correct and applicable in
practice. High scooping of the bucket with the excavated material and
thus high loader efficiency was obtained after the proper selection of
parameters of the multi-stage steering. Comparison of the obtained
capacity results of the loader with automatic and manual steering shows
that they are similar only when the loader is manually operated by highly
skilled and experienced the operator who is involved to a great extent
both physically and psychically in these operations. Other cases prove the
superiority of automatic programmer. In the presented automating system
the first impulse to the bucket rotation after its initial thrust into the
material dump is performed manually by the operator. According to the
studies the moment of starting the rotation is significant in the performed
process. Delay in its starting leads to the machine standstill and too long
full slip of road wheels of the loader or hydrokinetic torque converter and
at the same time to their high wear and heating. If the rotation is started
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too early it can lead to incomplete scooping of the bucket with the
excavated material.
In order to relieve the operator from the intensive attention while switching
on the bucket rotation, the search was conducted for the signal of
feedback for autogenous initiation [12] [13]. The obtained results turned
out a solution which, if tested successfully, will be used in next generation
of the system automating the scooping process on a bucket loader.
3. POSITIONING OF THE OPERATION SYSTEM
Following the improvement and in-situ tests of the system which
automates the process of scooping the bucket, the research was
undertaken to check automation of the remaining operation movements of
the loader. The use of automation was to bring improved efficiency and
quality of the loader operation irrespective of the skills, ability and the
condition of the operator, if the automation of this type was employed.
The solution of the task was based on the methodical approach to loader
automation, which can also be used in other machines working in cycles
[14].
At the beginning the following assumptions were made:
"* rationalisation of the loader should result from the automation of its
steering,
"* automated loader will also be steered manually by the operator,
"• the operations of steering by the operator should be absorbing to such
a degree as to keep his attention on the level of constant interest in the
machine that is should not be dull or tiring.
Methodical solution of the set question consisted in a detailed analysis of
the operation functions of the loader assigning them appropriate steering
operations and classifying them, using appropriate evaluation criteria, to
the group of automatically and manually steered ones. The tendency
behind the classification was to obtain logical sequence of a few possibly
simple operations for manual steering corresponding to natural habits of
the operator, however absorbing his attention in order to make his work
not monotonous and relatively interesting. In accordance with the
aforementioned principles a detailed analysis of the operational activities
of the loader working on the storage yard was conducted (Fig. 9, Fig. 10).
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Fig. 9: Phases of the typical cycle of bucket loader in operation-machine's
positions

On this basis its basic operation cycle was determined which was divided
into successive phases and they were attributed appropriate functions of
individual mechanisms and respective steering operations.
Steering operations, in turn, were divided into two groups:
"*manual steering, simpler (e.g. keeping the driving track, change of
engine rotations) and especially important in the operation (e.g.
steering the brakes in case of safety requirements).
"*automatic steering in the system coupled in such a way that one
operator's motion initiating the main operation starts programmed
sequences of steering operations (e.g. the change of driving direction,
positioning of the extension arm and the bucket, the change of gears).
On this basis the system was designed which carried out the above
operations. The system was integrated with the system of automatic
scooping of the bucket (Fig. 8).
Thus designed the system of automated steering of a working unit and a
gear box was tested on t. 220 loader manufactured by FMB FADROMA.
The results of test were satisfactory which will be shown in a video film
including the system for automatic scooping of a bucket on a bucket
loader.
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Fig. 10: Phases of the typical cycle of bucket loader in operation-working
units position: 1- access to the scooping place, 2- position to
scoop, 3- scooping, 4- withdrawal after scooping, 5- access to the
emptying area, 6- position to empty the bucket, 7- emptying, 8withdrawal after emptying.
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4. MACHINE STABILITY IN OPERATIONS
The problem of stability and operation safety of a construction machine is
one of the most significant performance indicators. A construction
machine is regarded as stable when, in most inconvenient conditions, all
its four wheels do not lose contact with ground, that is when ground's all
normal loads acting on wheel, are greater than zero [15] [16]. The
criterion of stability loss of a construction machine has been assumed to
be such a dynamic state of a machine in which one of the normal loads of
wheels is close to zero, or in extreme case is equal to zero (for a machine
at a standstill). The stability of a wheeled machine depends on a number
of factors. The main ones are: geometry and design of steering system
(for example an articulated frame steering vehicles, or machine with
steered wheels), the angle of grounds slope and the angle of machine's
position on ground, the angle of machine's steering, the location of the
centres of gravity of machine's units, the location of an articulation joint
and pendulum joint, and finally, primary and secondary loads (Fig. 11).
Instationary movement of machine's working part, starting, braking and
running at low speed over rough ground bring about additional dynamic
loads which also affect stability.
Operating construction machines under hard conditions such as slopes,
for example, may as it has been noted in practice lead to the overturn
situation frequently followed by rolling over (Fig. 12).
Standard cabins on construction machines, which are, basically, to protect
an operator against weather conditions, dust or noise are usually crushed
when a machine overturns. In effect, overturn accidents involve heavy
injuries or even death of an operator, considerable damages to equipment
and cause danger to the people working nearby.
To increase operating safety of construction machines, the manufactures
of these machines are to observe the regulations and norms specifying
the concrete demands with regard to the structures protecting an
operator. As an example, the international norm ISO 3471-1980 and,
also, the Polish Norm PN-84/M-47024/02 require the reinfored cabin of
ROPS (roll over protective structures) to be incorporated in construction
works equipment, which significantly reduces the danger to an operator in
an overturn accident [17].
In some countries, for example in West Germany, as additional protective
measures special seats with a safety belt mounted on two points are
introduced. Such systems, give only a partial protection to an operator in
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an overturn accident, do not actually prevent the machine from losing its
stability [18].

'

Y4
X9

Fig. 11: The design and loads schematic for an articulated frame steering
vehicle on slope ground
Unlike the so called passive safety system for construction machines
presented earlier, the protection system designed at the Institute of
Machine Design and Operations Research, Technical University of
Wroclaw provides active protection 119] [20] (Fig. 13).
The system involves permanent automatic control over the loads normal
to all the wheels.
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Fig. 12: The example of a complete stability loss in a loader during operation

Fig. 13: Automatic control system of stability, capacity and automatic
determination
of real efficiency of wheeled
bucket
loaders: 1,2,3,4- the sensors of normal loads on a machine's
wheels, 5,6- base inclination converters, 7- microprocessor, 8- set
of switches e.g. nominal capacity, 9- warning signalliser, 10numerical indicator, 11- printer
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Force sensors 1,2,3,4 react to the value of normal load on the wheels of
construction equipment. When one of the machine's wheels has a normal
load close to zero, the warning signalliser is automatically switched on.
This informs the machine's operator well in advance of the danger of the
machine losing its stability, so a driver has time to prevent the accident.
The system also makes it possible to estimate the current efficiency of a
machine. Permanent control of machine's stability allows increasing its
carrying capacity which, in effect, means increasing its real efficiency.

5. EFFICIENCY OF THE CHASSIS MECHANISMS
Kinematic discrepancy often occurs in the driving mechanisms of mobile
4WD machines (which the drive achieved by driven shafts).
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Fig. 14: The moments on the halfaxles of an articulated body steer
construction machine running on dry concrete [23]:
a) with maximum articulation angle (y=0. 7 rad),
b) straight running (y=O), the difference in front and rear wheels
radii Ar=O.03m, 1- travelling forwards, 2- travelling backwards,
M,- starting moments, M,- moment in fixed motion.
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It results from the difference of tyre deflection, difference of the covered
distances, axles, and while turning at standstill of the articulated machine,
from the difference of rolling direction, of the wheels of both axles.
Kinematic discrepancy brings about additional wheel slips and negative
effects in driving mechanisms leading to the increase of resistances and
energy loss as well as wear of driving elements and tyres [211 [22]
(Fig. 14, Fig. 15).
These discrepancies can be eliminated by uncoupling of the machine
drive axle in good time, which in the hitherto existing practice has not
been conducted in time at manual operation [23] [24] [25].

40
Diso-sitobn morent (DM)
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4x4
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2x4
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Fig 15. Disposition moment (DM) and steering resistance moments (M,,)
on concrete for articulated frame steer loader (total weight of
machine 102.5 kN, tyres 17.5-25) vs articulation angle for various
of differential gears and axles coupling with driving shaft,
calculation,-------- in situ measurements [22]
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Therefore the authors suggest the elimination of these phenomena by
automatic uncoupling of the machine drive axles in the moment when
kinematic discrepancy appears. For this purpose it is necessary to
conduct a permanent measurement of displacement values and
directions of the both drive axles (Fig.16).

Fig. 16: The system for automatic uncoupling of the drive axles in mobile
construction
machine
1,2displacement
sensors,
3microprocessor, 4- electrical control valve, 5- cluth, 6-driving gear

The displacement differencies, which occur in the moment of the
kinematic discrepancy in driving system give a signal to the electromechanical system which is switched on in order to uncouple or couple
the axles. In case of the turning at the standstill of the articulated
machines the moment of switching of the driving mechanism is the signal
for the automatic uncoupling of the axle.
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Parallel Tests with a 6 and 7
Roadwheel Tracked Vehicle
Colonel Dipl.lng. Andra ENGELER
Military Technology Agency, Vienna, Austria
Abstract:
In the course of the developement of the infantery fighting vehicle "ASCOD",
the Military Technology Agency carried out mobility tests in autumn 1993.
The test objects were the infantery fighting vehicle prototypes ASCOD PT3
with a set of 7 roadwheels (each side)and ASCOD PT2 with a set of 6. The
purpose of the test was to assess the advantages and disadvantages of a
7th set of roadwheels.
Test programme:
Configuration
Dimensions
Load and Pressure
Cross Country Capability
Speed and Braking Capability

Steering
Traction
Rolling Resistance
Noise
Prestabilisation Ability.
1. General
Special conditions:
There was only one turret available. The checks of pressure, dimensions and
load were carried out with turret on both vehicles, the other tests were carried
out with a dummy instead of turret on PT2. The vehicles were ballasted to
combat weight.
Test locations:
Steyr Spezialfahrzeugfabrik
Liechtensteinkaserne
Army training aerea
Empty water reservoir

Vienna
Allentsteig
Allentsteig
Allentsteig
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2. Configurations

PT3:
7 sets of roadwheels,
3 double support rollers,
hydrodynamic buffers at the roadwheel sets number 1,2 and 7,
friction dampers
at the roadwheel sets number 1,2 and 6,
ground contact length
3,990 mm
combat weight
27,650 kg
engine power
444 kW

_______1

6224

5

2390
3002
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PT2:
6 sets of roadwheels,
4 single support rollers,
friction dampers and hydrodynamic buffers
at the roadwheel sets number
1,2 and 6,
3,697 mm
ground contact length
27,340 kg
combat weight
441,000 W
engine power

2933

E

•' •3697

6166

"

2390

2090
3010

The weight of all crew members and the equipment was simulated with
sandbags, so the center of gravity under combat conditions may be slightly
different.
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3. Roadwheel Load and Force Distribution
This figure shows the load on the different roadwheels. The load of the 7th
roadwheel (left side) of PT3 was only 600 daN, due to a missaligned torsionbar.
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Fig. 3.1 Roadwheel load distribution

This figure shows the vertical force (daN) under each track pad.
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4. Mean Maximum Pressure
To calculate the mean maximum pressure, Rowland proposed the following
equation:

1,26 W
kPa

MMP =

2nA b'4I tD
W = vehicle weight (kN)
n = number of wheels of one track
A = rigidaerea of link (proportional)
b = track width (m)
t = track pitch (m)
D = diameterof roadwheel(m)

PT3:
1,26 * 9,81

*

27,65
1=163 kPa

MMP=
2*7 *Q0,5 • 0,154 *0,58
PT2:
1,26 *9,81
MMP=

*

27,34

=209 kPa
*
0,58
2 * 6 *0,45 4 0,154

-
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5. Cross Country Capability
On hard ground and artifical obstacles, the following values were mesasured
trench crossing:

2.5 m

vertical step:

0.8 m

On an off-road training field the following values were measured:

gradient climbing:

68%

side slope performance: 40%

This obstacles were negotiated with both vehicles and there was no
significant difference between PT3 and PT2.

6. Offroad Mobility (subjective observation)
This check was carried out on a real offroad course with different slopes, curves and a muddy ditch. There were no significant differences in speed and
manouverability, but we found, that the PT3 had the bettertuned suspension.
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7. Speed and Acceleration
Acceleration (on concrete)
On concrete surface there was no significant difference between
prototype 3 and prototype 2.

500 m Acceleration

PT3 in 39.6 seconds from zero
PT2 in 39.9 seconds from zero

We assume that the difference in the results is not due to the different number
of roadwheels.
Acceleration (soft terrain)
Location: . Kbhbach
On soft terrain a 500 mndistance was not available, therefore the distances
were reduced according to the local situation.
Conditions:
ploughed dry field, two laps in opposite directions
time in seconds
50m
150m

PT3
11.9
13.9
22.1
35.9

PT2
12.0
13.6
23.6
34.2

Location: . Mannshalm
Conditions: mowed dry field, gradient 6%
time in seconds

50m
loom

PT3
9.4
16.7

PT2
9.6
17.0
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8. Braking
After having observed incorrect speedometer readings, a deceleration
check was carried out with stopwatch.

Speed

PT3
36 kph
49 kph
PT2
32 kph
49 kph

Mean Values
Distance

Time

Deceleration

8.68 m
18.95 m

1.8 sec
2.8 sec

5.64 msec-2
4.88 msec-2

6.90 m
17.42 m

1.5 sec
2.8 sec

6.12 msec-2
4.49 msec- 2

9. Steering Circles
(first gear)
Steering circles on hard ground:
12m to 13 m
at 2400 rpm
12m to 13 m
at 1500 rpm.

Steering circles on gravel (sandy):
14 m at 2400 rpm
14 m at 1500 rpm

Note:

Both vehicles gave nearly the same results. On hard ground
the pressure in the hydraulic system was 260 to 300 bar,
on gravel 240 to 260 bar.
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10. Pivoting
Both vehicles have very good pivoting ability,
there is no horizontal offset while pivoting.
Pivoting checks were performed
at 2,400 rpm engine speed,
on concrete and gravel,
clockwise and counterclockwise.
pivoting circle diameter:

7 to 8.5 m

time for full turn:

8 to 10 sec

pressure in the hydraulic:

330

bar
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Traction

1.

Measured as drawbar force with dynamometer.
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12. Sinkage on Soft Ground
PT3

0,15n
1

2

3

4m
field

---

clay

PT2
0-

_
",-_

I.<.2

012

if

"

3

_'•"

4m

ground contact length

On soft ground the most important element of the rolling resistance is the
deformation of the soil.
It is influenced by:
soil condition
ground pressure
number of roadwheels
roadwheel distance.
Both vehicles differ in:
ground pressure
roadwheel number and
roadwheel distance.
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13. Roiling Resistance
On soft clay we found agreat difference between PT3 and PT2.The advantages of the increase of ground contact length and the better force distribution
are decisive in soft ground conditions.

COEFFICIENT OF ROLLING RESISTANCE
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-615There is a "multi-pass situation", and the sum of the rolling resistances of
all road-wheels is the whole rolling resistance. The deformation caused by
the first wheel might be nearly the same in both vehicles. The additional
deformation you can see is proportional to the displaced volume between
track and horizontal ground aerea. If we assume a nearly parabolic shape
of the track deflection, the volume is approximately:

V=213 *I *b *h *(n- 1)
PT3

PT2

V = displaced volume
I = wheel distance (mean)
b = track width
h = deflection
n = number of wheels

PT3

PT2

0.013
0.660
0.450
0.011
7

0.020
0.740
0.450
0.018
6

(dimensions in meters and cubic meters)

Note:
In this comparison, the rolling resistance is proportional to the displaced volume
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14. Prestabilisation Ability
After tuning of the damping and suspension system (the position of the friction damper was changed from the 7th to the 6th set of roadwheels) at the
APG-course, the pitch angle was reduced at all speeds.
pitch angle ( mrad ) versus time (seconds)
PT3350
PT2- - N I
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v=13 kmph
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Summary
The parallel test of the prototypes 2 and 3 of the ASCOD showed the advantages of the 7th roadwheel set, especially on soft ground like clay. In another
test in Norway the same effects were observved on snow. The modification
was not simply the addition of a 7th set of roadwheels; the suspension was
tuned, too. Besides the cost of the additional elements a small problem was
found.The close spacing of the wheels made it nececcary to mount the wheel
arms in such a way that they turn in the same direction, so the vehicle sometimes had pitch problemes. The ground clearance of the vehicle front and rear
was not always the same. In conclusion we can say that the modification
from PT2 to PT3 was sucessful and resulted in a remarkable increase of
off-road mobility.
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FE-Simulation of Tyre-Profile-Effects
on Terrain Mobility of Vehicles
C. Wolfgang Fervers
Institute of Automotive Engineering (IKK)
- Prof. Dr.-Ing. I. C. Schmid University of the Federal Armed Forces Hamburg, Germany

ABSTRACT
Many simulation-models have been established to predict the terrain-mobilityof
vehicles. Among the models describing the tyre-soil interaction the lyre profile
effects are rarely considered. At the IKK a new FEM based simulation model
which includes the tyre profile effects has been developed. In this article the new
model is introduced. First simulation results are presented an discussed. It can
be seen that the simulation results concerning soil deformation, tractionforces
and slip-sinkage correspond well with natural observations. The new model is
able to simulate effects of wheel-soil interaction which are not considered in any
other model.

I

INTRODUCTION

Terrain vehicle mobility on soft soil is not only a military aspect but as well
important for earthmoving and farming processes. For the prediction of terrain
vehicle mobility it is necessary to know something about the effects of land
locomotion. Those effects are often investigated by experiments. As a
disadvantage experimental testing means high costs and time expenditure, or
sometimes is not even possible. Therefore models have been elaborated which
simulate the effects of land locomotion and allow a prediction of terrain vehicle
mobility. Among others the models describing the interaction between the wheel
and the soft soil are of great importance.

-619Although these models have been improved over the years, there is still a demand
for higher performanced models. The influence of the tyre profile on traction has
not been investigated by simulation so far. In recent time with the increase of
computer capacity the Finite-Element-Method has turned out to be a capable
mean for the simulation of wheel-soil interaction. In this a great potential can be
seen for extending the simulation facilities by tyre profile effects.

2

STATE OF THE ART

Regarding the existing models the tyre profile effect is rarely considered. In the
well known BEKKER-model [1] in connection with the JANOSI-model [2] the
tyre profile is neglected and the circumferential forces are purely calculated from
the shear stresses in the soil. Up to now in analytical models the tyre profile has
only been taken into account for the calculation of the slip-dependent sinkage [3].
In contrast to that, tests by HOLM [4] and SCHWANGHART et al. [5] have
shown a considerable influence of the tyre profile on traction.
First FEM based simulations of tyre profile effects were made by REGLI et al
[6]. Hereby the tyre is not modelled entirely but replaced by stepwise
displacements of loads, fig. 1. For that reason the interaction has no real rolling
contact and as a matter of fact cannot represent a free rolling wheel with a wheel
load. The loads and displacements in that simulation were calculated from
experimental tests and estimated before the simulation. The interaction is only
shown for small displacements within the track, fig. 2.

4

3

2

Fig. 1: Incremental load for 10% slip [6]

I
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Fig. 2: Soil deformation after 4th load step with 10% slip [61
The FEM simulation model VENUS developed at the IKK by AUBEL [7] is the
first model showing a real rolling contact and the movements of a free rolling
wheel, fig. 3.

TT
T
Fig. 3: Simulation model VENUS [7]
In this model the interaction is not governed by values gained from tests and
observations as in the case of other FEM-models. The calculation is only based
on tyre and soil parameters and the given loads. Therefore VENUS proved to be
the most useful model for further investigations. The tyre profile is not yet
considered.
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THE NEW MODEL

Based on the results of VENUS a new simulation model is being worked out for
the investigation of tyre profile effects on traction.

3.1

The wheel model

To minimise computer capacity for the first steps, the wheel is built up of a rigid
disc which has a regular profile, fig. 4. The actual wheel load is placed as a force
"Fz" at the axle of the wheel. The wheel is free movable in plane. A horizontal
velocity "v" as well as a rotational velocity "o" can be constrained to the wheel
without affecting the vertical displacement "z".
The tyre profile simulated here has a symmetrical geometry with 40 lugs. The
ratio positive/negative-profile is 1. The orientation backward/forward is equal.
The tyre has a diameter of 1200 mm. Different profile shapes are generated by
changing the height of the lugs. A height of 10 mm is doubled to 20 mm and
halved to 5 mm. A height of 0 mm is generated to represent a tyre with no profile.

V

S20mm

0 MM
Fig. 4: Wheel model
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The soil model

The soil is generated by a FEM mesh which is refined in the contact zone of
wheel-soil interaction. The soil behavior is represented by an elastoplastic
behavior [8]. The plastic material law is based on the constitutive model of
Drucker-Prager modified by the dilatation behavior. By this modification a
consolidated loam can be described with a dilatation angle of 0' [7].
A soil bin with a length of 8000 mm and a depth of 1200 mm is represented here,
fig. 5. The wheel-soil interaction is possible for a distance of up to 5000 mm.
8000 mm

Fig. 5: Soil model
Two different loams with the following data were used

E modulus:

8 N/nm2

loam 1
Poisons ratio:

0.3

loam 2
8 N/mm 2
0.3

friction angle (Mohr-Coulomb):
cohesion (Mohr-Coulomb):

27.50
0.02 N/mm2

150
0.02 N/mm 2

density:

3.3

1.9 kg/dm 3

2.5 kg/dm3

The interaction model

In this model the interaction between the tyre and the soil is made up of a
mathematical restriction. The surface nodes of the soil mesh are not allowed to
pass through the surface lines of the tyre mesh, fig. 6.
Hereby the factor of surface friction "ýi"between soil nodes and tyre surface lines
is considered to be gi = 0.1
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Fig. 6: Interaction model
As the tyre profile is periodically convex and concave, some lines of the soil
mesh may overlap the tyre surface. Geometrically this seems to be not absolutely
accurate. But as the simulation only considers the nodes of the soil mesh for the
contact calculation the solution is still correct within the accuracy of element
length.
Like it is in VENUS this model provides the soil deformation, the pressure
distribution and the reaction forces and moments as a result of the simulation. As
input data only the soil and tyre parameters and the wheel loads must be given.

3.4

The simulation proceeding

The effects of tyre profile are strongly influenced by the slip. For that reason the
simulation was carried out with a slip controlled driving. In every simulation run
the tyre was driven with constant slip over a distance of 5000 mm. For every
profile the simulation was executed with -20%, -10%, 0%, 10% and 20% slip.
The slip "s" is defined as:
v-U

s=-

s

-

v

with

v>u

u-v

-=
u

with

u>v

and

-
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s = slip
v = horizontal velocity
u=(r

with

(o = rotational velocity

r = radius of the wheel
v and (o are measured in relation to a fixed co-ordinate system.

end

start
Lo

5000 mm

1i

Fig. 7: Start and end of simulation run

4

SIMULATION RESULTS

With the above described new model some simulation runs have already been
made. The results will be presented and discussed in the following with regard to
the soil deformation, the traction forces and the sinkage.

4.1

The soil deformations

A profiled wheel rolling over a soft ground normally leaves a rut in the soil. The
simulation model represents this behavior in good quality. With a slip of 0%,
fig. 8, the trace is nearly an exact print of the tyre profile. The distance between
the gaps in the soil "Ats" is the same as the distance of the lugs "Atp". For higher
slip the distance between the gaps in the soil becomes smaller. This is caused by
the relative displacement between tyre and soil in the contact zone. The same
effect could be observed in tests made by HOLM [4]. As it is expected the gap
distance becomes larger with negative slip.

-
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0% slip
t. = tp

10 x t

10% slip
At, < At

0 x Atm
1F

10

x~tAt.

Fig. 8: loam 1, wheel load 20 kN, profile 10 nun

> Atp
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The gap distance in relation to the lug distance can be described with the slip
equation like
-v u
V

Ats - Atp for
At,

U-V
U

Atp-AtforsŽ_
At
f

and

In general this behavior can be observed for all profiles and both soils. In special
on softer soil and with higher slip the gaps become more unidentifiable, fig. 9.

+

201%slip

Fig. 9: loam 2, wheel load 23 kN, profile 10 mm
The contact zone of wheel-soil interaction is usually represented by the rnm-in
angle "01" and the run-out angle "02". Fig. 10 shows these angles for different
slip values on loam 2.
It is to be seen that the angle 01 is hardly dependent on the slip. This is explicable
by the contrary influence of the sinkage and the bulldozing effect. A higher slip
increases the sinkage and therefore the angle 01. In contrast to that, due to higher
slip, more material is moved from in front of the wheel to the back, which makes
the bulldozing effect and therefore the angle 01 decreasing. On the angle 02 both
effects have common influence. The angle 02 increases with a higher sinkage as
well as with a higher amount of material being moved from the front to the back.
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• 0% slip

lO%slip
••I

Fig. 10: loam 2, wheel load 23 kN, profile 10 mm
These effects are strongly dependent on the soil parameters and the wheel load.
They may have a different quantity on other soils or with other wheel loads.
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4.2 Traction forces
Characteristic parameters for terrain mobility are the drawbar pull "T", the
circumferential force "U" and the rolling resistance "R", fig. 11. The simulation
model provides values for the reaction force "F' which is the counter force to T
and the reaction Moment "M". With the wheel diameter "D", "U" and "R" can be
calculated.

F

M-T

R

R=U-T
U

Fig. 11: Reaction forces
In the figures 12 to 14 the forces T, U and R are shown in relation to the slip for
the different profile shapes on loam 1. As usual T, U and R are presented in
relation to the wheel load.
With positive slip the circumferential force, fig. 12, for the tyre with no profile
(0 mm) shows a maximum of 0.1 which is exactly the value of the considered
surface friction between tyre and soil. As is expected the profiled tyres can
transmit a much higher circumferential force. The difference in circumferential
force between profiled and unprofiled tyres is larger than between the various
profile shapes. This is strongly dependent on the factor of surface friction. In this
simulation the surface friction coefficient between tyre and soil was assumed to
be 0,1, which is low. In reality it might be higher. At negative slip the curves for
the circumferential force are much closer together. The unprofiled tyre does not
reach a minimum circumferential force up to the limit of -20% slip.
The drawbar pull shows the same tendency, fig. 13. The 0 mm profile can provide
only a very small or even no positive drawbar pull. The gradient of the curves
increases with the increase of profile height, which proves the influence of the
profile on traction. According to the circumferential force the curves for the
drawbar pull at negative slip are closer together.
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Fig. 12: Circumferential force over slip, loam 1, wheel load 20 kN
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Fig. 13: Drawbar pull over slip, loam 1, wheel load 20 kN,
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In fig. 14 the rolling resistance on loam I is shown. It can be seen that there is a
minimum around 0% slip for all profile shapes. Up to positive slip rates the higher
profile shows a larger rolling resistance, which is caused by the higher sinkage
(see fig. 16). For negative slip the bulldozing effect becomes dominant. Therefore
the 0 mm profile has the highest rolling resistance, because it is not able to reduce
the bulldozing wave by moving material to the back.

"ad
0.16

"0.14

0.14
o

-20 -15

-10

-5

0

5

10

15 20
slip [%]

Fig. 14: Rolling resistance over slip, loam 1, wheel load 20 kN
The influence
of the bulldozing effect can be underlined by
,~the rolling resistance
cc"0.1235
on loam 2, fig. 15. Here the bulldozing effect even occurs with positive slip (see
fig. 9). Therefore the 10 mmn profile compared to the 20 nun profile has a higher
rolling resistance not only with negative but as well with positive slip. The 0 nun
and 5 mm profile were not simulated on loam 2 because the extreme bulldozing
wave caused problems with the deformation of the FE-mesh.

20*---

-00m

0.25
2

-20 -15

-10

-5

0
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10

15 20
"slip
[%]

Fig. 15: Rolling resistance over slip, loam 2, wheel load 23 kN

-6314.3 The sinkage
The sinkage has the most important effect on the rolling resistance. In almost
every analytical model the sinkage is calculated in relation to the wheel load.
Apart from the load dependent sinkage a slip-dependent sinkage can be observed.
In fig. 16 the total sinkage of the various tyres on loam I are shown. The sinkage
is measured from the outer diameter of the lugs, so that the different profiles have
not the same sinkage at 0% slip. The higher profiled tyres sink deeper, because
the negative profile has to be filled with soil to establish the whole contact length.
As a result of the pressure peaks at the lugs the difference in sinkage is less than
the difference in profile height.
The slip dependent variation of the sinkage is close to a linear curve when
regarding positive slip. This is also assumed in most of the analytical models. As
expected the additional sinkage is greater for higher profile. At negative slip the
curves become more parallel. This indicates that there might be a minimum of
sinkage for negative slip, which does not depend on the profile shape.

50

40

9-30
Omm-

20
10

-20 -15

-10

-5

0

5

10

15 20
slip [%]

Fig. 16: sinkage over slip, loam 1, wheel load 20 kN
The sinkage curves for loam 2, fig. 17, underline this assumption. For positive
slip they show as well a linear relation but with decreasing slip they come closer
together and seem to reach a certain minimum limit.
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Fig. 17: sinkage over slip, loam 2, wheel load 23 kN

5

CONCLUSIONS

The results presented here are in good accordance to natural observations. This
proves that the new model is working well. It is able to simulate the influence of
tyre profile on effects like rolling resistance, sinkage and bulldozing effect, which
could not be calculated entirely up to now. For example the bulldozing effect in
relation to the profile shape is not represented in any other model.
With this model effects of tyre profile on terrain mobility can be as well studied
as the consequences of land locomotion on farming processes. Furthermore the
model will be a suitable tool to optimise the tyre profile regarding different soils.
Further investigations should be done with attention to other profile shapes and
soil parameters. Moreover higher slip rates should be considered. A validation
has not taken place so far and should be done in connection with experimental
data. With the steady increase of computer capacity the model could be extended
by a deformable tyre and 3D-effects for the future.
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ABSTRACT
The present status and future trends of electromechanical All-WheelDriven (AWD) propulsion, All-Wheel-Braked (AWB) dispulsion and AllWheel-Activated (AWA) suspension for caterpillar tracks of Intelligent
Main Battle Tanks (IMBT) is presented in the paper. The use of these
new concept AWD propulsion, AWB dispulsion and AWA suspension
spheres for caterpillar tracks opens up wide possibilities for improving
fossil and non-fossil fuel economy, cutting initial and whole-life caterpillar-track costs, protecting the environment and bettering distribution
of terrain thrust (gross tractive effort) as well as keeping both the net
motion resistances of the caterpillar track and track sinkages (rut
depth) low not only by increasing the speed of travel but also
decreasing the rolling resistances of all the electromechanical motorized
sprocket-, road- and tensioner-wheels etc.
1. INTRODUCTION
In October 1979, one of the greatest scientists in the history of 'terramechanics', the never-enough-to-be-regretted Pole Professor Dr M G
('Greg') Bekker Ill 'Fatherof Terrain-Vehicle Systems', best known for
the invention of a steel transparent-type caterpillar track for tracked allterrain vehicles and pioneering construction of a wire-mesh tyre and
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other members for Lunar Roving Vehicle (LRV) for the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), asked the author to
develop an all-automatic Continuously Variable Transmission (CVT) for
civilian and military tracked all-terrain vehicles suitable for mass use
(inexpensive and easily manufactured) that would improve Internal
Combustion Engine (ICE) or External Combustion Engine (ECE)
performance and vehicle drivability when operated by any (even
unskilled) Human Driver (HD).
Tracked all-terrain vehicles generally have distinct advantages over
wheeled all-terrain vehicles on cross-country terrain, primarily because
the caterpillar track results in a lower ground pressure, leading to
reduced sinkage and a better distribution of tractive effort. Against this
the steering-conversion sphere, which is usually integrated with the
propulsion, dispulsion and suspension spheres, is more complex.
When the road wheels are connected by a caterpillar track, their motion
is not independent, and this, together with the motion of the caterpillar
track itself, makes prediction much more difficult. Bearing in mind the
sophistication and high cost of such tracked all-terrain vehicles, this
difficulty is a serious handicap for the automotive scientists and
engineers. This is particularly true of fighting vehicles which additionally usually have quite complex active suspension spheres.
By contrast the motion of the caterpillar track or 'chain' of modern
unconventional electrically-powered and mechatronically-controlled
tracked all-terrain vehicle is very different and much more sophisticated
because:
- sprocket torque is applied through an electromechanical motorized
sprocket wheel as in conventional tracked all-terrain vehicles, but
additionally auxiliary road-wheel torques are applied through electromechanical motorized road wheels, and auxiliary tensioner-wheel
torque is applied through an electromechanical motorized tensionerwheels which all moves with the vehicle;
- the load is distributed in an indeterminate manner along a finite
length of essentially stationary caterpillar track in contact with the
ground;
- the caterpillar-track inertia is a significant function of the hypersphere inertia, and its motion is very non-linear;
- there is significant coulomb friction between adjacent caterpillartrack links.
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for original Research and Development (R&D) work on mono- and/or
poly-drive propulsion spheres in the early 1980s [2-51. His developments were directed toward the automotive industry but his electromechanical mono- and/or poly-drive propulsion spheres also had some
industrial applications.
The author boast of yourself as a pioneer in the application of electromechanical mono- and/or poly-drive propulsion spheres in particular
AWD propulsion to civilian and military, wheeled and tracked, onand/or off-road vehicles. As early as 1982, the author introduced
electromechanical AWD propulsion spheres to wheeled road vehicles
[2,3,51, and as early as 1984 - to wheeled and tracked all-terrain
vehicles 14,8,10,12-151. Only as early as 1987 the other authors
published papers [19,20,22,27-301 on electromechanical AWD propulsion of civilian and military, wheeled and tracked all-terrain vehicles.
Recently developed high-efficiency electrical dynamotors (generators/
motors) to be mounted inside the wheel hub promise advantage for
smart electromechanical All-Wheel-Drive (AWD) x All-Wheel-Brake
(AWB) x All-Wheel-Activate (AWA) wheeled and tracked all-terrain
vehicles. Then, for wheeled all-terrain vehicles too, skid steering could
easily be realized, where, instead of a steering angle of the wheels,
controversially sensed circumferential forces on the two sides of the
vehicle produce the cornering motion such as for tracked all-terrain
vehicles.
According to the author's hierarchical systems approach (systems
thinking) 19,12-151 on automotive vehicle dynamics, for instance, the
term 'propulsion sphere' is defined to include all the hierarchical
dynamical hypospheres, hypersystems, systems, hyposystems and
elements which are arranged in a dynamical sphere (from the humanor telerobotic-driver input to all the vehicle tracks' motorized sprocket-,
road- and tensioner-wheels) that are required to store electrical energy
on board the vehicle and, using that energy, to provide motive power
to all the vehicle-tracks' motorized sprocket-, road- and tensionerwheels. Just for that reason, tracked all-terrain vehicles are also
determined as 'dynamical heterogeneous hyperspheres', including
various energetic assemblies as 'automotive functional dynamical
spheres', eg propulsion, dispulsion, suspension and conversion, as well
as cooling, heating, lubrication and other trade-off spheres.
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Civilian and military tracked all-terrain vehicles are characterized by a
variety of solutions and form a sophisticated dynamical hypersphere
with many degrees of freedom, the vehicle hypersphere affected by
various ground input forces, mostly of probabilistic character.
Contemporary computer techniques make it possible to solve sophisticated dynamical hyperspheres, the problem, though, is in adopting a
proper physical model and next in creating a correct mathematical
model of the interaction of tracks with terrain [1,14,23,31]. The
difficulty results from a wide variety of terrain conditions in which a
tracked all-terrain vehicle must travel and from the lack of the sphere
hypermatrix equation of state being the formal evaluation of actual
terrain medium.
The experimental proof-of-concept series hybrid thermo-mechano-electromechanical and/or electromechanical All-Wheel-Driven (AWD) propulsion, All-Wheel-Braked (AWB) dispulsion and All-Wheel-Activated
suspension spheres will have an operating efficiency of 80 % and it
enabled the tracked all-terrain vehicle to exhibit a 25 % improvement
in fuel consumption and a 50 % reduction in both the net motion
resistance of the AWD & AWB & AWA caterpillar tracks and track sinkage compared to the existing conventional thermomechanical SprocketWheel-Drive (SWD) propulsion sphere as well as advanced thermomechano-electromechanical and thermo-mechano-fluido-mechanical
SWD propulsion sphere, the latters two became available in the late
1910s and 1930s, respectively.
The author envisages a time when fully-automatic motion control of
fighting vehicles will be standard equipment on all Main Battle Tanks
(MBT). In the nearest future, the Intelligent Main Battle Tank (IMBT) is
expected to make a big contribution to the society composed largely
of unskilled human drivers. It will be of great help to the unskilled
soldiers, vastly improving their quality of fighting. Moreover, it also will
be useful for human drivers who are not used to MBTs. For this reason,
the author is pursuing R&D work in this field.
Motion control, ie propulsion x dispulsion x suspension x conversion
control is one of the most important driver-vehicle and terrain-vehicle
real-time expert hypersphere for fighting vehicles. Previous methods
were primitive. For example, the primary area of interest has been in
autonomy due to problems of communication on the battle field,
though some interaction with the HD will obviously still be required and
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the author is working on driver-vehicle and terrain-vehicle real-time
expert hyperspheres allowing local and remote motion control.
The primary interest has been directed towards cross-country
operation; the fighting vehicles the author is conceiving and designing
being specially electromechanical AWD & AWB & AWA caterpillar
tracks 14,8,10,12-141 propelled (driven) and converted (steerable) to
make off-road driving as easy as possible by avoiding many of the
normal failure modes. This reduces the number of hazards and makes
them simple to classify. Safe operation of the MBT will be assisted by
local sensors such as tilt and proximity detectors. The behaviours will
be varied from timid to extremely bold as warranted by the circumstances.
On the other hand, in the case of MBT moving on the battlefield, the
motion control must be smoother. It must feel as if a well-skilled human
being were driving. It may seem that by improving the MBT's sensors
and the algorithms that interpret the sensors' data the smoothness of
ride can be improved. This is not, however, necessarily so. Higher
precision sensing can result in a rougher ride because of its noisy
signal. In this case, the soldiers may feel not only discomfort but also
extra fear. For this reason, the author selected fuzzy-logic motion
control algorithms for the motion control of the BMT. Fuzzy logic [321
was chosen because of the following characteristics. It is easier to
implement Human- and/or Telerobotic-Driver (H&TD) skills using
fuzzy-logic motion control than using conventional motion control
algorithms. It filters even the uncertainty of the precision of the sensor.
Therefore, the IMBT may move as smoothly as a well-skilled human
being drives.
Modern unconventional IMBTs such as other tracked all-terrain vehicles
are characterized by extremely high mobility (even in rough terrain),
slope and acceleration capabilities. The turning behaviour is also very
important 1281.
The impact of the turning resistance onto the AWD propulsion, AWB
dispulsion and AWA suspension spheres is of primary interest. For
instance, during cornering the torques on the electromechanical
motorized sprocket wheels (sprockets) can be circa 20 times higher
than in straight ahead motion [28]. The cornering capability of an IMBT
must therefore be considered in the design stage. For instance, when
an IMBT is driving in a curve the turning resistance is added to the
motion resistances of straight ahead motion.
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The turning resistance is caused by lateral forces at the AWD & AWB
& AWA caterpillar tracks. These horizontal (longitudinal and lateral)
forces are always combined with horizontal displacement between the
AWD & AWB & AWA caterpillar tracks and the ground surface.
2. VAT PROGRAMME
Dealing with the intelligent fighting vehicle problems requires a systems
approach (systems thinking). This requires equipment and systems that
are reliable, compact, and affordable. Realistic goals and objectives
must be established for VAT availability, performance and cost, that is
the VAT must be 'rational' for the operation and the operational
environment. This will also emphasize concepts such as model-based
object recognition, knowledge-based methods, artificial neural networks, multi-sensor and information fusion and management, as well
as advanced signal and data acquisition, coding, processing, and
display visual information concepts for such applications as detection,
tracking, and identification recognition new methodologies for sonar-,
laser-, radar-, IR-, as well as visible and UV-sensor-based systems.
Areas of particular concern include Automatic Target Recognition (ATR)
and tracking mechatronics systems, reconnaissance, diagnostics and
specialized sensors (e.g. guidance and navigation quality sensors for
laser gyros, accelerometers, etc.) as well as passive and active spacebased remote sensing. Laser, fiber optic, and scanning VAT can provide improved IMBT motion (propulsion, dispulsion, suspension and
conversion) in many phases of mission scenario, including the garage
phases of the drive, prevention of ramp incursion, and refueling operations.
The need to improve the margin of safety and precision of IMBT
operations has driven the search for additional methods to solve these
and related problems. These systems range from Command Control
Communication and Intelligent (C31) systems to Air Defence (AD)
systems, and recently Air Traffic Control (ATC) systems. All of these
systems share a number of common elements with the IMBT Motion
Control (MC) systems. Motion control for an IMBT requires many of the
same elements that the existing military C 31 systems use. These
elements fall into four categories: sensors, communications, command
centres (processors and display), and software (strategies and tactics).
In human- and/or telerobotic-driver terms, the sensors are used to
determine the current situation in the geographic area of responsibility,
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the 'eyes and ears' of the MC system. The communications are used
to bring the information back to the centre for processing, the 'nerve
system' element. The command centre and its software make the
decisions necessary to control the situation or respond to unexpected
events, the 'brain' of the MC system [251.
In the military, C 31 is a vital part of any defense system as was demonstrated in the Gulf War by the Coalition Forces. The first activity
of the Coalition Forces was to disable the opponents C 31 system. In
doing so, they were able to 'blind' the opponent and break the
communication to the command centre. Once this was accomplished,
Iraq had no knowledge of the Coalition Forces' situation. Thus the
Coalition Forces gained air supremacy. Fifty-five different Hughes
Aircraft Co advanced technologies were used in the Gulf War including radar, satellite and spread spectrum communications, IR image
processing, and a C 31 system [251.
The same advanced technologies may be transferable directly to motion
control for the IMBT using macroelectronic Application Specific
Integrated Matrixer (ASIM) macroconverter-based commutators (ASIM
macrocommutators and Artificial Intelligence (Al) Fuzzy-Logic and
Neural-Network (FN) microelectronic Application Specific Integrated
Circuit (ASIC) microcomputer-based controllers (Al FN ASIC microcontrollers).
The author's VAT Programme R&D effort is concentrated on technologies that will adapt the AWD propulsion, AWB dispulsion and AWA
suspension spheres' concept to an IMBT. Major technological advances
that have been accomplished in this R&D programme include: novel DC
macrocommutator reluctance & magnetoelectric [unwound Magnetized-Soft-Iron (MSI) outer rotor and wound & Interior Permanent
Magnet (IPM) inner stator] electromechanical single- or twin-wheel-hub
motors for track assembly, which are integrated into AWD propulsion
sphere mechanism of the IMBT contained within the envelopes of the
AWD & AWB & AWA caterpillar tracks; development of the control
algorithms required for torque and/or speed control of the electromechanical sprocket-, road- and tensioner-wheel-hub motors; further
development of the unique macroelectronic modules, that are AC-to-DC
and/or DC-to-AC ASIM macrocommutators [7,9,111; improvements to
the AC-to-DC and/or DC-to-AC ASIM macrocommutators to bring them
closer to manufacture; and integration of the Al FN ASIC microcontrollers that are in command of the entire AWD propulsion, AWB
dispulsion and AWA suspension spheres to provide an on-board Al FN
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that is based on the Fijalkowski Turbine Boosting (FTB) system or the
Fijalkowski engine (FE) with constant output [5,6,8,10,121, cooperating with the on-board Chemical Energy Store (CH-ES), that is the
advanced nickel- or silver-metal hydride DC chemoelectrical Storage
Battery (SB) and the Mechanical Energy Store (M-ES), that is the
mechanical energy-storing Dynamotorized Flywheel (DF) with the
brushless DC macrocommutator flywheel-hub dynamotor were included
in the VAT Programme to assure that these important components of
the new concept AWD propulsion, AWB dispulsion and AWA suspension spheres were included in all of the IMBT hypersphere's design
trade-offs.
The integrations of two AGTGs that are based on the FTB system, or
two FE with constant output, co-operating with the on-board CH-ES,
consisted of the DC chemoelectrical SB and M-ESs, consisted of the
mechanical energy-storing DFs with the brushless DC macrocommutator flywheel-hub dynamotors as well as power trains, that are all
the MBT caterpillar-tracks' motorized sprocket-, road- and tensionerwheels form a complete proof-of-concept series hybrid thermomechano-electromechanical and/or electromechanical AWD propulsion,
AWB dispulsion and AWA suspension spheres.
R&D work will also continue on mobility and steerability, including
attempts to boost ICE or ECE power and speed of travel. To ensure the
success of these efforts R&D work is also going forward on experimental proof-of-concept electromechanical AWA suspension spheres
and riding control; as well as skid-steering conversion spheres and both
stability and handling at high speed of travel, lower mass and higher
durability for caterpillar-track pad and shoes, higher efficiency in
electro-mechanical motorized sprocket-, road- and tensioner-wheels as
well as pad and shoe systems, and improved track shoe traction.
Many demands are also made on power boosting during fast-acceleration, hill climbing and high-speed travelling as well power recuperation
during coasting and braking of the vehicle, and both new concept electromechanical AWA supension spheres and skid-steering conversion
spheres used as integral spheres together with future new concept
hybrid thermo-mechano-electromechanical and/or electromechanical
AWD propulsion, AWB dispulsion and AWA suspension spheres for
civilian and military tracked all-terrain vehicles.
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Operational economy has become increasingly important with the
growing costs of fuels. It is now profitable to invest in newly designed
energy-saving thermo-mechano-electromechanical and/or electromechanical AWD propulsion, AWB dispulsion and AWA suspension spheres
as an alternative to, or replacement of, existing conventional thermomechanical SWD propulsion spheres as well as advanced thermomechano-electromechanical orthermo-mechano-fluido-mechanical propulsion spheres for civil and military tracked all-terrain vehicles.
The contemporary BMT must be an intelligent fighting vehicle with
extremely high mobility and steerability on a wide range of environments and soils. In recent years, IMBTs have become increasingly sophisticated, incorporating novel mobility enhancing concepts such as
electromechanical AWD & AWB & AWA caterpillar tracks, track tension
regulating devices and adaptive suspensions, the use of which permits
the Human Driver (HD) to 'tune' his MBT to optimize its performance
in a particular type of terrain or mission scenario. As the design of
IMBTs becomes more sophisticated so too the Intelligent Computer
Aided Design (ICAD) analytical methods used are more complex. While
to the author's systems approach [9,12,141 to studying driver-vehicle
and terrain-vehicle interactions first formalized by Prof. Bekker [11 is
still useful up to now, with the ICAD as well as physical and mathematical models [14,23,311, the study has become an increasingly
specialized one.
3. EXPERIMENTAL PROOF-OF-CONCEPT AWD PROPULSION,
AWB DISPULSION AND DISPULSION SPHERES
The experimental proof-of-concept AWD propulsion, AWB dispulsion
and AWA suspension spheres used on high-speed, terrestrial and water
IMBTs satisfy nearly all the same essential requirements as for the
running gear systems used on high-speed military tracked all-terrain
vehicles [261, namely:
(i) to apply an all-electric-wheel 'single-shaft' AWD propulsion sphere
to a large number of electromechanical motorized road wheels;
(ii) to apply an all-electric-wheel 'single-shaft' AWB dispulsion sphere
to a large number of electromechanical motorized road wheels;
(iii) to allow a large AWA suspension displacement to allow high-speed
motion over cross-country difficult terrain;
(iv) to allow at the outer side of the curve a positive propelling (driving)
torque and at the inner side - a negative dispelling (braking) torque,
achieving their maximum value for pivot skid steering;
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(v) to occupy the minimum volume within the space envelope of the
IMBT;
(vi) to distribute the mass of the IMBT over a relatively large ground
surface or soil area.
The requirements (i) and (ii) will contribute to the very good soft soil
performance of IMBTs. The feature (v) will tend to conflict with
requirements (i) and (ii).

MAINBATTLETANK
THE PL PLIASKI INTELLIGENT
OBSTACLE
ANC ITS TRACKLOOP FOR A 65 KNIT/TRAVERSALO A 0.25 M
B T FIJALKOWSKI

ISTVS 94
VIENNA.AUSTRIA
FIG. I

The AWD propulsion, AWB dispulsion and AWA suspension spheres
must be of minimum mass, reliable and durable as well as easy to
maintain and, compared to some other MBT components, reasonably
inexpensive to manufacture.
In the fighting-vehicle field an example of study is represented by an
experimental proof-of-concept series hybrid thermo-mechano-electromechanical and/or electromechanical AWD propulsion, AWB dispulsion
and AWA suspension spheres for an electrically-powered and mechatronically-controlled AWD x AWB x AWA IMBT with extremely high
mobility and steerability,which is conceived and designed by the author
at Cracow University of Technology, Cracow, Poland [141.
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The experimental proof-of-concept series hybrid thermo-mechanoelectromechanical and/or electromechanical AWD propulsion, AWB
dispulsion and AWA suspension spheres are designed for installation
in the high-speed, terrestrial and water, PL Pulaski IMBT armed with a
light anti-tank gun and/or uranium arrow missile with loading automat.
It will have a turret that is a strong and hard thick active heavily
armoured metal-powder structure protecting a gunner or crew (two
men only), made so as to revolve with the gun and/or rocket. It will
also have very small windows that withstand sledgehammer blows, a
hull and road-wheel tyres that endure multiple shots from a firearm, and
a rampart that sprays tear gas.
Figure 1 shows an overall view of the PL Pulaski IMBT and its caterpillar-track loop for a 65 km/h traversal of a 0.25 m high obstacle.
The barycentre is located at the centre of the hull. The seven electromechanical motorized road wheels on each side of the hull have
independent rotary-damper AWA suspensions. The front electromechanical motorized sprocket wheel (sprocket) and fourteen (seven
on each side) electromechanical motorized road wheels as well as the
rear electromechanical motorized tensioner wheel are driven individually
by the DC macrocommutator sprocket-wheel-hub motor and fourteen
DC macrocommutator road-wheel-hub motors as well as DC macrocommutator tensioner-wheel-hub motor, respectively, and the rotating
speed of each AWD & AWB & AWA caterpillar track and each
motorized sprocket-, road- and tensioner-wheels can be arbi-trarily
controlled by driver-vehicle and terrain-vehicle real-time expert
hypersphere, incorporating model following fuzzy-logic programmable
and neural-network learning motion control of an IMBT. For changing
the adhesion coefficient two kinds of the caterpillar track may be
used, namely wide moulded-rubber belt- or narrow uranium-powder
transparent-type caterpillar tracks. The accelerometers were attached
at the geometric centre of the IMBT.
The required skid-steering power of each AWD & AWB & AWA caterpillar track can be measured by the sprocket-, road- and tensionerwheel torque gauges which are specially designed to eliminate the
bending effects of caterpillar-track tension on sprocket-, road- and
tensioner-wheel shafts.
The IMBT shown in Figure 1 is intended only to be the Test and Evaluation (T&E) fighting vehicle of this proof-of-concept series hybrid
thermo-mechano-electromechanical and/or electromechanical AWD
propulsion, AWB dispulsion and AWA suspension spheres, rather than
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an engineering prototype. Therefore no modification of the base MBT
characteristics or structure are planned except these required for AWD
propulsion, AWB dispulsion and AWA suspension spheres mounting.
For example, the piston-type ICE or conventional AGT is replaced by
two AGTGs that are based on the Fijalkowski turbine boosting (FTB)
system [ 5,6,81, or two Fijalkowski engines [81 with constant output,
and the thermo-mechano-fluidomechanical rear SWD propulsion sphere
is replaced by the experimental proof-of-concept series hybrid thermomechano-electromechanical and/or electromechanical AWD propulsion,
AWB dispulsion and AWA suspension spheres [ 4,8,10,12-141.
The IMBT will have extremely high mobility and steerability is driven by
the same two wide moulded-rubber belt- or narrow uranium-powder
transparent-type caterpillar tracks. All two caterpillar tracks are
consequently AWD & AWB & AWA ones.
The core of the experimental proof-of-concept series hybrid thermomechano-electromechanical and/or electromechanical AWD propulsion,
AWB dispulsion and AWA suspension spheres are not only two AGTGs
that are based on the FTB system 15,6,81, or two FEs [8,101, that are
rectilinear reciprocating ICEs with eight (Square-Four Engine) or sixteen
(Octagon-Eight Engine) pistons moving the mover of the linear DC
macrocommutator (unwound IPM inner mover and wire-wound outer
stator) generators which directly convert into electrical energy the
mechanical energy supplied to the pistons by the combustion of usual
hydrocarbons, as well as on-board advanced nickel- or silver-metal
hydride DC chemoelectrical SB and mechanical energy-storing DF with
the brushless DC macrocommutator flywheel-hub or twin-flywheel-disc
dynamotor (generator/motor) but also DC macrocommutator (MSI and
IPM) electromechanical wheel-hub motors for each of the individual
motorized sprocket-, road- and tensioner-wheels.
The high power factor mechanoelectrical disc-shaped rotor generator
and electromechanical wheel-hub motors use Sm-Fe-Ti-B, Sm-Fe-Mo or
Nd-Fe-B magnets to supply inductor (mover/rotor) magnetic fluxes,
which almost eliminate mover/rotor or stator losses and result in highly
compact efficient designs. These components are interconnected
through AWD propulsion, AWB dispulsion and AWA suspension
spheres, and the propelling or dispelling power flow is controlled by an
on-board Al FN ASIM microcontroller which receives commands from
the H&TD.
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The PL Pulaski IMBT (Fig. 1) has both unique types of AWD propulsion,
AWB dispulsion and AWA suspension spheres and an unique type of
very advanced skid-steering conversion sphere which incorporate
adjustable torque and/or speed AWD & AWB & AWA caterpillar tracks.
When the steering joystick is turned the AWD & AWB & AWA
caterpillar tracks are activated and push/pull the IMBT until desired turn
is made. This steering-conversion sphere has proven to be a relatively
effective mobility feature because there is no power loss in dispelling
(braking) the AWD & AWB & AWA caterpillar tracks for steering as on
a conventional only SWD caterpillar track's fighting vehicle, for
instance, the US Abrams MBTs. When steering the PL Pulaski IMBT
both caterpillar tracks are still powered, providing smooth and continual
power to them which allows it to achieve maximum tractive effort.
Cracow University of Technology's Mechatronics R&D Team instead
choose to perform a prestudy on two AGTGs for the PL Pulaski IMBT
as substitute for the Diesel engine or AGT. This is because the two
prime-mover design offers a series of advantages in addition to
enabling Catalytic Exhaust Gas Cleaning (CEGC). Among these
advantages is low price through long series manufacture, proven high
technology (high-tech) and inexpensive parts, known service routines,
light mass and the AGTGs' ability for independent power output.
Moreover, the PL Pulaski IMBT can operate using one prime mover
only, in case the other breaks down. Obviously, there are also some
disadvantages, such as complexity compared with a single prime
mover, the duplication of certain auxiliary equipment and special work
for mounting two electromechanical motorized sprocket wheels and
fourteen electromechanical motorized road wheels as well as two
electromechanical motorized tensioner wheels for 18 x (2S + 14R +
2T) wheel arrangement (See Figure 1). In addition, this didn't also
require an automatic mechanical transmission and gear unit which
transfers the torque through the propeller shaft to each prime mover.
Figure 1 also shows the AWD propulsion, AWB dispulsion and AWA
suspension spheres of the PL Pulaski IMBT and is typical of modern
unconventional Drive-By-Wire (DBW) practice. Trailing adaptive &
predictive AWA suspension arms carry rubber-tyred electromechanical
motorized road wheels and operate transverse (lateral) torsion bars
running across the floor of the PL Pulaski IMBT's hull. Rotary vane
electromechanical activators with the Electro-Rheological-Fluid (ERF)
shock absorbers (dampers) are incorporated into the pivots of the AWA
suspension arms on the front, second and rear road-wheel stations.
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Linked AWD & AWB & AWA caterpillar track will run under the electromechanical motorized road wheels and around hull-mounted electromechanical motorized sprocket wheel (drive sprocket) and return
electromechanical motorized tensioner wheel. Caterpillar-track pretension will be adjusted by ERF filled electromechanical rams reacting
against the electromechanical motorized tensioner wheels.
Electromechanical motorized sprocket wheels could be at the front of
the PL Pulaski IMBT, because are not depending on the position of the
prime-movers' pack. Two small diameter rollers support the top run of
the AWD & AWB & AWA caterpillar track. Caterpillar-track return
electromechanical motorized tensioner wheel will be mounted to the
hull through short swing links to allow the caterpillar track to be pretensioned. Electromechanical rams have replaced screw devices as the
tensioning mechanism. Not only is tensioning easily effected with an
electromechanical ram, but the pretension can be accurately set by
using an Electro-Rheological (ER) fluidical valve.
On the PL Pulaski IMBT electromechanical tensioners will be used in
conjunction with an internally mounted ER fluidical valve. This will
enable the caterpillar track to be pretensioned by the human driver from
inside the IMBT. On the Pulaski IMBT the tensioners will be interconnected to the rear AWA suspension arms to give a so-called
compensating electromechanical motorized tensioner wheel. This
arrangement will give a measure of brake anti-dive and will also take up
caterpillar-track 'slack' as the front electromechanical motorized road
wheel will move in the bump sense of motion direction.
With the use of an AWA suspension sphere, high strength aluminium
alloys and better design and manufacturing techniques the proportion
of the PL Pulaski IMBT's mass taken up by the AWD propulsion and
AWB dispulsion spheres has fallen.
The calculations performed in the prestudy assume the PL Pulaski IMBT
with two smaller FTB system AGTGs of 2 x 500 kW, as compared with
the US Abrams MBT with the large AGT output of 1,200 kW.
Acceleration performance and hill climbing ability will be approximately
the same.
An initial analysis of various control strategies has shown that the
lowest SFC will be obtained if one AGTG worked as the base load
prime mover and the other as the peak load prime mover for high
power requirements. The peak load would be shut OFF during idle run
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show, among others, that the emissions of health-hazardous particles
from the two-AGTG-powered PL Pulaski IMBT would be almost
negligible, and NOx emissions very low, compared with those from the
AGT-powered US Abrams MBT.
The possibility of installing an advanced mechanical energy-storing DFs
in the two-AGTG-powered PL Pulaski IMBT has also been investigated.
All of the reduction gained in AGTG mass will thereby be used to
provide mechanical energy-storing DFs. In this FTB system a mechanical energy-storing DF accumulates mechanical energy into a flywheelhub or twin-flywheel-discs while the IMBT is braking. When the IMBT
is start again, the mechanical energy-storing DF will accelerate the
IMBT using stored mechanical energy.
The prestudy on the two-AGTG-powered PL Pulaski IMBT, which also
describes the author's project to replace the large AGT with two
smaller AGTGs in a standard MBT, will also provide the basis for a
possible decision to proceed with a prototype.

4. MAJOR COMPONENTS OF AWD PROPULSION,
AWB DISPULSION AND AWA SUSPENSION SPHERES
Major components that determine the tractive performance of the
experimental proof-of-concept series hybrid thermo-mechano-electromechanical and/or electromechanical AWD propulsion, AWB dispulsion
and AWA suspension spheres for the IMBT are: two AGTGs that are
based on the FTB system, or two Fijalkowski engine (FE) with constant
output, co-operating with the on-board CH-ES, that is the advanced
nickel- or silver-metal hydride DC chemoelectrical SB and the mechanical energy-storing DF with the DC macrocommutator flywheel-disc
dynamotor; two AWD & AWB & AWA caterpillar tracks with the two
front motorized sprocket wheels and two rear motorized tensioner
wheels as well as fourteen motorized road wheels, including eighteen
brushless DC macrocommutator (MSI and IPM) wheel-hub motors each;
and the on-board Al FN ASIC microcomputer-based fuzzy-logic programmable and neural-network learning (P&L) controller (Al FN ASIC
microcontroller).
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4.1 Automotive Gas Turbo-Generator that is based on the FTB system
Based on a previous R&D work of the author at Cracow University of
Technology in Poland, a systems approach has been taken to the
Automotive Gas Turbo-Generator (AGTG) or the Fijalkowski Engine
(FE) powered AWD propulsion as a sphere 15,6,8,101.
A whole new family of integrated AWD propulsion spheres has been
conceived by the author. As a result of this work, novel integrated
mechanically power boosted AGTs with integral Mechanical Power
Boosters (M-PB) and ASIC microcontrolers, and Energy Stores (ES), for
example, Chemical Energy Stores (CH-ES) and/or Mechanical Energy
Stores (M-ES) have been conceived by the author in a paper presented
at the InternationalForum on New Automotive Technologies held in
Monte Carlo, Monaco on January 21-25, 1985 [6] - in turbine world
this configuration is called the 'Fijalkowski Turbine Boosting (FTB)
system'. Another method of AGTs' power boosting with low Specific
Fuel Consumption (SFC) and low Pollutant Emission Capability (PEC)
was previously conceived by the author in a paper presented at the
InternationalSymposium on Automotive Technology and Automation
held in Milan, Italy on September 24-28, 1984 [51.
A mechanically power boosted Automotive Gas Turbo-Generator
(AGTG) that is based on the FTB system is one in which at least one
of ESs can deliver electrical energy. Practically, this AGTG is being
done with only two ESs and therefore in this paper the author
considers only these versions that are based on the FTB system in
which there are fossil or non-fossil fuel for the AGTG, and the M-ES,
that is the secondary near-frictionless bearing, mechanical energystoring Dynamotorized Flywheel (DF) with the brushless DC macrocommutator flywheel-hub dynamotor for the M-PB.
The M-PB, that is a mechanical energy-storing DF with the brushless
DC macrocommutator flywheel-hub dynamotor having the highest possible speed for a given application is preferable, since it is smaller in
size and lighter in mass, and has a high efficiency and power factor.
The M-ES, that is also a near-frictionless bearing, mechanical energystoring DF with the brushless DC macrocommutator flywheel-hub
dynamotor is maintained sufficiently charged to boost the AGTG's
power for fast-acceleration starting, hill climbing as well as high-speed
travelling and cruising.
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electricity (electrical energy) as the predominant 'fuel' with fossil or
non-fossil fuel consumed only to meet the requirements which the
M-PB cannot meet.
Hence, the initial preferred strategy is M-PB only operation up certain
power, then the AGTG is turned ON to complete the operation (with
the M-PB propulsion used, if required, for power boosting). The
strategy is expected to result in substantial fossil or non-fossil fuel
savings over a comparable conventional AGTG because a substantial
portion of the Annual Engine Hours Operation (AEHO) and the percentage of normal daily works can be satisfied with a power boosting or
with Drive-By-Wire (DBW) all-electric operation.
Based opon this philosophy, the author has designed novel AWD
propulsion and AWB dispulsion spheres which are presented in this
paper. The potential fossil or non-fossil fuel savings of these automotive functional spheres can be realized if there ia appropriatecontrol
strategy to govern the function of each component arrangement of the
FTB system. After extensive R&D work of various turbine transmission
and component arrangement as mentioned above, the FTB system with
a component arrangement as shown in Figure 2 was chosen for the
experimantal mechanically power boosted AGTGs.
The arrangement of the mechanical components for the KTT system
AGT used in the FTB system AGTG were briefly described in Prof.
Kronog~rd's paper [241. The environmental and economic factors,
which have lead to R&D work of novel mechatronically power boosted
AGTGs that are based on the FTB system for energy-saving IMBTs in
the world (oil crises, atmospheric pollution, noise) have become
increasingly pressing. The mechanical power boosting of AGTGs offers
a very useful solution for applications in demanding environments. High
reliability combined with the minimum of maintenance, low mass, small
dimensions are some of avantages that are particularly valued. The
M-PBs have been specially designed to solve the mechanical power
boosting problems net with the mechanically power boosted AGTG
field. The simplest design involves a direct substitution of M-PBs with
M-ES for conventional or the KTT system AGTs resulting in a fuel
saving improvement attributable to more efficient operation of the
AGTGs.
The heart of the FTB system is a M-PB, that is a primary-power-source,
mechanical energy-storing DF with the brushless DC macrocommutator
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M-ES, that is the secondary-power-source, near-frictionless bearing,
mechanical energy-storing DF with the brushless DC macrocommutator
flywheel-hub dynamotor, which will be arranged in the AWD propulsion
and AWB.dispulsion spheres in a unique way. The arrangement is very
simple as shown in Figure 2.
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The axial-gap, Interior (Rare-Earth) Permanent Magnet (IPM) unwound
disc rotor, wire-wound slotted core stator, high-power density (circa
0. 1 kg/kW), primary-power-source, mechanical energy-storing DF with
the brushless DC macrocommutator flywheel-disc dynamotor has been
applied where high-speed, low-inertia AWD propulsion and AWB dispulsion spheres' control is important, or where reduced flywheel-disc
dynamotor length is required. The basic concept is also shown in
Figure 2.
A flywheel-disc dynamotor, consisting of one rotor containing IPMs
centre between two stators, will be developed and installed for a mechanical energy storage and retrieval PB. This flywheel-disc dynamotor
will eliminate the rotor magnetic-flux return ring (back iron), will reduce
overall electrical machine volume and rotor inertia, and will eliminate
the thrust bearing required to account for attractions between the rotor
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and stators. Here, the back iron is removed, and the magnetic-flux
return path are through the two stator yokes. A grease-lubricated ball
bearing is mounted on a titanium shaft. This flywheel-disc dynamotor
will be driven by a 416.6 rps (25,000 rpm) prime mover.
4.2

Mechanical Energy-Storing Dynamotorized Flywheel

The FTB system concept (See Figure 2) is one which, if any, may
require an auxiliary M-ES, that is the secondary-energy-source,
mechanical energy-storing DF with the brushless DC macrocommutator
flywheel-hub dynamotor (generator/motor). The latter is an unconventional mechanical energy-storing DF, ie M-ES with an integrated
electrical machine which can operate as a mechanoelectrical flywheeldisc generator (discharging the M-ES) or as an electromechanical flywheel-disc motor (charging M-ES) as required.
The kinetic mechanical energy carrier in the M-ES will be a hollow,
cylindrical fiber-glass outer rotor. Air friction losses will be almost
eliminated by encasement of the cylindrical outer rotor in a vacuum
shell. The hollow interior of the mechanical energy-storing DF will
house the DC macrocommutator flywheel-hub dynamotor which will
absorb and deliver electrical energy.
Topmost compact AC-to-DC and/or DC-to-AC ASIM macrocommutator
with the Al ASIC microcontroller will control the M-ES and will absorb
or deliver the desired electrical energy according to the software
programme selected.
Thus, the kinetic mechanical energy carrier of the M-ES, ie the energystorage DF will be a hollow cylindrical outer rotor made of fiber glass.
The rotational axis will be horizontal. The DC macrocommutator flywheel-hub dyna-motor will be contained within the hollow interior of
the fiber-glass outer rotor. Electrical energy will be absorbed and/or
emitted through this flywheel-hub dynamotor. The whole, most compact mechanical energy-storing DF will be encased in a vacuum shell.
Besides, automotive researchers are devising innovative ways of using
high-temperature (hTc) superconductors even while they struggle to
perfect the properties of new materials.
Cracow University of Technology's Mechatronics Team has reported
progress on a mechanical energy-storing DF that exploits the unusual
magnetic repulsion in superconductors. According to the author, when
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non-superconducting elements will be dispersed in superconducting
material, to 'pin' the magnetic fluxes of the levitation-magnet and/or
suspension magnet, respectively. This means that a levitation-magnet
disc-shaped rotor and suspension-magnet disc-shaped rotor can be
levitated above and suspended under the superconductor disc-shaped
stator, respectively. And because there will be a slice of air between
the two, the levitation-magnet disc-shaped rotor and the suspensionmagnet disc-shaped rotor can rotate freely in opposite senses of
rotation. These properties could it possible to construct mechanical
energy-storing DFs with near-frictionless magnetic bearings.
The prototype will consist of two disc-shaped rotors, made of
Sm-Fe-Ti-B, Sm-Fe-Mo or Nd-Fe-B levitation-magnet and/or suspension-magnet rings embedded in aluminium, that will float 10rmm above
and/or under a stationary superconducting disc-shaped stator. The
latter will contain plenty of yttrium-based bulk superconductors, cooled
by liquid nitrogen. Both discs will be about a 0.3 m in diameter.
On a larger scale, such a mechanical energy-storing DF can help the
topmost compact series hybrid prime movers: AGTGs balance their
power requirements. The mechanical energy-storing DF would store
kinetic mechanical energy during periods of the IMBT's low-speed
cruising and regenerative normal coasting (low energy usage) and/or
regenerative normal braking and then generate electrical energy
(electricity) to meet the peak power demands during periods of fastacceleration starting, hill climbing as well as high-speed travelling and
cruising, and regenerative braking and/or pivot skid-steering.
4.3 Electromechanical Motorized Sprocket-, Roadand Tensioner-Wheels
The electromechanical sprocket-,road- and tensioner-wheel-hub motors
are brushless type DC macrocommutator ( unwound MSI outer rotor
and wire-wound IPM inner stator) electromechanical wheel-hub motors.
The rotating housing is made in the form of sprocket-, road- and
temsioner-wheel hubs, designed to fit standard rim sizes on the market.
The electromechanical wheel-hub motor CVT offers complete freedom
in the design of the new concept experimental proof-of-concept hybrid
thermo-mechano-electromechanical and/or electromechanical AWD
propulsion, AWB dispulsion and AWA suspension spheres for civilian
and military tracked all-terrain vehicles. Whereas with existing thermomechano-electromechanical SWD propulsion spheres, including mech-
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Fijalkowski engine) or ECE (eg, the AGT that is based on the FTB
system) must be located 'in line' the newly designed hybrid thermomechano-electromechanical and/or electromechanical AWD propulsion
and AWB dispulsion spheres with the front sprocket- and rear
tensioner- as well as road-wheel-hub motor concept makes it possible
to install the ICE (eg, the Diesel engine or the Fijalkowski engine) or the
ECE (eg, the AGT that is based on the FTB system) at any suitable
location on the civil and/or military tracked vehicles.
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The electromechanical sprocket-, road- or tensioner-wheel-hub motor
requires a minimum of space and can be mounted directly into the rim
of the driven sprocket-, road- or tensioner-wheel due to its compact
design. The result is substantially increased ground clearance and the
space between the AWD & AWB & AWA caterpillar tracks can be used
to locate a crew and payload (implements, armour protection, weapon
and communications systems, ammunition, fuel, etc).
As a result of the ASlM macrocommutator design principle [3-5,7,9,111
of the electromechanical single- or twin-wheel-hub motors, the following important features are obtained: full starting torque directly in the
motorized sprocket-, road- or tensioner-wheel without the loss of
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efficiency caused by intermediate gearing; superior smoothness in
speed control through outstanding low speed tractive performance; no
mechanical axles - complete freedom in the design of the new concept
AWD propulsion, AWB dispulsion and AWA suspension spheres; high
external loads; constant torque throughout the full rotation; mechanoelectrical regenerative coasting and braking; reversibility; free-wheeling;
and extremely low noise level (especially valid during the DBW allelectric operation on the battle fields).
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Figure 3 shows the principle layout of a planetary-gearless electromechanical sprocket- or tensioner-wheel with the brushless DC
macrocommutator reluctance & magnetoelectric (unwound MSI outer
-rotor and wound & IPM inner stator) wheel-hub motor MAGNETROTATM RX-II and Figure 4 - the principle layout of a planetary-gearless
electromechanical road wheel with the same brushless DC macrocommutator reluctance & magnetoelectric wheel-hub motor MAGNETROTATM RX-il conceived and newly designed by the author.
The electromechanical motorized sprocket-, road- or tensioner-wheel
hub can be designed as to realize high radial stiffness and slim
construction with less materials by using finite-element modal (resonant frequency) analysis methods and, together with the use of
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special-sealed double-row angular-contact ball bearing, lubricated-forlife, and having preadjusted internal clearance, the excellent specific
torque, that is torque/mass ratio (Nm/kg) can be realized.
The planetary-gearless electromechanical motorized sprocket-, roadand tensioner-wheels with the brushless DC macrocommutator reluctance & magnetoelectric wheel-hub motors thoroughly eliminate backlashes or hysteresis which are inevitable in using any speed reducers.
5.

DRIVER-VEHICLE & TERRAIN-VEHICLE
REAL-TIME EXPERT HYPERSPHERE

Figure 5 shows the driver-vehicle and terrain-vehicle real-time expert
hypersphere incorporating model following fuzzy-logic programmable
and neural-network learning motion control of the PL Pulaski IMBT.
Very advanced control algorithms are required to motion control the PL
Pulaski IMBT under highest order dynamics. They can be derived from
a physical model and mathematical model of the PL Pulaski IMBT.
These physical and mathematical models 114,23,311 ought to take
coupling effects between horizontal (longitudinal and lateral) as well as
vertical IMBTmotion dynamics into consideration and to include fast
lateral accelerations. All states variables of the mathematical model, for
instance, yaw angle and yaw speed, sideslip angle etc, can be evaluated by an state observer or measured directly by sensors [16-19].
According to the dynamical states and the target course (desired
trajectory) of the PL Pulaski IMBT the control signals for hull AWA
suspension, AWB dispulsion, AWD propulsion and skid-steering conversion can be calculated [28,29].
The driver-vehicle and terrain vehicle real-time expert hypersphere
incorporating model following fuzzy-logic programmable and neuralnetwork learning motion control of the PL Pulaski IMBT configurated as
described above is hierarchical structured and a systems approach to
study has adopted [9,141.
As shown in Figure 5, the structure is created with a seven-level
hierarchy. On the first level named 'Human- and/or Telerobotic Driver'
(HUTD) the target course (the desired trajectory), that is the desired
for- and/or backward motion (manner of moving) in terrain and time of
the full-time IMBTis evaluated according toH&TD-level multi-input (MI)
signals and dashboard colour multi-function Head Down Display (HDD)
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-658of the Digital Map (DM) with the Horizontal Situation Indicator (HSI)
overlay which displays heading track, tactical and other data to the
RDTD, as well as Head Up Display (HUD) and Helmet Mounted Display
(HMD) acting like feedback multi-output (MO) signals.
The dashboard HDD and/or HUD and/or HMD perform the main interface between the 'Human Driver' HD and the Internal On-Board Sensors (lOBS) as well as the External Anti-Collision Sensors (EACS) for
terrain detection. The data displayed on the dashboard HDD, HUD and
HMD are: motion data (for instance, driving data), diagnostic data,
data requested by the HD and activated loads, as well as the DM with
the HSI format. The H&TD-level of the hierarchical structure also
receives the feedback IVS's MO signals which are displayed and the
HMD and/or HUD and/or HDD for the DM with the HSI for drivervehicle communication. The HD can also access all the additional data
available by means a Mobile Keyboard (MK).
The integral steering-joystick position G, or the right- and/or left hand
accelerator/brake-joysticks' positions: 0 , and eL, respectively as
=HTiTD-Ievel's command MO signals are transferred not only to the
on-board skid-steering and accelerator/brake actuators but also to the
second level named 'Mission Expertise' (MEXP) or 'Reference Model
Determiner' (RMD) as its determination MI signals. The right- and/or
left-hand accelerator/brake joysticks are control levers in the PL Pulaski
IMBT which the H&TP -Ievel uses to order or control the sense of skidsteering direction, AWD propulsion, AWB dispulsion and AWA
suspension motion directions. The mission description MI signals can
be also transfered with the aid of a Direct Voice Input (DVI) with the
Voice Synthesizer (VS). Development of DVI has taken place allows the
5D) to carry out switching actions such as mission description MI
signals' change-of-mode or HDD format by spoken command. DVI
offers a powerful means of control without H having to remove his
hands from the accelerator/brake joysticks. DVI is an attractive system
and will undoubtedly be fitted to some, if not all, future fighting
vehicles. However, on the ground of redundancy to cater for fail safe,
the controls replaced by the DVI will not be removed from the PL
Pulaski IMBT.
On the MEPE-level is provided necessary expertise for different
missions in a problem oriented description. This basic elements of it are
a dialoguer and programmer with the main components: knowledge
base as well as common sense reasoning and inference base. Within
the knowledge base the expertise is mainly stored in the form of logical
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rules, semantic network, mission processing rules or frames. The
common sense reasoning and inference base comprise strategies and
rules for the search and the processing of the expertise in the
knowledge base. The mission data requested by a H&TD-level are first
decomposed into locomotion and combat missions. Then, a detailed
route guidance planning, including the sensor action planning is done
on the third level named 'Mission Planning' (MP) resulting in a
sequence of motion- and/or sensor-action-commands' MO signals. The
formation of the Global World Model (GWM) will be done completely
menu-driven on the PL Pulaski IMBT's on-board Intelligent Computer
Aided Design (ICAD) work station. The results may be stored as DM
data and can be seen on a colour multi-function HDD.
The sequence of motion-commands' MO signals can possibly lead to
collision hazards are transferred to the fourth level named 'Mission
Execution' (MEXE) or 'Anti-Collision Predictor' (ACP) as its prediction
MI signals. They are compared to the actual courses of obstacles which
can be sensed and observed by External Anti-Collision Sensors (EACS).
If collision hazards will be recognized the prediction MI signals will be
converted to Collision-Hazard-Free (CHF) predicted MO signals and will
be transmitted to the fifth level named 'Motion Referencing and
Perception' (MR&P). Status data from MR&P and warnings from the
EACSs are supervised by the Execution Monitor (EM). When an error
occurs, especially when resulting from an unsuspected or unknown
obstacle, a Local Replanner (LR) is performed by the error recovery
procedure, thereby starting a sensor-based route guidance strategy.
On the MR&P-level can be used a very powerful motion referencing
with an accurate guidance on continuous routes. Trajectory interpolation, feedforward and/or feedback commanding and coordinate
transformation from global- and/or local-coordinates to target motion
(propulsion, dispulsion, suspension and conversion) MI signals that are
propulsion, dispulsion, suspension and conversion actuators' position
MI signals are included. If there is no collision-hazard recognition the
MR&P-level refrence-model determined MO signals can be directly
transmitted to the inputs of the sixth level named 'Motion Control'
(MC) or 'Decouler' (D) that means the MR&P or ACP reference-model
determined MO signals will be identical with the CHF predicted MO
signals.
In the MC-level or D-level, the control MO signals will be decoupled
that means separation of the individual Input/Output (1/O) channels
depends on the new target motion MI signals of the IMBT's driver-
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vehicle and terrain vehicle real-time expert hypersphere provided by the
Motion pCommander (MpC) and on the horizontal (longitudinal and
lateral) as well as vertical motion dynamics of the IMBT, that is the
actual (measured) motion MO signals of the IMBT to stabilize it on the
target motion in terrain and time. On the MC-level the control MO
signals will be transferred to the seventh level of the hierarchical
structure named 'Battle Tank Motion Dynamics' (BTMD) that represents
the horizontal (longitudinal and lateral) as well as vertical dynamics of
the PL Pulaski IMBT. The actual motion MO signals, that is the
dynamical state variables can be measured directly by IVSs or can be
estimated by a state observer. The six level of the hierarchical structure
also includes the EACSs for obstacles detection and the dashboard
display for driver-vehicle communication.
Thus, the full-time AWD x AWB x AWA PL Pulaski IMBT will have an
MEXE-level or ACP-level that will be equipped with the EACSs for
recognizing its position and also the positions of obstacles in front of
it. In the case of collision hazards the MEXE-level or ACP-level will
make changes in the target course of the IMBT. The vehicle-driver and
terrain-vehicle real-time expert hypersphere incorporating model
following fuzzy logic motion control generates the MIMO motion control
signals for AWD propulsion, AWB dispulsion, AWA suspension and
skid-steering conversion spheres of the IMBT's hypersphere.. These
MIMO motion control signals are transferred to the electromechanical
ac-celerator/brake-joysticks actuators and electromechanical motorized
sprocket, road- and tensioner-wheels of the AWD propulsion sphere,
electromechanical brake-calliper actuators of the AWB dispulsion
sphere, electromechanical activators' ER fluidical valves of the AWA
suspension sphere as well as electromechanical accelerator/brakejoysticks actuators and electromechanical sprocket- road- and tensioner-wheels of the skid-steering conversion sphere of the IMBT's
hypersphere. Hence the horizontal (longitudinal and lateral) IMBT
motion dynamics is acted to stabilize MBT on the CHF path calculated
by the Trajectory Modifier (TM) of the MEX-level or ACP-level.
6.

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND SPECULATIONS

The R&D work, accomplished on the author's VAT Programme, has
resulted in an experimental proof-of-concept series hybrid thermomechano-electromechanical and/or electromechanical AWD propulsion,
AWB dispulsion and AWA suspension spheres, suitable for civilian
and/or military tracked vehicles. Further it has been developed to a
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the industrial community. Some of the specific advances include: novel
single- or twin-wheel-hub motors mounted and integral with the new
concept hybrid thermo-mechano-electromechanical and/or electromechanical AWD propulsion, AWB dispulsion and AWA suspension
spheres of the tracked all-terrain vehicle; improved high-power ASIM
macro-converter-based commutators in AC-to-DC and/or DC-to-AC
ASIM macrocommutators of unique design and an on-board Al fuzzylogic programmable and neural-network learning (P&L) low-power ASIC
microcontroller (pC) in command of all of the sophisticated functions
of the tracked all-terrain vehicle.
With the given hypothetical PL Pulaski IMBT, the ability to provide
adequate mobility and steerability at high speed of travel will in conclusion depend upon interaction established between the AWD & AWB
& AWA caterpillar tracks and the supporting-terrain different inorganic
ground materials or snows. For this particular examination, AWD &
AWB & AWA caterpillar tracks are considered as tractive implements
creating the transfer of mechanical energy between the PL Pulaski
IMBT and the terrain surface. If consideration of the proper utility of
input mechanical energy is to be made in regard to efficient tractive
performance of AWD & AWB & AWA caterpillar tracks under bearing
loads relative to the nature of the supporting terrain, losses in energy
arising from energy-dissipating characteristics of the AWD & AWB &
AWA caterpillar tracks must be minimized. The efficiency of mechanical
energy transfer from the AWD & AWB & AWA caterpillar tracks to the
terrain surface will then be maximized. The terrain-track contact
patches established between the AWD & AWB & AWA caterpillar
tracks and the terrain surface and the manner in which the sets of
forces are distributed and transferred across these contact patches are
the controlling parameters which will establish the efficiency and
creativity of the AWD & AWB & AWA caterpillar tracks in mobility/
tractive performance.
Recently, VAT for civilian and/or military tracked all-terrain vehicles has
received greater attention throughout terramechanics as part of
measures for reducing a total motion resistance not only by increasing
the speed of travel but also by decreasing the rolling resistances of all
the motorized sprocket-, road- and tensioner-wheels; improving the
mobility and steerability (especially for IMBTs, that are special-purpose
unmanned battle field tracked all-terrain vehicles driven by TeleroboticDrivers (TD) in eventuality of nuclear or neutron war); preserving the
environment and saving energy.
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Included as an integral part of this R&D work are specifications of the
AGTG that is based on the FTB system, or the Fijalkowski engine with

constant output, co-operating with the CH-ES, consisted of the advanced nickel- or silver-metal hydride DC chemoelectrical SB and the

M-ES, consisted of the mechanical energy-storing DF with the brushless DC macrocommutator flywheel-disc dynamotor (generator/ motor)
that are projected to have long life, high efficiency and are able to
power the IMBT for over 500 km (300 miles).
The FTB system consisted of a M-PB, that is a primary M-ES, ie a
mechanical energy-storing DF with the brushless DC macrocommutator
(unwound IPM disc-shaped rotor) flywheel-disc dynamotor mounted on
the output shaft of the AGTG. The use of new IPMs, for instance,
Sm-Fe-Ti-B, Sm-Fe-Mo or Nd-Fe-B alloys' ones, in the primary M-ES,

ie the mechanical energy-storing DF with the brushless DC macrocommutator flywheel-disc dynamotor and the secondary M-ES, ie the
mechanical energy-storing DF with the brushless DC macrocommutator
flywheel-hub or twin-flywheel-disc dynamotor offer benefits in terms
of their specific power 1kW/kg] and specific torque IkNm/kg] as well as
efficiency.
This AGTG that is based on the FTB system allowed experimental
investigation of what is referred to as 'no-wall-plug' types of its use,
where the M-ES starts and ends the propulsion mission at essentially
the same state of charge and fossil or non-fossil fuel is only net supply
energy. Lower SFC is achieved by mechanoelectrical regeneration of
braking kinetic mechanical energy and by operating the AGTG in more
efficient regions of the torque/speed domain. The FTB system has the
advantage of relatively low mass, since very little mechanical energy
is required to provide the AGTG's power boosting function.
The author's experience with this AGTG that is based on the FTB
system verified that up to 50 % improvement in fossil or non-fossil fuel
saving may be achievable with a one of this type. The experience
gained with the experimental mechanically power boosted AGTG has
shown that FTB configuration will be accorded increasing importance.
If the FTB system is designed so that it is also feasible for energysaving IMBTs in lower middle range, a wide application potential will be
created. In principle this may result in large series manufacture runs, in
turn meaning lower purchase prices which also means more favourable
operating costs.
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Recent author's studies of the AGTG that is based on the FTB system
have suggested that AGTG need not be capable of supplying the peak
power demands as the M-PB, that is the mechanical energy-storing OF
with the brushless DC macrocommutator flywheel-disc dynamotor can
meet part of the load. It is argued that reducing AGTG size contributes
to the overall reduction in SFC of this AGTG compared to conventional
AGTGs. As the AGTG that is based on the FTB system utilizes small
turbine wheels in its most efficient modes, emissions can be greatly
reduced.
In environmentally sensitive areas the PL Pulaski IMBT can also be
powered by the CH-ES and/or M-ESs alone for short distances at
medium speed. Some IMBTs' users are also concerned about noise,
particularly when they are making noiseless day- and/or night-time
special- and/or landing-operations in battle fields. The smaller, quieter
turbine wheels of the AGTG that is based on the FTB system can if
necessary be turned OFF when making noiseless special and/or landing
operations in battle fields. The M-PB, that is the primary M-ES, consisted of mechanical energy-storing OF with the brushless DC macrocommutator flywheel-disc dynamotor then is acting as the DC macrocommutator flywheel-disc generator co-operating with the CH-ES and/
or secondary M-ES and powering two front electromechanical motorized sprocket wheels (sprockets) and two rear electromechanical motorized tensioner wheels and fourteen electromechanical motorized road
wheels in 18 x (25 + 14R + 2T) wheel arrangement. Fossil or nonfossil fuel saving obtained in the FTB system is enough to pay extra
costs of the AGTG with an integral M-PB, that is a primary M-ES and
an ASIC microcontroller as well as a CH-ES and a secondary M-ES.
Another advantage of the AGTG that is based on the FTB system is
that lower grade fuels, such as lead-free petrol, diesel oil, kerosene,
ethanol, methanol, liquefied petroleum gas or coal as well as
compressed natural gas, vegetable oil, hydrogen etc. can be utilized
without loss of performance, as the AGTG's thermo-mechanoelectrical
power will provide only the average mechanical energy and the AGTG's
thermo-mechanoelectrical power will give the short burst of mechanical energy needed when the IMBT is fast accelerating, hill climbing and
high-speed travelling or cruising.
The use of two AGTGs offers a number of additional advantages:
in contrast to the one AGTG, the two AGTGs can be controlled individually in a way that can effect a certain fossil or non-fossil fuel
savings;
-

-
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in case of a breakdown, the IMBT can be powered by one AGTG
only;
the AGTG has a low total mass compared with the Diesel engine;
low price through mass manufacture;
inexpensive and proven parts and accessories;
available parts and well-known service routines;
use is made of the intensive R&D under way in AGTG design.

A basic feature of the AGTG that is based on the FTB system is that
the AGTG and the M-PB as well as the ASIM macrocommutator and
the ASIC microcontroller form an integral unit. Thus, the AGTG that is
based on the FTB system is very light and compact.
The electromechanical motorized sprocket wheels (sprockets) and
motorized road wheels as well as motorized tensioner wheels are driven
individually by brushless DC macrocommutator (unwound MSI outer
rotor & wound IPM inner stator) wheel-hub motors, and the rotation
speed of each wheel-hub motor as well as speed of each AWD & AWB
& AWA caterpillar track can be controlled arbitrarily by an on-board Al
fuzzy-logic programmable and neural-network learning (P&L) ASIC
microcontroller (ASIC microcommander). It was testified that the rolling
resistances of driving motorized road wheels are lower than in the case
of the free rolling road wheels.
Skid-steering conversion is achieved by varying the speeds and senses
of rotation of the AWD & AWB & AWA caterpillar tracks which are
powered from the AGTG that is based on the FTB system, or the
Fijalkowski engine with constant output by an independent variable
ratio proof-of-concept series hybrid thermo-mechano-electro-mechanical and/or electromechanical AWD propulsion sphere. The IMBT is
highly mobile.
The AWD propulsion, AWB dispulsion and AWA suspension spheres'
mechanisms are contained within the envelopes of the AWD & AWB
& AWA caterpillar tracks (very little ground clearance being needed)
giving a very low barycentre.
Besides, it has concluded that AWD & AWB & AWA caterpillar track's
IMBT in comparison with only rear or front SWD caterpillar track's
MBTs will show far better mobility and steerability on soft terrain or
deep snow which is influenced first of all, by lower track sinkage
during turning and steering response when changing the sense of the
turning direction by a vehicle operated at high speed of travel.
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New concept hybrid thermo-mechano-electromechanical and/or electromechanical AWD propulsion, AWB dispulsion and AWA suspension
skid-steering conversion spheres usually have quite distinct advantages
over existing thermo-mechanical SWD propulsion spheres as well
thermo-mechano-electro-mechanical and thermo-mechano-fluido-mechanical SWD propulsion spheres for civilian and military tracked vehicles
on cross-country difficult terrain, especially because the AWD & AWB
& AWA caterpillar tracks result not only in a best distribution of terrain
thrust (gross tractive effort) but also lowest net motion resistances and
sinkages. The latters caused not only by an increase in the speed of
travel but also a decrease in the rolling resistances of both the
electromechanical motorized sprocket-, road- and tensioner-wheels.
Moreover, the new concept electromechanical skid-steering conversion
sphere, which is recently integrated with new concept AWD propulsion
and AWB dispulsion spheres, is straight-forward and recovered natural
simplicity.
Tracked all-terrain vehicles with the new concept electromechanical
AWD propulsion, AWB dispulsion, AWA suspension and skid-steering
conversion spheres, thanks to their tractive performance advantages
such as extremely high mobility and steerability, small slip and low
track sinkage in turning on soft terrain and deep snow, as well as good
steerability process at high speed of travel, will be increasingly
employed in the civilian and/or military sectors.
Thus, the use of these new concept automotive functional spheres for
AWD & AWB & AWA caterpillar tracks, conceived and designed by the
author, opens up wide possibilities for improving fossil and non-fossil
fuel economy, cutting initial and whole-life caterpillar-track costs,
protecting the environment and bettering distribution of terrain thrust
(gross tractive effort) as well as keeping both the net motion resistances of the AWD & AWB & AWA caterpillar track and track sinkages
(rut depth) low not only by increasing the speed of travel but also
decreasing the rolling resistances of all the electromechanical sprocket-,
road- and tensioner-wheels, as well as significant reducing the peak
track tensions, thereby opening the way for greater use of non-metallic
materials on caterpillar tracks, for example, moulded rubber belt-type
caterpillar tracks.
Such development could greatly reduce caterpillar-track mass and
logistic burden associated with metallic materials for caterpillar tracks,
for example, narrow uranium-powder transparent- type tracks. In simple
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terms, the state of a given automotive heterogenous discrete dynamical hypersphere, that is an IMBT motion dynamics may be considered to
be the smallest amount of data necessary to characterize completely
any possible future behaviour of the hypersphere.
A driver-vehicle and terrain-vehicle real-time expert hypersphere incorporating model following fuzzy-logic and neural-network motion
control of an IMBT provides necessary expertise for different tasks in
a problem oriented description. The basic elements of it are a
programming level and dialogue level with the main components:
knowledge base and inference mechanism. Within the knowledge base
the expertise is mainly stored. A human-driver perceives terrain
conditions by visual sensation and senses, for instance, motorized
road-wheel slippage by bodily sensation. By comparison with past
experience, the human-driver decides on a given amount of command
MI signals to be applied (Fig. 5), that is the skid-steering-joystick
position es or the right- and/or left-hand accelerator/brake-joysticks'
positions: eR and 0 L. While fuzzy logic [321 is considered to be
applicable to qualitative approaches, it can replace perception and
sense. Thus, the driver-vehicle and terrain-vehicle real-time expert
hypersystem incor-porating ASIM microcontroller proves to be a highly
applicable means of fuzzy-logic and neural-network motion control.
Driver-vehicle and terrain-vehicle real-time expert hyperspheres are
much more practical and likely to be manufactured in the nearest
future. Human-driver involvement may not only be at high hierarchical
levels of abstraction - some low hierarchical level tasks are very
difficult for Al. Automotive engineers and scientists are very good at
image interpretation though route (node and path) planning (deciding
which way to drive) is relatively easy to computerise. It is possible to
comtemplate the capabilities of the human being utilized by the Al.
The PL Pulaski IMBT represents the Intelligent Vehicle Concept (IVC)
of the future. A combination of medium profile hull with two front
electromechanical motorized sprocket wheels (sprockets) and two rear
electromechanical motorized tensioner wheels as well as fourteen
(seven on each side) electromechanical motorized road wheels with the
brushless DC macrocommutator sprocket-, road- or tensioner-wheelhub motors will form the ideal 'green fighting vehicle' concept a reality.
The PL Pulaski IMBT will use the VAT (high-tech) for energy-storage
DFs in particular the brushless DC macrocommutator twin-flywheel-disc
dynamotors (generators/motors).
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The sprung electromechanical motorized sprocket- and tensionerwheels and unsprung electromechanical motorized road wheels are the
hearts of the AWD propulsion and AWB dispulsion as well as AWA
suspension spheres' concept, and they are uniquely packaged as
integral parts of the latter automotive functional spheres of the PL
Pulaski IMBT, thus improving efficiency and obviating the need for
costly and complex axles and drive shafts.
The mobility and steerability as well as manoeuvrability of the PL
Pulaski IMBT on all types of terrain surfaces, being in block terrain,
swamps or on snow, will be without comparison better than other
MBTs. It will also possible to considerably increase the rate of speed
in cross-country difficult terrain.
Major performance parameters affected by the AWD propulsion, AWB
dispulsion and AWA suspension spheres of the IMBT are nearly the
same as for the running gear of conventional MBTs [26], viz.:
- good suspension/ride performance that is essential for high-speed
cross-country movement on rough terrains;
- soft-soil performance (rolling resistance, traction, trafficability);
hard surface rolling resistance that is caused in particular by rubber
hysteresis losses in AWD & AWB & AWA caterpillar tracks and
electromechanical motorized road wheels and also by frictional
losses in AWD & AWB & AWA caterpillar tracks (dry pin), guide
horns, sprocket/track interaction, bearings etc;
noise and vibration caused by link back is a significant drawback;
- step climbing and gap crossing, closely related to the overall
dimensions of the IMBT;
- swimming/water exiting and entry which often will present limiting
soft-soil traction conditions.
The PL Pulaski IMBT incorporating the all-electric-wheel 'single-shaft'
AWD propulsion, AWB dispulsion and AWA suspension spheres and
the flexible caterpillar tracks will have significantly reduced noise and
vibration levels. Being traction (friction drive) a high level of caterpillar
track pretension will be necessary and this would demand considerable
changes to the AWD propulsion, AWB dispulsion and AWA suspension
spheres of the PL Pulaski IMBT. PL Pulaski IMBT's AWD propulsion,
AWB dispulsion and AWA suspension spheres have seen considerable
progress in particular in areas of AWA suspension, ride performance,
mass reduction and major electromechanical component durability.

-668The conventional SWD propulsion sphere for MBTs employs a single
driven sprocket wheel (drive sprocket) for each SWD caterpillar track,
that simultaneously performs two major functions 1211, namely:
(i) to translate torque at the driven sprocket wheel into a backward
shear force, thus providing traction;
(ii) to provide a caterpillar trackway surface to spread the road-wheel
loads, thus reducing rolling resistance and sinkage.
VAT opens the way for new concept smart electromechanical AWD x
AWB x AWA IMBT design and permits a radical new concept of MBTs.
The preliminary results of the author's Automotive MechatronicsR&D
Team work are as follows:
(i) compact AGTGs that are based on the FTB system with the brushless DC macrocommutator flywheel-disc dynamotor (generator/
motor) for on-board centralisation of electrical energy generation
by series conversion of chemical energy firstly to thermal energy
(combustion of fossil or non-fossil fuel) and secondly to mechanical energy and thirdly to electrical energy for ease and effective
power distribution to all the wheel drive stations and trade-offs
according to requirement (supplying electrical energy where it is
necessary);
(ii) compact M-ES that is the brushless DC macrocommutator
flywheel-hub or twin-flywheel-disc dynamotor for short-term
on-board mechanical energy storage to facilitate regenerative
braking and/or skid steering and the potential for DBW all-electric
movement with stealth;
(iii) compact electromechanical motorized sprocket-, road- and
tensioner-wheels with the brushless DC macrocommutator
sprocket-, road- or tensioner-wheel-hub motors converting
electrical energy to mechanical energy, thus providing all-electricwheel 'single-shaft' AWD propulsion sphere, and offering
the following features: ability to remain mobile after loss of a
single- or both the caterpillars tracks and several electromechanical
motorized road wheels; improved draw-bar pull characteristics;
improved obstacle crossing; improved efficiency; greatly enhanced
specific power per unit mass (kW/kg) and specific power per unit
volume (kW/dm3 ), that is reduction in mass and volume of the
electromechanical AWD propulsion sphere; reduction in caterpillartrack tension; reduction in caterpillar-track mass through adoption
of new materials; elimination of gear boxes and clutches; and
greater flexibility in design of IMBT layout;
(iv) compact high-power ASIM macrocommutators, capable of
switching and controlling very large electrical currents;
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(v)

compact Al FN low-power ASIM microcontrolers, capable of
controlling and monitoring power and loads within the AWD
propulsion, AWB dispulsion, AWA suspension and skid-steering
conversion spheres to provide effective power delivery and
propulsion, dispulsion, suspension and skid-steering control.
These preliminary results of the author's Automotive Mechatronics
R&D Team work have offered significant advantages of the PL Pulaski
IMBT over conventional MBTs, but there are many problems to be
overcome which will be reported in a future paper.
The most advantageous use of the PL Pulaski IMBT will be as a normal
MBT or noiseless special- and/or landing-operation within battle fields
for transportation soldiers to and from battle command posts. At battle
fields this IMBT will be an excellent means of transporting crews or VIP
and wounded soldiers battle side in a quiet, non-polluting, efficient
style. An ability of the PL Pulaski IMBT to retain an enough level of
mobility will exist even when it has sustained the loss of single or both
caterpillar tracks, or even it has lost single or more electromechanical
motorized sprocket-, road- or tensioner-wheels.
The PL Pulaski IMBT will incorporate the author's latest design features
for improved tractive performance as well as mobility and steerability
in varying cross-country difficult terrain conditions. This medium mass,
strong and hard thick active heavily armoured metal-powder PL Pulaski
IMBT will be especially useful for sand, mud, snow or ice. Its low
profile and heavy-duty construction will make it ideal for use as an
manned and/ or unmanned tracked fighting vehicle.
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Ceramic Components in Tracks for
Construction Equipment
KarI-Friedrich Fischer *, Michael Ketting°, Mathias WoydtA
Abstract
The total wear, especially of lubricated tracks, on construction equipment,
is determined by the wear between the track bushing and the tooth of the
sprocket.
To achieve an equal wear life for bushing and link, investigations have
started to substitute the steel bushing with ceramic material. The newest
material qualities of silicon nitride (Si3 N 4 ) were wear tested using
simulated service conditions. Wear intensity was tested for different steelceramic pairs as well as the critical compressive rupture load of the
bushing.
Because of the different coefficients of elasticity for steel and ceramic, it is
necessary to
- establish a reliable method for pressing of the assemblies
-

guarantee functionally correct dimensioned press fit between

the bushing and the link
- prevent additional stresses in the ceramic components
by using FEM-Modelling for the press fit optimisation. The first test and
calculation results are discussed.
1 INTRODUCTION

Wear of tracked running gears and transport chains represents a
permanent problem [1 to 7 ].
The propulsion of tracked construction equipment occurs due to gearing
of the sprocket with the track (fig. 1). By this, considerable wear occurs
between the two elements. Generally it can be assumed that the bushing
wear, dependent upon the service application and the abrasive medium,
is two to three times higher than the wear of the link for dozers and
loaders. That is the reason for the common practice of bushing turns and
* Prof.Dr.-Ing.habil.; Head, Institute for Strength and Machine Dynamics, IAMT-Ingenieurgesellschaft ftr
allgemeine Maschinentechnik mbHL Plauen, Germany
o Dr.phil. Dipl.-Ing. (TU); General Manager, Product Engineering and Development, Intertractor AG,
Gevelsberg, Germany
^ Dr.-Ing.; Head, Laboratory Advanced Materials and Components Tribology, Federal Institute for Materials
Research and Testing (BAM), Berlin, Germany
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bushing replacements, that is the bushing receives a multi-usage within
the same track and the links are reused to assemble reworked track.
With this, evidently the wear between sprocket and bushing determines
essentially the total wear on the overall track.
2

KINEMATICS AND WEAR BETWEEN SPROCKET AND BUSHING

To understand the significance of the wear between sprocket and
bushing, it is necessary to examine the kinematic motion of the pairing as
well as the abrasion mechanism. The evaluation must differentiate
between wear on the sprocket tooth and the bushing.

Fig. 1 Meshing of Sprocket and Track (Photo: Intertractor AG)
For the sprocket, the wear on the tooth flanks and root must be studied
separately. Also, it is logical to differentiate between forward and reverse
driving, as the force transmission occurs on opposite tooth flanks (fig. 2).
Similar conditions are also found for the bushing. Therefore, it be can
assumed that the wear between sprocket tooth and bushing will
correspond to the ratio of forward and reverse travel of the equipment as
well as to the different kinematics of the tooth to bushing meshing during
this travel (fig. 3).
Figure 2b shows that the abrasion on the tooth flanks and the contact
surface of the bushing during forwards travel are mostly due to the sliding
of the bushing towards the tooth root. The sliding in the tooth root
happens as the tracks wraps around the sprocket. The amount of sliding
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motion that occurs is also dependent upon the track pitch, which
increases due to internal wear.
The wear between sprocket and bushing during reverse travel is due to
the sluing motion of the bushing on the tooth around the angular pitch at
engagement (fig. 3), so that forward and reverse travel causes different
and for the abrasion mechanism distinctive seperate contact surfaces.
The sluing or rotating motion is the basis for the higher wear at reverse
versus forwards travel. Systematic and in-depth studies [1] of the tribology
between the sprocket and the track show the wear ratio for reverse versus
forward travel for the bushing as 6:1 and for the tooth as 2.5:1. The
abrasive material found at construction sites is also very determinant on
the wear mechanism between sprocket tooth and bushing. The surface
structures of the contact areas of the components are characterised by
deep galling resulting from the relative motion between tooth and bushing
under load, whereby reverse travel is more severe. From the knowledge
of the kinematics and the wear mechanism between the sprocket and the
chain, it is clear that the wear of the sprocket and bushing are dependent
on the design and working environment.

1

2

+
Forwards•

Fig. 2a: Engagement of Track in the Teeth of the Sprocket During
Forward and Reverse Travel (acc. to [1, 2])
1. Friction Motion between Bushing and Pin
2. Friction Motion between Bushing and Tooth
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Sluing of
Bushing
on Tooth

Reverse

Forward

Sliding of Bushing

/

into Tooth Root

Fig. 2b: Sliding Motion between Bushing and Tooth as Cause of Wear
(acc. to [1])

Forwards

Fig. 3:

Wear on the Bushing and Teeth Resulting from Different
Kinematics of the Bushing Engagement During Forward and
Reverse Travel (acc. to [1])
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Within limits, the wear can be optimised by modifying the sprocket and
tooth geometry [1]. The only way to achieve a decisive reduction in wear
is through the use of materials that will stand up to the inherent
kinematics and abrasive materials encountered by the machine at the
work site.
Itcan be derived from the studies [1], that the present materials - primarily
steel - used for sprockets and bushings in world-wide serial application
(under simultaneous evaluation of the normal heat treatment) represent
already the optimised wear solution, considering also economic factors.
However, wear represents still a problem and there do not seem to be
alternatives available in the area of metal materials. Therefore thought
was given to the use of materials. Other than those in normally used for
the bushings and sprocket teeth.
Special engineering of fine ceramics offers an alternative. Their potential
suitability for the use on construction equipment was studied.

3

LOADS

The description of the function of the track kinematics shows, that under
realistic field conditions of construction equipment, a load of the track
bushing is not only applied through the track pull; additional shock loads
are generated when the bushing is pulled into the sprocket. This load
especially results from the accelerating status of the machine respectively
to the different speeds of the sprocket and the track; that means when the
track is pulled into the teeth of the sprocket, a shock load occurs between
tooth and bushing which is caused by the different directions of the speed
vectors of both components (fig. 4).

-
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Vo=Vf -Vg

Link 3
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Fig. 4:
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T

Link 2

Velocities of Bushing and by Engagement Impulse (Reverse
Travel) (acc. to [3])
p:
Contact Point by Engagement Impulse
T:
Guide Point of the Engaged Track
Ug:
Velocity of the Incoming Track Links
Of:
Velocity of the Contact Points of Bushing-Tooth
00:
Relative Velocity Between Bushing and Tooth Shortly
Before the Engagement Impulse
On:
Vertical Component of 0o to Footh Flank
tt:
Tangent Component of uo to Footh Flank
do:
Diameter of Reference Circle
"Yw: Effective Flank Angle
•:
Angular Pitch
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Simultaneously with the impact, additional wear - not yet discussed in
chapter 2 - takes place between tooth and bushing which is caused by
impetuous surface damage and chain vibrations on the carrying run.
These interrelations demonstrate the correlation of the acting wear
mechanism with the mechanical problem field of the dynamic impact load
during the pull-in phase of the track into the sprocket; consequently, the
variations in time of the standard tooth force and friction force between
sprocket tooth and track bushing as well as the impact acceleration have
to be considered to understand the total problem.
In addition, in [1] as well as in [3] a complex calculation model was
developed to meet these requirements. This model was the basis for the
concept of a wear simulator [4] which was realized in connection with the
before mentioned investigations [1 - 3] simulating the pull-in of the track
bushing into the sprocket teeth as realistically as possible.
The test bench is driven by a test cycle which is in accordance with the
calculation model of the variation in time for the standard tooth force and
the torque angle in reverse (i.e. highest wear). In addition, for the
calculation of the tooth's forces, the friction values between bushing and
tooth even under abrasive conditions will be measured.
The in [1] and [3] recorded measurements of the pull-in impact from a
separate running gear test bench show that the decay speed compared
with the pull-in time is negligibly low which means that the static method
can be used for the determination of the tooth force. As the variations in
time for these measurements were only conditionally reproducible, an
exact quantification of the impact strength was not possible. In addition,
the simplified version of a running gear test bench would only give
approximate values anyway, thus we have not obtained respective
standards for the limit load of the bushings.
The breaking load values for the bushing made from the ceramic
materials under investigation will have to be determined by practice
oriented breaking tests (section 6). Their suitability for the use in tracks
has to be evaluated in field tests.

4

CERAMIC APPLICATION

Today, fine ceramics are applied as "state-of-the-art'-components for
wear protection and for protection against corrosion. Few efforts are

-680known to introduce full-ceramic parts in applications with simultaneous
tribological and mechanical stresses because they seem to be too brittle
and have a too low of a room temperature strength compared to steels.
The mechanical properties of some commercial ceramics available today
contradict to this opinion as shown in table I.

Material
SSi3 N4
(EkaSin S)
GP-Si3 N4
(SN235P)
SSiC
(EkaSiC D)
GP-Si 3 N4
(HOE 120)
1500Cr6H
(AISI 52 100)
SAE15B15Cr

Strength Fracture
[MPa] toughness
[MPa 4m]
-750+
7.0

Elastic
modulus
[GPa]
275

Vickershardness

[GPaj
15.4

-980+

6.7

306

14.5

~410+

3.2

410

28

> 1200+

8-10

300

-

> 2000*

16-20

210

7.4

-

6.7-7.6

900-

.J.

1300*

X155CrVMo121

.I:

23-27

215

6.5

C15

400 - 580*

-

-

1.5

ISO 683 T 18

GS37Mn5N

600 - 900*

+ = 4-Point-Bending-strength

Table I:

.

I.

2

"= Tensile strength

Comparison of Mechanical Properties between Ceramics and
Steels

As everybody knows, ceramic materials exhibit a high resistance against
abrasive wear due to their high hardness, when the hardness of the
abrasive particles (quarz sand = 750-1200 HV) is 20 % lower than the
hardness of the structural ceramics (Si3 N4 > 1400 HV) [10, 11].

-681If ceramic materials are suitable for abrasive-mechanical stressed
applications, the running expenses can be lowered drastically. Typical
examples of such branches and application are shown in table 11.

Tribosystem

Abrasive

Branch

Material to be
ground

Cement plant, food and building
material industry, Mining, road
engineering

Track chains

Soil, moisture,
minerals, silt

Tractors, loaders, excavators,
Mining, agriculture

Pinion gears

powder dust

Conveyor, Cement and coal
industry

Roller chain gears

powder dust
Polluting particles, powder
dust, silt

Mining, conveying systems
Tractors, loaders, agriculture,
construction equipment.
I

Mill and crush tools

Hinge, link joints,
pivoting bearings

Table II: Abrasive Wear in Production Plants

The bushings and sprockets of tracked tractors, loaders and excavators
are typical parts, which are subjected to severe corner and bushing wear
as well as to high peak loads.
Contractors are continually seeking larger machines that require less
maintenance and repair, can bulldoze more material per pass, rip harder
rock and push load a scraper with one tractor instead of two.
To contribute to these requirements, a servohydraulic test bench for
abrasive wear with original D 6 or D 4 bushing was designed and built up
at BAM. In this practically oriented test bench, new materials can be
evaluated.

-6825

TEST CONDITIONS

5. 1 Descriptionof test bench
The working method and the operation are described in [1, 4] and
illustrated by Fig. 5.

Fig. 5: Photograph of the Servohydraulic Bench for Abrasive Wear.
Original full-size components can be tribologically stressed outside of the
application under defined test conditions giving reproducible results in a
short time. Primarily, the force and the movement characteristics between
bushing and sprocket of tracks can be simulated operationally and quarz
sand can be added definitely. Normal and friction forces are beared
uncoupled to avoid interdependencies. The main test conditions are the
following.
= 30 kN (increasing force)
Normal force
= 10.000
Number of cycles
Simulated velocity = 3 km/h
= 300
Swing angle
= 69 mm outer diameter,
Bushing D6D
147 mm length
200 g/min fire dried quarz sand with a grain size distribution between 0.1
and 0.4 mm was added.

-683All experiments presented in this paper were performed as three-body
abrasion and as unlubricated tests without abrasives. The reproducibility
of the wear volume lies in the range of ± 5 %.

5.2 Materials
In this test program, conventional metallic material, like SAE15B15Cr,
GS37Mn5N, 30MnB4 and 35MnCr5 as well as special steels of type
IOOCr6 (AISI 52 100), 51CrMoV4 and X155CrVMo121 were tested.
Fig. 6 shows a full-ceramic and full-sized D6-bushing and a flat sample
made of sintered Si3 N4 compared to steel one. Two different types of
Si 3N4 were selected. EKaSinS is a sintered Si3 N4 with around 8 weight-%
of sintering additives and a gas pressure sintered Si3 N4 (SN235P) with
low content of sintering additives. The bending strength of SN235P with
1000 MPa is quite high. Some mechanical properties of the materials
used, if they were accessible, are presented in table II. It is visible that the
mechanical properties of ceramics today are close to those of steels.

Fig. 6:

Fullceramic D6D-Bushing and Flat Sample (sprocket) made in
Si 3 N4

-
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Bushings could not be manufactured in sintered SiC, because the
bushing price in SiC will be too high and the strength and toughness are
too low. Only flat samples in the dimensions 80x80x20 mm were used.
SiC flat samples survived only tests with 10 kN, while they all failed at 20
kN and 30 kN. A similar situation occurred with D6-bushings made of the
cheaper reaction-bonded SiC (SiSiC). These SiSiC bushings ran 10.000
cycles at 30 kN, but showed cracks after the tests.
6

TRIBOLOGICAL RESULTS

Figures 7 to 10 give a complete overview about the realized tests. The
results are presented in two different wear specifications. First, the widely
used wear volume per cycle and second, the volumetric wear factor
[mm 3/N.m], where N is Newton and m is sliding distance in meter,
according to DIN 50 324. The description of the wear by the wear factor or
wear coefficient enables the comparison to other results in different test
systems with divergent normal forces and sliding distances.
6.1 Abrasive Wear
- Sintered Si3N 4
Sintered Si3 N 4 bushings reduce the three-body abrasive wear by a factor
of 6 compared to steel bushings, when the flat samples were steel. The
greatest decrease in wear exhibits the full-ceramic couples, where no
wear was detectable on the flat sample. The substitution of flat steel
samples by sintered Si 3 N 4 lowers the abrasive wear up to a factor of 8.
The wear volume of the steel parts is unbiased by sintered Si3 N 4
substitution. The Figures 7 and 8 both illustrate an important wear
reduction of the whole steel/Si 3 N4 - or Si 3 N4 /steel couples, compared to
steel/steel couples.
Typical in practice, the abrasive wear volume of steel bushings is greater
by a factor of 1.0 to 3.7 than this of the steel corners, similar to the results
from the bench tests.
Sintered Si 3 N 4 influences this relationship of wear in the combination
sintered Si3 N 4 bushing/steel flat sample in the range from 0.6 up to 1.3
and in the combination steel bushing/Si 3 N4 flat sample in 8.8 up to 20.4.
One has to remember that the total abrasive wear of both tribological
partners is in any case lower with Si3 N4.
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-686- Gas-pressure sintered Si3 N4
The reduction of abrasive bushing wear by the GP-Si3 N4 is much higher
than with the SSi 3 N4 , as shown in Fig. 8. GP-Si3 N4 tend to have by a
factor of 2 to 3 lower wear coefficient under quarz sand than SSi3 N4. By

the substitution of SSi3 N4 with GP-Si 3 N4 , the wear of steels is not
influenced. Table III summarises the global abrasive wear reduction by
Si 3 N4 . Another interesting remark from table III gives the combination
SSi 3N4/SSi 3 N4 . The abrasive wear is reduced for the bushing by a factor
of 5, but at the flat sample no wear could be measured!
bushing

Wear ratio

flat sample

wear ration

material

material/steel

material

material/steel

Steel
SSi3 N4

0.6 ... 1.5
1/8 ... 1/4

Steel
Steel

I ... 1/3
1 ... 0.75

GP-Si3 N4

1/20 ... 1/8
0.2 ... 1.6

Steel
SSi 3 N4

1 ... 0.75
1/4 ... 1/2

1/5

SSi 3N4

n.m.

Steel
SSi3 N4

bushing 100Cr6H set = 1; Quarz sand; FN = 30 kN; 10.000 cycles; n.m. = not
measurable
Table II:

Qualitative Comparison of the Global Abrasive Wear
Reduction by Si 3 N4

6.2 Wear without abrasive
Sintered Si3N4
The level of the wear volume at the test without quarz sand is more than
one order of magnitude lower, but Si3 N4 did not in any combination with
steels reduce the wear and thus improve lifetime (see figures 9 and 10)
especially compared to the SAE15B15Cr-bushing/GS37Mn5N flat sample
couple. Also, these tests reveal a widely known experience [12, 13] with
self-mated Si 3N4 couples under dry friction: they exhibit severe wear.
- Gas-pressuresintered Si3 N4
As with abrasive, GP-Si3 N4 performed under tests without abrasive (dry
friction) better than SSi3 N4 .
The couple GP-Si 3 N4/X155CrVMo121 exhibited the greatest reduction in
wear with a factor of 45 (see fig. 12), compared to steel.
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MECHANICAL PERFORMANCE

Beside the enormous reduction of the abrasive bushing wear by Si3 N4 ,
the question rises, if the fracture load of the ceramic bushing is high
enough and the data from 4-point bending strength bars with 540 mm3
can be transferred to bushings with 301.160 mm 3 stressed volume. The
fracture loads were measured in a conformous contact with D6-bushings
and increasing normal load at 10 kN/s (s. fig. 11).

Figure 11: Photograph of the Configuration for Fracture Load Tests and
with Fracture Initiation in Si 3 N4 .

The results presented in table IV are quite high for GP-Si 3N4 and reach
the half of steels. It has to be kept in mind, that the ceramic bushings
were stressed before between 50.000 to 80.000 cycles at 30 kN and than
machined to tubes with 66.6 mm in outer diameter. The mechanical
results revealed, that the strength data obtained by 4 point-bendingmethods can not be transferred to bushings. The fracture load data of
ceramics may not only be characterised with the average strength
calculated from the Weibull statistic, but also must be seen in relation with
the Weibull-modulus m, who gives an indication about the materials
homogenity.
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Load to fracturel) 3)
kN

a 4-point
bending 2 )

Weibulmodulus
2'

MPa

m2)

S-Si3 N4

750

17

102-103

ND-Si 3N4

800

15

70-92

GP-Si 3 N 4

1000

22

170-190

14

< 15

Material

Si SiC

350

100Cr6H

--

> 600*

SAE15B15Cr

--

385-530

1) */Sample dimension:
except* where
2)

0: 66.6 mm, length: 150 mm
0 : 69 mm

3
Sample volume 540 mm3 ; 3) Bushing volume 301 100 mm

Table IV: Fracture Load of D6-Bushings
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MANUFACTURING AND ASSEMBLY OF TRACKS

There is no question about the fact that the operational aspect in relation
to the function of the running gear components plays a major role in view
of wear and loading if one starts to think about the use ceramic bushings
in tracks. However, special consideration has to be given also to the
aspect of manufacturing of the components and their assembly, because
of the specific boundary conditions given by the different material
characteristics. Especially in assembling the track (e.g., press fitting the
links and bushings), the process technological accuracy has to be
ensured. Because of the different coefficients of elasticity of steel for the
link and of ceramic for the bushing, it becomes necessary to dimension
the press fit between link and bushing in such a way that the operability of
the track is guaranteed; simultaneously, it has to be avoided that
additional tensile stresses are initiated in the ceramic components which
would lead to early failures.
Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate the strength and the stress state of

the press fit between the ceramic bushing and link. The press fit
optimisation requires furthermore the proof of sufficient lifetime and

-
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reliability. From this, investigations and conclusions result in the press fit
optimisation.
Stress state in the ceramic bushing is estimated according to the theory of
linear elasticity. As simplified model the press fit between two tubes was
chosen. The axial-symmetric pressure stress in the fit is calculated under
the assumption of plane strain. Additional FEM-simulation takes into
account compression stress as radial load on the outer face of the
bushing as well as axially fixed nodal points along the fit length.
Advanced ceramics are brittle materials. So one can neglect effects of
yielding and use the principle of superposition to obtain stress distribution.
This comes close to the real behaviour of the ceramic material, whereas
the estimation for the link is of the safe side.
The simplified model of two tubes gives the well-known distribution of
radial and cirumferential stress across the walls of the tubes:

or,(r)I, =c1
a,(r)j,

c

=:cl, + -

2•

(1)

21

r2

The index i characterises the ceramic bushing (inner tube) and link (outer
tube). The constants c11 , c 21 are calculated according to the geometrical
excess of the press fit Ar. Thus, the formula of optimising the press fit
reads as follows, [14]:

ar(r)(,

Ar(C 1

(Ar

C2,

Ar-r 2 )

The calculation was accomplished for the bushing D6D (see chapter 5),
and the geometrical excess Ar = 0.35 mm. The materials are steel (link)
and GP-Si3 N4 (bushing). Essential material parameters are shown in
table I.

-691The FEM-calculation considers axially fixed nodal points of the surface
mesh on the bushing along the length of press fit. Thus, the state after
pressing is simulated. The resulting stress distributions show a bending
effect across the wall of bushing along the length of press fit; this bending
effect cannot be determined by means of the elementary theory. The
maximum of tension stress one obtains on the inner surface of the
bushing, is:
0

bmax "1200 MPa.

This value linearly corresponds with the geometrical excess.
Now, the influence of this tension stress on lifetime and reliability, is
estimated [15]. The SPT-diagram is the well-known scheme, which shows
the relationship between strength (uniaxial stress), failure probability, and
lifetime. The following formula is used:

Prfailure probability, m - WEIBULL modulus (material characteristic),
theoretical lifetime, an-nominal stress, n - material parameter, In

-

material parameter.
In case of mechanical loading a lot of experiences shows the possibility of
design ceramic components with the help of the SPT-diagram with
sufficient accuracy.
The following material parameters are estimated:

m = 20; n = 50; In(oi-)

312.

The corresponding SPT-diagram is shown in fig. 12. If a lifetime of 5
years is taken into account, then the pairs of nominal stress and failure
probabilities summarized in table V, are obtained from equation (3).
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0.01

-1/5
25

Figure 12:

250

SPT-Diagramm
(failure probability Pf vs. nominal stress,
lines of equal lifetimes from bottom to top: Ils, Id, 1a, 5a)

It is visible from table V, that the level of nominal stress (appr. 200 MPa)
estimates the sufficient ratio: one failure of 100.000 bushings. However,
caused by additional loading, the stress level can increase to 250 MPa.
Then the failure probability increases to 8.21 of 10.000 bushings.
Thus, it is necessary in future investigations to consider additional time
dependent loading histories of the press link.
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Decreasing the bending strength in the bushing wall requires a decrease
in pressure stress and geometrical excess, respectively. The following
tasks have to be solved in future:
- Optimisation of geometrical excess considering quality management of
the technology.
- Guarantee the functionally correct pressure stress in the press fit.
- Estimation of environmental and corrosion effects on crack growth in
bushings.

Pf

nominal stress an/MPa

log Pf

50

-17.6

100

-13.38

150

-7.71

1.96 E-08

200

-5.10

7.86 E-06

250

-3.09

8.21 E-04

Table V: Pairs of Nominal Stress and Failure Probability Pf,
Lifetime 5 Years
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Off-Road Tyres with Emeraency
,Capabiliie-s
H. Haas
Missions given to wheeled armoured vehicles are numerous and with the light strike
forces of today are ever increasing.
They perform such tasks as:
Reconnaisance
Personnel carriers
Material Transport
Anti Aircraft
Bridge construction
Missile carriers
Riot control
Fighting vehicles

.'4~

'.

M"

-

-
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In the gulf conflict where a number of countries served side by side many wheeled
vehicles were utilised.
Reconnaissance and fighting vehicles included:
LAV 25
SAGAIE
AMX10RC
COMMANDO

General Motors US
(made under license from MOWAG-Swiss)
Panhard France
Giat Industries France
Cadillac Gage
(used by Saudi-Arabia manufactured inthe US)

Among the personnel carriers used inthe conflict were:
VAB
BMR

Renaults Vehicle Industry France
Pegaso Spain (used by Egypt)

Jeep type vehicles:
The Hummer

was also widely used

For the transportation of materials the US made 5 ton truck from BMY was a
particularly well tried work-horse.
The U.S. also had the NBC Fuchs Vehicle manufactured by Thyssen on loan from
the German Army.
All these vehicles without exception were fitted with a HUTCHINSON system.
Equipment currently being used in Somalia and Yugoslavia also includes wheeled
vehicles.
Today in Europe industrie has been tasked to submit proposals for a new family of
vehicles for use in the 21st century under the project headings tracer in the UK, and
VBM in France. It would seem that various companies will offer wheeled armoured
vehicles against track.
In the past the main obstacle to their use lay in a certain amount of hesitation
regarding the suitability of wheeld vehicles fulfilling the necessary mobility
requirements and inthe vulnerability of tyres themselves.
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In actual fact the main problem which a wheeled vehicle has to face is the constant
risk of immobility due to a flat tyre. This can be caused by a bullet, shrapnel, or
simply rough terrain, and is sufficient to prevent a vehicle from completing its
mission. When a vehicle is neutralised there is a strong potential that it will be
completely destroyed. One can imagine what would happen, if a number of vehicles
were moving in convoy along a narrow and perhaps obstructed route and one of the
leading vehicles is halted, they would all be exposed to air attack or other threat.
There are other occasions when wheeled vehicles are faced with having to cross
soft or marshy terrains (mud, sand, snow). The consequences could be disastrous,
if their progress is stopped or slowed by boggy ground.
We had evidence of this in the Falklands where vehicles could not move in the mud.
Wheeled vehicles, combat, light armoured, reconnaisance, armoured personnel
carriers, logistic trucks all have one thing in common - the need to move in hostile
and difficult terrains based on the effectiveness of the tyre and wheel assembly.
The importance of a safety device in the wheel now becomes obvious to give the
vehicle a "get out" capability even when one, two or more tyres maybe punctured.
The problem has been identified and the solution must now be addressed. The
following points were considered in HUTCHINSON's deliberations.

1.

ON CROSS COUNTRY AND SOFT GROUND

A.
B.

Permit the vehicle to use the flexibility of the radial tyre.
Allow increase and decrease of tyre air pressure to improve mobility
over various ground conditions

iý,%
Z

A•w

normal pressure

street, highway

middle pressure

piste, cross country

low pressure

snow, sand, mud

safety pressure

special and difficult terrain
muddy, sandy

-
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C.
D.
E-
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Lock the beads of the tyre against the wheel rim
Eliminate tyre spinning on the rim
Prevent deterioration of the tyre at low pressure.
During a shock the internal face of the tyre may come into contact
with the top of the run flat device.
If it is metallic, it will cut the tyre; if it is rubber, it will absorb the shock
without damage to the tyre.

2.

AFTER A PUNCTURE
A.

Most important is to limit tyre collapse which reduces the deterioration
rate and avoids damage to the gear box and differential. Also by
limiting the collapse we keep the tyre and its tread in ground contact
for running flat.

41

-

B.
C.
D.
E.
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Support the vehicle load
Lock beads of the tyre against the rim and prevent separation of the
wheel and tyre
Guarantee superior stability of ride and "get out" enhancement for
several miles
Must meet the stringent standards of the european FINABEL 20 A5
and U.S. standards.

HUTCHINSON VFI/VPPV MOBILITY & SECURITY
Why is HUTCHINSON VFINPPV the best answer for a run flat device for
military applications??
Description of VFINPPV
I1.

It is a device made of rubber - as previously determined rubber against the
rubber of the tyre is the best solution.
It will not deteriorate the tyre when running at low pressure as a metallic
system will do.
Will also ensure a smooth ride when running flat.

VFI

2.

Does not fill the entire tyre cavity.

VPPV
The tyre is inflated normally.
No effect on tyre life duration
No speed limitation
No affect on acceleration
In actual fact the air pressure inside the tyre can be increased and decreased
to suit the runnig conditions and increased mobility over various grounds.
It permits the vehicle to take advantage of the flexibility of the radial tyre.
When reducing air pressure the tyre foot print increases the tractive effect

-
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and reduces the specific ground pressure. These are two elements for
mobility.
3.

The bottom of the VFINPPV acts as a beadlock.
The system locks the tyre beads against the rim and converts the output of
the vehicles engine into tractive effort on the ground. It eliminates tyre
spinning on the rim, avoids tyre separation from the rim and provides that
the tyre bead seals airtight against the rim. This avoids entry of foreign
matter such as sand, grit or stones inside the tyre.

4.

The tooth or crown of VFINPPV limits the collapse of the tyre thus delaying
rapid deterioration of the walls of the tyre.

What would happen to a flat tyre if it was not fitted with a HUTCHINSON
insert?
It would not last very long.
It would be subjected to many destructive influences.
The diameter of a normal tyre is reduced from its usual dynamic operating size to a
smaller diameter during flat running. The difference in circumferences between the
tyre in the normal and flat running conditions leads to forced slipping and extreme
crimping of the tyre support surface resulting in thermal overheating which may
cause tyre failure (by burning for example).
The other cause to tyre failure leads to separation of the tyre coating from the
carcass. The reason for this is that the wall of the tyre is folded outwards and
pressed against the road surface.
This unavoidable contact with the road together with the friction of the side walls
inside the tyre leads to their mechanical destruction.
With HUTCHINSON inserts the vehicle will proceed for a minimum of 50 kms or
30 miles keeping the tyre on the wheel.
Our customers - market penetration - market share
The exceptional advantages of our system are appreciated by all the major
armoured vehicle manufacturers in the western countries. They consider
HUTCHINSON VFINPPV an integral component of all their vehicles and fit them as
a standard feature. You will find in the documents given to you a list, which is not
exhaustive, of the vehicles clarified by makes and countries equipped with
HUTCHINSON devices. We also attach a list of the armies in the world having in
service vehicles equipped with HUTCHINSON devices.
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BEADLOCK
Need for a beadlock
Wheeled armoured vehicles, combat vehicles and tanks need to be fed with
ammunition, gasoline, etc.... The logistic vehicles may be whether on road or
in the heart of the countryside.
To be able to proceed on soft ground it is sometimes necessary to reduce
tyre pressure in order to achieve a longer foot print for better mobility.

Beadlock

We know that wheeled armoured vehicles, being equipped with a run flat
device, already have a beadlock - the bottom of the device.
For Iogisitc vehicles equipped or not equipped with C.T.I.S. a beadlock is
compulsory.

-
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The advantages of a beadlock

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Allows to reduce tyre pressure for longer tyre footprint.
More contact with ground surface in soft soil, sand, mud and snow
for better mobility.
Avoids tyre separation from rim.
Discourages tyres from spinning on the rims.
Provides that the tyre bead seal is airtight against the rim.
Keeps the bead against the side of the rim - even at 0 inflation.

HUTCHINSON is the sole supplier of beadlocks to the US army.
HUTCHINSON BEADLOCK = MOBILITY

•

Ot

-
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All devices described until now are the best ones to use for military vehicles,
because they block both beads of the tyre against the side of the rim which allow
tyre pressure reduction in order to improve mobility when proceeding on soft
grounds.
More so they are made of rubber and we know that it is better to have rubber device
inside a tyre.
All these devices require a wheel with a flat rim, multi-piece and airtight.
There are some applications where the vehicle remains on the road (no crosscountry requirement, no off the road mission). They are:
Light military vehicles or logistic vehicle/jeep - TUL/TUM
Police vehicles
Anti riot vehicles
Ambulances
V.I.P. limousines
Cash in transit, vans ...

These vehicles are generally equipped with a one piece wheel with a drop centre.
Taking advantage of our long experience in the run flat field, HUTCHINSON has
developped and is marketing a new product.
1.

2.

What we were aiming at
-

Easy to fit.
Light in weight.

-

Preferably made by rubber.
Ensure a good motricity.

Able to support the centrifugal force caused by high speed
(VIP limousines).
To be fitted on a standard one piece wheel.

What is motricity
When running flat, beads of the tyres will leave their seals If the vehicle
brakes or accelerates. If no motricity the tyre will spin on the wheel and the
vehicle will either go out of control and have a crash or fail to move.

-
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HUTCHINSON carried out a great deal of research and found that by keeping only
one bead in position it was enough to make sure that the tyre will be blocked on the
wheel, and therefore will never spin during braking or acceleration. Traction is
maintained at all times.

rubber
steel cable

/

NYRIM

This is the major feature which separates HUTCHINSONS system from other "roller"
type systems.
With more than 50 years experience in the run flat sector HUTCHINSON DS.H. is
our latest device. It permits vehicles fitted with the unit to run for long distances, at
speed, with maximum safety after having had tyres punctured accidentally or
through hostile aggression.
The D.S.H. consists of a single piece formed in a split ring and composed of a
rubber tooth bonded to a base of Nyrim, which is a thermoplastic resin reinforced
with glass fibre. The Nyrim base is molded exactly to the form of the drop centre
wheel giving a perfect fit. One bead of the tyre is locked firm against the rim of the
wheel by a rubber wedge which is integrated in the tooth of the device. This is an
essential factor ensuring good motricity when braking and accelerating.
Other factors:
-

Good ballistic resistance

Good resistance to shock (when mounting the pavement)

-
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The D.S.H. has simplified protective maintenance of vehicles:
Easy assembly and dis-assembly

-

Normal garage facilities

Compatible with all commercial tubeless wheels

Following a tyre puncture the vehicle weight is supported by the rubber tooth. This
absorbs shocks caused through rough ground or poor surfaces and ensures a
greater comfort of ride intotal security.
The Device Security HUTCHINSON (DSH) has been tested with great success
by L'UTAC in the most severe conditions.

HUTIHINSON
INDUSTRIE-PRODUKTE
HUTCHINSONINDUSTRIEPRODUKTE GMBH
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-709NATO PART NUMBER

VFI
VFI
VFI
VFI
VFI
VFI

9.00
11.00
11.00
14.00
14.00
14.00

VP
VP
VP

7.50 x
11.00 x
8.50 x

x
x
x
x
x
x

VPPV 11.00 x
VPPV 14.00 x
VPPV 14.00 x

16
16
16
20
20
20

x
x
x
x
x
x

20 x
20 x
20 x

FOR HUTCHINSON

RUN FLAT DEVICES

5.50
6.50
9.00
10.00/41kgs
10.00/53kgs
10.00/57kgs

2610.14.449.7615
2610.14.449.7616
2610.14.449.7617
2610.14.449.7619
2610.14.449.7618
2610.14.449.7620

5
7.33
6

2610.14.243.741
2610.14.346.1317
2610.14.234.3032

16 x 6.50
20 x 10 TLMO
20 x 10 A116g6e

2610.14.234.3029
2610.14.351.1561
2610.14.374.6346
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THE PREDICTION OF SOIL STRENGTH
ON BASIS OF CLIMATIC DATA
AS CRITERIA OF OFF-ROAD
MOBILITY
Detlef Hinze *)
Institute of Automotive Engineering IKK
- Prof. Dr.-Ing. I.C. Schmid t University of the Federal Armed Forces Hamburg, Germany

ABSTRACT
Terrain mobility of a vehicle on a given soil depends on the soil strength.
The soil strength is influenced by the soil type and the soil conditions,
which are the dry density and the moisture content. On naturalsoils the soil
type and the soil density are nearly constantparametersfor a defined area.
In contrast to this the moisture content is not constant. The moisture
content is decisive for the soil strength [1]. It is of importance in terrain
vehicle evaluation, that the soil strength decreases with the increase of
moisture content.
Till now soil strength has to be measured every day and couldn't be
calculated, because of the most unknown parameter - the weather. This
paper, orginated at the Institute of Automotive Engineering IKK - Prof
Dr.-Ing. 1. Schmid - in Hamburg, deals with calculation of the moisture
content in future, based on the known moisture content today and the
development of the climatic data. In a physical and a mathematical model
the correlation of soil strength and moisture content will be described.
Further on the change of moisture content as a result of the weather
situation will be discussed, too. So the relation climatic data moisture
content - soil strength - off-road mobility is developed, mathematically
describedand on different soil types verified
*) The author is professor at the Fachhochschule Htannover since October 1993.

-7111 INTRODUCTION

The off-road mobility depends on the soil strength. Further the soil strength is
determined by the moisture content and the change of moisture content is a
result of the weather situation. The weather determines with its precipitation and
dryness the moisture content in the soil. Therefore it seems logical to assume,
that moisture content can be derived from climatic data and that soil strength can
be derived from moisture content. These algorithms to predict moisture content
by climatic data and to predict soil strength by moisture content are described in
the two models, named model A and model B. For a defined area it is possible
on a 24 hour basis to calculate the development of moisture content and soil
strength over every period.

2 MODEL A:
PREDICABILITY OF THE MOISTURE CONTENT BY CLIMATIC
DATA

For the balance of moisture content the following hypothesisses are necessary.
Hypothesisses:

- defined area
- constant soil type
- daily forecast
- constant soil density
- soil layer close to the surface of 10 cm (4 inches)

The daily variation of the moisture content is the result of the weather situation,
of the water inflow and of the running off water, figure 1. These terms describe
the water balance. So the moisture content w can be written as a daily
development

w=w 1 +Lw
w1
measured or well known moisture content today
L ýw daily variation the moisture content

(1)

-712 The daily variation of moisture content L w consists of two main parts. First the
water inflow with precipitation N and capillary water GW, and second the
running-off water with evapotranspiration V, surface run-off AB and gravitation
water VS. So • w in equation (1) can be written as

(2)

L w = N + GW- V- AB- VS

The parts ofLzw will be examined in the following.

2.1 Water inflow

- total soil moisture capacity

The discharge fluctuation is shown in figure 2. Described is the alterability of
moisture content dependent on the hight above ground water. At first any dry
condition has been considered. Moisture content increases with the increasing
depth in regard to the soil surface, because capillary water increases from
ground water. Above the ground water adjusts a closed (hO, where all voids are
filled with water) and an unsettled zone of capillarity. The distribution of water
depends on the soil type. For every soil type exists a specific graph of the
distribution of moisture content above ground water. For two soil types the
graph is measured and calculated.

W*

(h=/h)"a

cohesionless soil (sand)
cohesion soil
(loam)

(3)
ho = 20 (cm),
h0 = 5 (cm),

Z = 1,66 (-)
, = 0,2 (-)

The distribution of moisture content above ground water is a steady daily
situation without precipitation. Superpose by precipitation a new moisture
content will occur (curve I till 4 in figure 2). This behavior has to be described
mathematically.

-
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Rain water increases the moisture content. The moisture content increases as
long as an upper limit of the moisture content w,,, will be attained. The rise of
moisture content happens so long till a highest value is reached, which the soil
can tie up (curve 3). More rain water will percolate then (curve 4), but don't
change the moisture content w,,. in the soil layer close to the surface. More rain
water increases the moisture content from the top to the ground water, where it
drains off or increases the ground water. This influence is considered by the
measured initial value w,.
Figure 3 shows, that the precipitation N increases moisture content up to a
maximum wma. From that value more precipitation drains off or percolates. This
running-off water will be especially considered, that an upper limit wa
consists, which couldn't be surpassed. That means everytime

(4)

w < Wmax

Because the surface is critically for the off-road mobility, a soil layer of 10 cm
close to the surface is important for the determination of the moisture content. In
this zone it is to be remarked, that the moisture content varies between an upper
and a lower limit. These limit values are depended on the soil type. Their
difference defines the capability of the soil to store water in the pores. Generally
in cohesive soils most of the voids are filled with water. If all voids are filled the
system is saturated. In cohesionless soils there is a system, which is partly
saturated. The voids are filled with air and water. Rain water can percolate
quickly and don't change moisture content in the surface essentially. Dependend
on the grain grade scale the soil belongs to a sand or a gravel.
The saturated moisture content can be described by

-

w water density

&-.

9d

(5)

e

dry density

and then the upper limit of moisture content by

s grain density

-714
wMin• = Sr * wsaturated

-

(6)

S, saturation value
The upper limit wv,., can be calculated or also can be measured after heavy
precipitation.
The saturation value Sr depends on the grain size of the soil type. The soil type
is described by his particle size distribution. Here the finest particle sizes
determine the main soil property, because the finest particle have a bigger
surface by the same mass than the bigger grain sizes. Kezdi [2] has shown the
interdependence between saturation value and the effective grain size, figure 4.
The effective grain size is the particle size by 10% of the grain size distribution.
Figure 5 shows the three curves of grain size distribution of the examined
natural soils, where the effective grain size djo is plotted, too.
The water inflow consists of two parts, precipitation and capillary water. The
daily alterability of moisture content as a result of capillary water is neglectable
and by this way it is included in the starting value w, of the general water
balance, equation (i).
The running-off water consists of three parts. These are the percolation and the
surface running off, which both don't change the moisture content in the soil
layer close to the surface, and the evapotranspiration. Percolation and runningoff are considered in the relation of equation (4). Evapotranspiration (evaporation and transpiration) are influenced by the weather, vegetable kingdom and
soil type. They will be discussed in the following chapter.

2.2 Running-off water - climatic effects

As is well-known, only a limited amount of water vapour can be contained in a
given quantity of air. This limit is determined by temperature. At very low
temperatures only a small amount of water vapour can remain in the air; at very
high temperatures a much larger amount is able to remain. Most of the time the
air is unsaturated, because the humidity F(T) of the air is less than 100%, figure
6. The difference between possible F,,•,(T) and existing F(T) will be introduced
for the size of evaporation V and called characteristic evaporation value Vk.
Figure 7 shows an example for the determination of Vk.

-

Vk = Fma,(T) - F(T)
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(7)

The weather stations register temperatures, humidities and dew points (corresponding to F(T), (3]) and can be easily called up or measured.
Evaporation is only possible if a difference is present between absolute F,,.(T)
and relative F(T) humidity. The difference determines and correponds to the
evaporation V.

V = a * Vk

(8)

The proportionality factor a, soil influence factor, describes the influence of the
soil to the evaporation and can be found by the best fit between measured and
calculated points using the method of least squares.
As is known, increasing wind increases the evaporation. A wind influence factor
f, is determined by the wind velocity v in [mn/sec]. The factorf, can be found by
literature and measurements of the weather stations.
This factor, shown in figure 8, follows the equation

f, = 0,65 + v/10

(9)

Just as the wind influences the evaporation, evaporation also changes with
different kinds of flora. A larger surface of leaves increases the evaporation,
then called evapotranspiration, and will be determined by a flora influence factor
fB. Experimental results in literature ind own measured values show, that for
grass the factor amounts fB = 2 for example. Then the whole evaporation
(evapotranspiration) is

V = a * Vk * fv * fB

(10)

-
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2.3 Running-off water - soil influence

The soil influence factor a from the equations (8) and (10) will be analysed in
this chapter.
At first own test results are shown, figure 9a. The water consumption about the
course of evaporation for different soils and surface water is presented. The
saturated soil samples had been dried over a long period under a constant
weather condition Vk. While the evaporation from the surface water remains
always the same, the water consumption of the soil samples decreases with
additional days.
From the test results a mathematical model for water consumption is derived,
figure 9b.

Wv =WvmI *(1

-

e-)

(11)

It can be shown, that the soil influence factor depends on the weather situation,
on the soil type, on the capability to store water and additionally it is time
dependend [4].

a (t) = Wvmax * e-A / (k * Vk)

(12)

Remarkable is the large period of time for the same daily evaporation, figure 9a.
It means, that in the daily water balance with running-off water and water inflow
the daily soil influence factor a is a constant size and depends chiefly from soil
type. This allowed to write

a (t) = a

(13)

-717Because the character of soil type is described by small grain sizes, they have a
bigger specific surface in relation to the same grain mass. Therefore the soil
influence factor will be related to a small grain size, the effective grain size do.
Figure 9c gives a proposal for the selection of factor a. It is developed from the
best fit of measured and calculated data [4).

a = 0,5 / d 01f3

(14)

2.4 Water balance

Now the input data for model A to predict moisture content from climatic data
are known. For a defined area the effective grain size, the dry soil density, the
ground-water level and the flora will be assumed as nearly constant parameters.
Dry soil density and effective grain size from the grain size distribution have to
be measured. Based on this the soil influence factor a can be determined.
Ground-water is considered by factor a and by the measured initial moisture
content w,. The climatic data can be called off from the weather stations.
Otherwise temperatures (humidities) and precipitation are easily to be measured.
Precipitation N had to be reduced by running-off water A N if w > w,,.,
following equation (4), and amounts

and

L8 N=VS+AB

(15)

Neff = N - AN

(16)

Now the moisture content after a period of n-days can be calculated by
n-I
W

= W1 +I (Ni.

n-1
ANi). a " fB "Z

i • fvi

(17)

-718w1
N
Vk
f
a

initial value, measured
precipitation from weather station
characteristic evaporation value
flora influence factor
wind influence factor
soil influence factor

3 MODEL B:
PREDICABILITY OF THE SOIL STRENGTH BY MOISTURE
CONTENT

The pressure sinkage relationship depends on moisture content. Because in
natural soils the pressure sinkage curve and the moisture content have a big
range of scatter, it will be necassary to gather a great amount of data for
developing regularities. So the off-road mobility - comparable with the soil
strength - was measured with the cone penetrometer. Figure 10 shows the
measurment results and regression of the CI value and the moisture content for
two soil types. Every point is the result of 36 CI values and of 10 moisture
content values. The correlation between soil strength CI and moisture content w
could be found by a linear regression.

CI = CIO- m * w

(18)

The parameter CIO and m are given in table 1, part of figure 10. It is shown, that
the variations of CI and w are bigger in the loam (cohesive soil), than in the sand
(cohesionless soil). The effective grain size djp > 0.063 mm is also a size for
cohesionless soils.
Figure 11 shows the well-known coherence between soil strength CI value and
off-road mobility expressed by the Vehicle Cone Index (VCI value). The
difference CI between VCI decides in a simple, but experienced way about Go
or No Go in the off-road mobility.

-7194 VERIFICATION OF THE MODELS A AND B

The use of models A and B will be shown for three natural soils about a long
period of several calendar weeks. Soil-physical parameters as dry soil density,
grain size distribution, soil type, grain densitiy and saturated soil are determined
in situ or calculated of a defined area. The starting point value w, was measured.
Based on this all the other moisture content values are calculated by climatic
data in a daily time. Climatic data as temperature, dew point for the present
humitidy and precipitation are called up by a weather station, close to the test
field. Figure 12 shows an example for the given climatic data. These are the
input data for the models A and B.
4.1 Verification of a sandy soil, Boberg
In the upper part of figure 13 the climatic input data are plotted. The daily
evaporation V is calculated by the equations (7) and (8). The course of time of
moisture content is calculated by equation (17). The calculated curve compared
to the measured points is shown. Both values agree well, even there are a good
agreement with calculated and measured CI values in the lower part of
figure 13.
Because the effective grain size is big, the percolation is high and the soil stores
only a little bit of water. Therefore the moisture content w,,. is less and the
moisture content w varies in small limits. The upper part of figure 13 confirms
the statement, that the variation of moisture content has no influence to the size
of the soil strength. In contrast to this in cohesive soils exist a significant
dependence of the moisture content to the soil strength.

4.2 Verification of a cohesice soil (loam), Benstaben
These verification results of the models A and B are shown in figure 14. In the
upper part the input climatic data of a period of four months are shown. In the
middle part the comparison of predicted and measured moisture content is
plotted. The lower part presents the comparison of predicted and measured CI
values. The agreement of the measured and calculated points is always proper.

-
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4.3 Verification of a second cohesive soil (loam), Reinfeld

Figure 15 presents the results of a second cohesive soil alike figure 14. Dry soil
density is higher and w,r is less than for the first cohesive soil. The comparison
of calculated and measured moisture content leads to comparable results. The
comparison of soil strength is not so good. This is the reason of acting soil frost
during the measurements. Slightly the results of soil strength are falsified by the
soil frost.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Till now soil strength has to be measured every day and couldn't be calculated
for the future time. Now with the two presented models, figure 16, soil strength
can be calulated by climatic data. The new models are verified on three different
natural soils successfully over a long and different period of time.
Hence it is possible to predict soil strength of a given soil without field
measurements using only the development of climatic data.
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EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF A COHESIVE SOIL
SHOVING PROCESS (THE OPTIMISATION OF THE PROCESS)
A.Jarz~bowski, J.Maciejewski, D. Szyba, W.Trgmpczyhski

1. INTRODUCTION
Earth moving processes due to construction works, realised by heavy machines such as loaders
and excavators, are energetically very ineffective and their optimisation can save a lot of energy.
Although it is earth cutting process itself which is the most important for this problem, it has no
proper understanding and description until now.
A lot of effort was made to describe such a process within the theory of plasticity, where the
problem of active pressure exerted by a rigid wall on a granular medium (under plane strain condition) can be assumed as a simplified model for soil shoving by heavy machine tools [1,2]. In such a
case the method of characteristics was used [3,4,5,6] and several theoretical solutions (for static's
and kinematics) were obtained under the assumption of rigid-perfectly plastic soil behaviour.
Although a number of boundary value problems were solved in this manner, there exist several
limitations in obtaining complete solutions or even the kinematically admissible ones [6] specially
in the case of more advanced earth cutting processes.
Another approach, based on kinematically admissible mechanisms, was proposed later [21 and
applied for the description of more advanced earth shoving processes [7-9]. Although it was
shown that several experimentally observed effects can be described this way, more complex
experimental investigations were not performed.
The aim of program summarised below was to execute experiments concerning the advanced
stage of the earth shoving processes, to compare the obtained results with kinematically admissible
solutions of the theory of plasticity and to propose the process optimisation.
2. EXPERIMENTAL DEVICE
A fully computer-controlled stand [10], was designed and built in the technical scale (Fig. I). It
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consists of a fixed container (7.5 x 13 x 14 [m]) having transparent walls to enable photographic
recording of the material motion. The wall of various shape (1) moves within the box (which is
partially filled with soil) in one plane by means of three hydraulic jacks providing its horizontal (2),
vertical (3) and rotary (4) displacements (hydraulic jacks in such a configuration were chosen to
simulate the kinematics of heavy machines)

Motion of the jacks is fully computer-controlled

through the electric, proportional valves and a hydraulic pump. Models of different machine tools
are attached to a special movable frame ( 5, 6 - moved by the jacks mentioned above) through a
set of loading cells (7) enabling the measurement of horizontal and vertical forces. Displacement
of the tool is measured by two linear extensometers and one rotational. All the data obtained this
way are elaborated (and stored) by the computer and used for the "on line" movement control.
The container was filled with especially prepared cohesive medium (modelling a clay)
consisting of: cement 35% - 50%/o, bentonite - 20%, sand - 18% and white vaseline-12%,
characterised by the following parameters: 0 =24' (internal friction angle), y=18.4 kN/m3 . Before
each test the medium was mechanically preconsolidated by means of a special device, based on the
idea of a certain mass dropped from different heights. Special compacting procedure allowed for
obtaining uniform medium cohesion c=20 kPa.
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Using the above described stand it was possible to perform a wide program of soil shoving
processes with different model tools and working paths A photograph showing a typical shoving
process in the case of L-shaped tool is presented in Fig. 2a The material deformation is realised as
rigid zones sliding along the slip lines (well visible cracks) along which material changes its
parameters (the initial cohesion c decreases to the residual value close to cr=0). Forcedisplacement relation shows that horizontal force grows as process advances, but in unstable
manner (Fig. 2b). The moment of reduction of the force coincides with creation of a kinematical
mechanism originating from the rigid wall Such mechanisms are created periodically.
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4. KINEMATICALLY ADMISSIBLE SOLUTIONS FOR WALL PRESSURE PROBLEMS
As it was shown in [7,8,9,10], a process characterised in section 3 can be described within
theory of plasticity, using kinematically admissible solutions taking into account changing of
material parameters along slip lines.
Let us discuss the problem of rigid wall shoving presented schematically inFig. 3. Assuming the
material to be rigid-perfectly plastic and to obey the Coulomb-Mohr yield criterion
f(C7-o

2 ) + 4(0-a

2)sin4-

ccoso=0

(1)

where: c-material cohesion, 0 - internal friction angle.
The flow rule takes the form:
,= .

()

(2)

aa,
where G(o'ij) represents a plastic potential.

Inthe case when potential is described by the yield criterion, (Eq 2) describes the associated flow
rule and when another function is taken, the flow rule is non-associated.
Using this approach and assuming a change of material parameters within the slip line (similar
approach was used also in (I I]), the different kinematically admissible solutions for a rigid wall
shoving process can be proposed. Then, the solution predicting minimum energy is searched for
(as kinematically admissible solution, we mean an arbitrary solution satisfying all kinematical constrains and the equation of the positive energy dissipation). Such an investigation is very subjective
and needs a lot of experience (first of all due to small energetic differences between the
mechanisms assumed - especially in more advanced stages of the process). Hence, the special
computer program was prepared for this task.
Kinematically admissible solutions for different rigid wall shapes are presented and discussed in
[7,8,9,10] for associated and non-associated flow rules. A typical solution for tool incipient motion
and more advanced stage is presented in Fig. 3 for non-associated flow rule.
Using above -mentioned technique, quite good theoretical prediction for different tool shapes
and different tool trajectories was found (7,8,9].
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5. THE OPTIMISATION OF HEAVY MACHINE TOOLS FILLING PROCESS
As it was mentioned before, in the case of earth-moving process due to heavy machine tools,
the material (cohesive soil) deforms as rigid zones sliding along the slip lines where material substantially changes its parameters (cohesion drops). Such behaviour can be described theoretically
using kinematically admissible mechanisms of the theory of plasticity.
According to this observations, as soon as slip lines are created, the energetically most effective
way of the tool filling is to follow previously created slip line by the tip of the tool. Such an idea
was then checked experimentally (Fig. 4).
L-shaped tool (inclined with an angle 50 simulating the real process- Fig. 4a) was first pushed
into slope inclined with an angle X=20' (c-20 kPa), to a certain position( Fig. 4b). Then its tip was
moved along three different straight lines (Fig. 4c), with simultaneous rotation of the tool (Fig, 4d)
to have it filled with material. Those straight lines were inclined with an angle a=30' , 40 ' and
500. The values a=40' and 500 are close to the inclination of slip lines created during the tool
horizontal pushing process (Fig. 4c). It means, that in such a case the end of the tool was moved
along the slip line, where material cohesion c substantially dropped as a result of material
softening

Specific energy of such a process for three different preliminary horizontal

displacement, denoted by s, related to amount of material left in the tool is shown in Fig. 5a,
whereas related to amount of material displaced (Fig. 4c- KLAC for a=40°), is shown in Fig. 5b.
One can see that in the case of a--30° the specific unit energy is much higher than for a=40' and
a=50'. Hence, conducting the tool tip along line inclined with an angle equal or higher than the
angle of slip lines inclinations, the specific energy of the earth-filling process can be significantly
reduced. The amount of soil which remain within the tool after the process is higher for a=40°
than for a=500,

6. CONCLUSIONS
Presented results show that in the case of cohesive soil earth-moving process;
1. material deforms as rigid zones sliding along the slip lines where material substantially
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changes its parameters (cohesion).
2. moving the machine tools along created previously slip lines one can substantially save
energy used for earth-moving processes (tool filling). This observation is the basis of the
optimisation of the filling process.
3. material behaviour, mentioned in section 1, can be described theoretically using kinematically admissible mechanisms of the theory of plasticity.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. The fully automated stand for heavy machine tools investigation: 1. Model of tool,
2. Horizontal hydraulic jack, 3. Vertical hydraulic jack, 4. Rotation hydraulic jack,
S.Horizontal movable frame, 6. Vertical movable frame, 7. Loading cells.
Fig. 2. Typical deformation of cohesive soil inthe case of the advance shoving process: a) a photo;
b) horizontal force versus horizontal displacement diagram.
Fig. 3. Numerical simulation: a) initial stage; b) advanced stage; c) horizontal force versus
horizontal displacement diagram.
Fig. 4. Experimental program performed: a) the model of the tool and a slope; b) initial stage of
the process horizontal movement c) advanced stage of horizontal movement; d) the final
stage of the process.
Fig. 5. Comparison of specific energy for different toll path: a) for the unit weight of material
remained within the tool; b) for the unit weight of the material displaced during the
process.
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A NEW TYPE OF OFF-ROAD TIRE
BIONIC CAMEL FOOT TIRE

--

Zhuang Jide, Qiu Xiding and Ji Xuewu
Department of Automobile Engineering,
Jilin U nivercity of Technology, Chang Chun,

China

ABSTRCT
study oil

Based on comprehensive

the interaction of a camel foot asd sand,

this paper

summaries the characteristics of the camel foot when walking in the desert, and presentes a new
type of off-road tire-

-bionic

camel foot tire(IICFT ) which takes the virtue of the camel foot.

The traction properties of BCFT and those of the conventional tire are also compared in this
paper. The result showes that PCFT is more efficient than the conventional tire when walking in
the desert.

INTRODUCTION
Desert coveres approximately one-seventh the land of the world.
resources such as oil and natural gas

And there are rich natural

lUnder tie desert. ]In order to exploit these natural resources,

desert vehicles are necessary for tansportation firstly. While conventional off-

road vehicles are

not suitable for usage in desert. Some of the reasons are that sand beneath the tire flows easily
and the wheel sinks severesly.
As we know that camels canu travel in desert freely. Study oil the Interaction of a canmel foot
and sand will give us some helpful indication. Based on comprehensive study oil the intercation of
a camel foot and sand , this paper summaries the characteristics of the camel foot when walking
in the desert, and presentes a new type of off--road tire-

-bionic

camel foot tire(BCFT ) which

takes the virtue of the camel foot.
Ref. (1]J2] reported a type of camel shoe tire whose tread width is presented in a cantilever
position compared to the rim width. This type of tire tread can mnake the stress beneath the tire
more uniform (see Fig.

I ).

But it only considered the stress distribution along the lateral.

Experiments have shown that stress in loteral beneath a tire is usually uniform especially under
lower inflation

pressure

(31.

Therefore , some measures must be taken to change the stress

distribution along the longitudinal in order to increase trafficab itity of a off--road vehicle.

BEHAVIOR OF A CAMEL FOOT WALKING IN DESERT
The camel foot is concave.

And at the bottom of the concave,

there Is a layer of elastic

cushion, and around is the hooked shell. When the cnnmel is working inl desert, the camel foot can
restrict sand beneath the foot flowing.

-
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The camel foot Is parallel to sand surface when the foot plugs Into sand at beginning.
the foot leaves sand , it will rotates around the foremost point of the hoof.
pulling out of the sand,oIt Is almost perpenidicular to sand surface.

Before

When the foot Is

Therefore,

the camel foot

disturbs the sand to a small extent when It plugs into and pulls out of the sand.
During bearing state,
Conltact area enlarges.

as the weight bornie by the foot Increases , the foot spreads and the

When the foot is about to pull out of sand,

the weight borne by the foot

decreases and the foot recoverst'l].
Fig. 2 showes the casiel footprint left oni sand.

It can be seen that sinikage in the front of

footprint Is deeper thani that in the rear of It. This indicates that the camiel foot provides thrust by
the horizontal component of sand reaction. [it other words, the camel foot converts part of sand
bearing capacity to thrust. This way of the camel foot steping on sand with foot Inclined In sand
Is more efficient thian that of a cotiventiotnal tire treading
sand surface as to producing thrust

Ott

sand with the tread Alniost parallel to

E3]-

CONCEPT AND COSTRtICTIIRE OF flCFT
As above mentioned , tine catmet

foot has

the following chanracteristics whet% walking

in

desert:
(I)converts part of the sand beaning capnacity to thrust
(2) restricts sand betineni
(3)

the foo..t flowing

enlatrges thie contact Area,,wiin bearing weight

(4 ) disturbs the santd toi a smnall exteint ulieli plnging into and polling out of sand.
If a tire is of that four chnaracteristics . it can be called IICFT.
Accorditng ito the requirements ithove statedl

.

foillowinkg constrlctnnre can be adopted,

see

Fig. 3.
On the tread , there aire right t riaingIc wcilge

aronind the tire caircass%(see

wedges cant change the stresses d istrihut ioii beneathn
cotmpontentI of lthe

miini 01 stress iincrcase . For a coi

tienin aind

mnake the

to tine

3

a ).

The

cnvetional tire , tlie horizontal conmponent of

normtal stress beticatli the conitact are,, before It. 0. U (holtotni of center)
moving direction , atind tirocinles resistance

Fig.

forward horizeintat

wheel.

While

for

is opposite to wheel

FIiCFT , the

horizotital

contipotentitf normial stress betseath tine contnact area before It. 0. C is identical to wheel nmovhing
directiont,

atnd provies tine wheel with

thrust.

Inn other words, tine wedge cani cotnvert the sand

bearing capacity to thrust.
Frott

Fig.

3

a , it call also he seein that in tine fore part of con~tact area , the slope of Point Bt on

the weidge is snmaller thani that of the cnirreslionflinng 1-itit A nonthe iuter circle. While Iin the rear
part of ctitact area , the slotpe nnf poiint C oni the wedge is greater thani that of thne corresponidiing
poinit D ott the outer circle. Thncrefote

,

llCFT nitisurhs the %aindi nore slightly than a cotnveniotn~ial

tire does whieti eniterinig mtint leaviing sand.t
Oit the two outer siides of tine treadt , thncre are Inigs inclinned inntwarnis ill pairs, see Fig. 3b.
Thle logs atid the weidges foirni coticaves (see Fig.

3

c) , aind restrict thne sand floiw , anid Increase the

sand bearitng capacity. Mouresover , tine lIngs cain spnreadiwhieti the lire bears miuchi ninre weight.
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PREDICTION OF TIlE TRACTION PROPERTIES OF DCFT
The inflation

pressure

is usually

low

when a

vehicle

Is driving on dry loose

sand.

Experiments [3] [5] have shown that the normal stress beneath a tire is uniform along the
longitudinal when the inflation pressure is low. The normal stress canl be expressed as ,

(1)

p=pA-UW
where
pr---inflation

pressure,

KPat

is---emprical coefficient ;
W--load, KN.
the model of interaction of tire-sand can be expressed as Fig. 4 shown,

Therefore,

contact area is devided into two parts.
Similarly,

the

One is the arc Alt, arid the other is plane BC.

the following assumptioptrs carn be riade In the prediction of traction properties of

BCFT,
(1)

contact area of BCFT -sand

consists of two parts,

tire arc AB and the plane BC (see

Fig. 5) '
(2) effect of the stresses acting on arc Al carr be neglected;
(3)

effect of the stresses acting on the lugs cart aslo be teglected;

(4)

the stresses beneath place BC are uriforirm along lateral;

(5)

sand is isotropic and homorgeneous.
the normral stress beneath the wedges is unrifornir and can be expressed as eq. (I),

Moreover,

and the tangential stress beneath the wedges cart be expressed by Janosi s formula,

I =

(c

I

Irtarl,)[l -

exp(--j/k)]

(2)

where
c--sand

w-

cohesive,

-sand

KPat

internal friction arrgle , rad;

jh- -- shear displacement of a pointr rr hypotenuse of the wedge, itr
k - -sand

t nrudults , nit.

shear displacenr

The shear displacemrent j, cart be expressed by the shear displacement of a corresponding
point on base of the wedge j,:
(3)

j1i= j0cosl
where 0 is the angle of hypotenuse relative to base. Atid J, caml be expressed as,
is= sRcos'l,(tan0,-

tanf)

(4)

where
s--slip;
R-- -radius
Oz- -contact

of the tire, or
angle shown in Fig. 5.

Substituting eq. (3)
n =

and eq. (4)
(c ±

into eq. (2).

ptantq,)(I -

the tangential stress cart be rewritten as,

exp[-sRcos'0n(tart0z-

taJr0)/cos}])

(5)
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to the equilibrioni of forces acting oil the wheel , following eqations can be gaet

According

W
DP
Considering

2RftpslirO 2 -

-

=

J::;(
J::(

Rflcoslrtani3

2R~pslrrO~tarrit + RltcosB2

the symnroetry of plane BC (see Fig. 5),

wheel axle center 0

t

tanri )sdl

(6)

I + tanri')rdl

(7)

I+

the torque of normal stress p about the

canl be expressed as:=

NBtlp(Rcos9 1 -Ill/2)-I-(2RcosO

T.=

-

-- NL)Blptan~ftRcosl:+

5

(8)

(2RlcosOz--NL)tan8/2]

where
of thle tire tread,

B---width

nit

N -- -nlunthers of thle wedges inl contact length

L--

or

b-ight of the wedge,

I| --

-base

ni.

length of the wedge,

The arm of tangentilM stress of a point onu hypotenuse of the wedge is undefined.
defitte

thle

torque

conitpouittts

of

tangential

s•,. ,Aid the arar

= atid

(RcoxO 2 +t 11/2). Therefore,

, we

stress

first

deconipose

of r, cair easily be

defined,

into

thle aeon

Inl order to
and

of a, can be

vertical
taken as

stress canl be eapressed as,

the torque of tangential

_..,( i + tanfOirdf -I BtRcosr82 ranfi

T,= BRcosO,(Rcosf, 4 11/2)

horizortlal

J_%(]

I

±tanfO)tanlsdl

(9)
Thle total torque can

he get by ptns eq. (8)

,and eq. (9):

T = TA-F T,
Wheel sinkage which is thle distance f:oirm Sald srurface

(10)
to niiditle point of the wedge (see Fig.

5) canl be calculated according to results of inlclined ptate--sirrhage tests[4]:
p = (I

--

0.00739l)K

(Z --

(lI)

l1/2)F

where
orinirta

p- --

stress berreath, tire,

It----angle bet wenl
K,

K Pa;

hypineririse arid bas•e

Itr---experilnreintly rieerinsinlel sints
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Numerical Simulation Predictions - State of the Art
From the very beginning of numerical ride dynamics simulation of agricultural tractors, mainly two fields of problems proved to complicate reliable
predictions concerning the vehicle behaviour. First of all, this is the definition of useful terms to describe and quantify the often quite abstract aims
of optimization, i.e. "ride safety" and "ride comfort". From a number of
experimental investigations it is known that measured values and the driver's subjective feeling sometimes differ remarkably. For the numerical
simulation this still means that a compromise has to be made between the
actually intended renunciation of prototypes and an in-time pre-assessment
by man, before a project stage with perhaps irreversible decisions for the
vehicle concept might be reached. The nearly unquantifiable human perception especially of "ride comfort" and the resulting definition of corresponding terms for ist description call for a critical awareness when interpreting
simulation results, but in fact they are not a problem of simulation.
A much bigger problem is posed by the still unsatisfactory exactness of the
predicted simulation results, which - in connection with the so far indisputable success of tractor simulation - may be surprising. But it has to be
taken into account that in the past mostly tendencial statements were made
concerning the effect of different optimization approaches and that they
were accepted by the vehicle manufacturers as an important assistance. It
was by comprehensive investigations on the effect of vehicle and cabin
suspensions as well as absorber systems that the principal disadvantages
of the standard tractor were uncovered and a process of rethinking of the
manufacturers was provoked. The growing acceptance of TRAC vehicles
as well as the presentation of corresponding concept studies is an unmista-
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kable sign that this formerly very conservative market slowly started to
move.
On the other hand, increasing research progress and more and more
powerful hard- and software tools also led to an increased level of expectations on the manufacturers' side which is, looking to the severe situation of
agriculture and the agricultural industry, an inevitable and legitimate development. The profitability of a new design respectively of a technical improvement is more than ever indispensable for the economic success of a
company and has to become visible by a measurable sales increase or by
putting through increased consumer prices. Concrete sales forecasts are
only possible if the practical benefit of a design measure can be proved and
quantified on the basis of known costs and consumer habits. In other
words: development work and perhaps production changes on the basis of
tendencial statements nowadays hold an economic risk that no manufacturer is ready or able to take. It is conspicious that the numerical methods wil
have to face this challenge to cope with their claim being a very efficient
and economic aid in industrial product development, also in the field of
tractor ride vibration simulation.

Verification
In scientific work in the field of ride dynamics simulation, the verification of
simulation results proves to be a central problem again and again. As a
consequence, checking the computed results by measurements on the real
vehicle still is indispensable. It is remarkable that the question of verification
is neither limited to the investigation of wheeled vehicles nor to the vibration
analysis of tractors, but it runs like a thread trough all technical disciplines
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where mechanical or - more general - physical systems are described by
mathematic models and analyzed by numerical methods.

Doing this, it is possible to describe the real system in many cases
- depending on its complexity - more or less exactly by an appropriate
model, but this usually demands an iterative model adaptation on the basis
of parameters and properties determined on the real system. The input
parameters for the simualtion which are determined this way often turn out
to be plausible and obvious later, making forget that not knowing the result
before might have led to a completely different approach.
That lack seems to be disregardable, at least as far as the optimization of
the tractors's vertical vibration behaviour is concerned. Recalling the meaning of the driver as a criterion of assessment for terms like "ride comfort"
or the "nuisance" of vibrations, one might be firmly convinced that a comprehensive prototype development is indispensable anyway, assuring the
existance of suitable test vehicles for parameter studies and verification in
the future.
Upon closer examination this approach is wrong. Recalling the intention of
numerical simulation methods, there are mainly two prime aims to be
mentioned:
a clear reduction of prototype and test stand development and of the
test and measuring departments; instead of this: quick, cost-saving
r

and weather-independant "test rides" at the computer monitor with a
wide parameter spectrum and mainly automized optimization algorithms
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a drastic reduction of development costs by identical and bidrectionally associative data bases for design, simulation ("test") and
production; reduction of development cycles with corresponding
temporal and technological competition advantages.
The rather hesitant introduction of numerical simulation methods in the
industrial tractor development therefore is an expression of different, admittedly unsolved problems, letting project-accompanying prototype investigations still be the only pragmatic way. On the other hand, it would be
wrong intending to make permanant the status quo. From the scientific
point of view the future of tractor ride vibration simulation has to be set up
as a maximum demand if this research area wants to free from the reproach of an "end in itself".
Three basic demands can be deduced from this situation for the future
succes of numerical simulation methods in tractor optimization :
comprehensive qualitative and quantitative description of a vehicle's
behaviour under complete renunciation of the development of test
vehicles,
determination of parameters and system properties either from existing components or by means of CA-based methods, i.e. on the
basis of design data,
implementation of subjective human feeling and perception patterns
in the vehicle model, e.g. using known and suitably implemented
comparative cases.
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It is certainly true that final statements concerning realization chances and
times of correspondig software packages would be premature, but it also is
obvious that this goal further on can only be reached by comprehensive
prototype development and measurement in order to increase the often
fragmentary knowledge about certain mechanisms and effects, e.g. the
processes in the tyre. Nevertheless, it seems to be important to keep in
mind the vision standing behind numerical simulation. The reduction of testrelated development times and costs as a self-defined aim of computer
simualtion of course reaches its most consequent interpretation in that
moment when accompanying experimental investigation finally becomes
superfluous.

Model Adaptation on the Basis of
Comparative Experimental Investigations
At the moment, the "Tractor Simulation" project of the Department of Agricultural Engineering and Construction Machinery at the Technical University of Berlin is intensively investigating the improvement of the exactness of predicted numerical results. Special emphasis is placed on the
development of a practical simulation environment as well as the drafting of
design recommendations for the dynamic optimization of agricultural tractors.
During these works a new approach was found that might improve the often
unsatisfactory agreement between measurement and simulation. The
parameter supply of the vehicle models was considered as an essential
problem so far. On the one hand, the reason for this problem is a backlog
in the correct description of important effects in the tyres and the tractor

- 754 drive line. In addition to that, even the geometrical and kinetic parameters
needed (vehicle dimensions, wheel-base, track, position of the centers of
gravity, masses, mass moments of inertia etc.) sometimes turn out to be

unknown or contradictory when trying to refer to manufacturer specifications.

Facing this problem again and again finally led to the reflection if it wouldn't
be easier and more useful not to supply the vehicle model with the "correct
data", but with the data furnishing the "correct results" in the simulation, i.e.
the results corresponding to the reality rsp. to the measurement. This idea
may sound funny and it should be explained by an example. For many
years, the final investigation of the effects in the contact zone between tyre
and track - obviously being decisive for the dynamic behaviour - causes
extreme difficulties; this is especially true for the tractor tyre. Trying to
model these not even theorically penetrated effects and mechanisms by a
suitable tyre model therefore doesn't seem to be useful at the moment.
Limiting oneself - as often usual anyway - to a single Voigt-Kelvin model,
i.e. to the parameters "dynamic tyre stiffness" and "dynamic tyre damping"
that are already known rsp. can be measured quite simply, an appropriate
mathemnatic rule deduced from comparative measurements should be
sufficient to adapt these tyre parameters in a way that an agreement between simulation and measurement can be assured.
This method finally could be carried out for the whole system "tractor",
considering only the inputs (variation of vehicle parameters) and outputs
(resulting vibration behaviour) of the real system and the physical model. In
fact it should be sufficient to describe only the transmission behaviour in
dependence on all numerically relevant parameters that are important for
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the vehicle design, without ever modeling the underlying technical system.
As a matter of fact, the determination of the corresponding transmission
functions of the model and the real vehicle is not the only problem, because
an adaptation rule between those systems has to be found, of course
depending itself on different vehicle and model parameters As a last step
the universal validity of that rule has to be proven - at least for a certain
class of tractors - or has to be assured by another transformation rule.
It is evident that a solution for this extremely multi-dimensional problem, if
at all, will only be found falling back on structure-detecting and structureexaminating methods, i.e. by multi-variate analysis techniques. In case of
success this would mean that tractor simulation would do a big step forward
in the future, limiting oneself to a few known or quickly accessible vehicle
parameters, intentionally "garbling" those pretendedly "correct" values
according to a specific rule, inserting them into a vehicle model of rather
low complexity - and getting the correct simulation results

I

As a consequence of the novelty of this approach reaching an improved
exactness of predicted numerical results by formulating adaptation rules to
the reality and due to the volume of the underlying experimental and numerical data basis needed to assure the statistic relevance, final statements
concerning the chances of this method cannot be made yet. Nevertheless,
it can be proceeded from the assumption that the corresponding investigations on the parameter dependence of the tractor's dynamic behaviour that
are carried out at the moment and which - having in mind the intended
purpose of the data - are especially systematic will at least be of great
importance for the vehicle modeling.
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ENVIROMENTAL FRIENDLY FUEL
FOR DIESEL ENGINES IN OFF
ROAD VEHICLES
Werner KIEHTREIBER
Altfettmethylester Produktions Ges.m.b.H
ABSTRACT
This paper presents the purpose, the manufactoring and the properties of an
enviromental friendly fuel. Off-Road mobility should not only save the ground but
also try to use fuels with high biodegradability and reduction of emissions at the
exhaust to protect the enviroment especially in ecologically sensitive areas.

i. UTILIZATION OF THE FUEL
Off-Road mobility is necessary in many areas so as agriculture, forestry or
military operations. Fleet tests of the Austrian Armed Forces as well as the
Federal Institute for Agriculture have shown the applicability of Fatty acid
methylesters under practical conditions as a very promising alternative to diesel
fuel for all diesel engines. These test programs included the economical aspects
as well as the technical performance from the production up to the utilization of
the fuel under practical conditions and showed the usability of Fatty acid
methylesters as a diesel fuel of full value. The fuel characteristics and the
emission data are shown in table I and 2.

2. PRODUCTION AND FUEL CHARACTERISTICS
2.1. Raw material
Fatty acid methylesters can be produced from a wide range of raw materials

"* unrefined vegetable oils (rape seet oil, sunflower oil, paln oil etc.)
"* used cooking oils and fats collected from food industry, restaurants and
households.
Used cooking oils have to be filtered mechanically by the collecting organization
to prepare them for the production.
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2.2. Production
The production of Fatty acid methylesters is a new continuous transesterification
process, developed in Austria and patented all over Europe (see Fig. !). At the
end of the process the rough methylester is distilled under high vacuum to reach
the highest possible purity and quality. This is the presupposition for a long-term
running on diesel engines without disturbance. The continuous manufactoring
process with a short catalytic reaction time guarantees efficient production.
2.3. Fuel characteristics
In accordance to the high purity the fuel shows very good test results in
comparison to the Austrian standard ONORM C 1190 (see table 1) for rape seed
methylester.
As can be seen, the main specific fuel data are quite similar to those of diesel
fuel. In comparison, a higher flame point, a higher cetane number and a
significant lower sulphur content are advantageous. Viscosity and carbon residue
are comparable with diesel fuel. The most important characteristic is a
biodegradability of more than 99 % within three weeks.

3. PERFORMANCE AND ENGINE BEHAVIOUR
In comparison to diesel fuel Fatty acid methylesters show us some interesting
measured values on engines without modification at the injection unit.
As a result of the reduced caloric power, less performance (approximately 5 %)
must be expected if the injection unit is not modified. However, the performance
deficit can easily be compensated by increasing the full load injection rate.
Excessive full load soot is not to be expected.
The changes in the exhaust emission values and fuel consumption can be seen in
tab. 2. Accordingly, on the specific test engine, increased fuel consumption,
unchanged NOx emissions, decreased CO and HC emissions and significantly
reduced soot blackening and particulates were observed.
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4. CONCLUSION
Fatty acid methylester seems very promising as an alternative bi-product to diesel
fuel. The 2 to 3 % of diesel fuel which can be substituted (under Austrian
conditions) appears relatively low, but the Fatty acid methylester is, due to its
rapid biodegradability, an excellent bi-product for use in ecologically sensitive
areas,especially for Off-road mobility. Additionally, the exhaust emissions are
lower than those of diesel fuel.
5. LITERATURE
(I)
Lenz,
H.P.;
Demmelbauer-Ebner,
W.:
Untersuchungen
von
Altsspeisebhnethylester (AME) VITA DIESEL 2000 an einem direkteinspritzenden Nutzfahrzeugdiiselmotor. Bericht des Institutes ffir Verbrennungskraflmaschinen und Kraflfahrzeugbau der TU Wien. B2054 (1993).
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STATE OF ART REPORT OF THE
MOBILITY RESEARCH IN HUNGARY
Lajos Laib
associate professor

University of Agricultural Sciences, GWd65116, Hungary
Department of Automotive and Thermal Technology

ABS'TRACT

The author publishes for the first time the detailed description of the
Hungarian Army Mobility Model (I IAMM). Different organizations and
authorities have increasingly used the model during the past few years in
support of the replacement of their vehicle fleets. The paper describes the
model and, in the addition, it shows its application for tile evalution of the
performance of a few vehicles.
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1. Background
In

the early

1980s,

following

the example

of

NATO,

the

own cross-country model. It is Known
as the Hungarian Army Mobility Model or HAMM. (The NATO model is
Hungarian Army developed its

called the NATO Reference Mobility Model or NRMM.)

[l.:2.]

Earlier the existence of HAMM "hindered" Army experts in the
process of procuring new vehicles, because they had to "select"
vehicles which they were given by the Warsaw Pact regardless of
any other consideration.
Howerer,

after the recent political reforms HAMM has become

an important tool.

Today every vehicle offered to the Hungarian

Army must be examined by means of HAMM.

The model's output is

arriving at a final decision, but it

very important factor in

a
is

by no means the only one.
In

this study I describe the detailed flow of computations

as well as the equations and formulas comprising the model.

It

should be noted that we are not fully satisfied with every aspect
of HAMM and,

therefore,

work has begun to further improve it.

The detailed description
presentation

of

vehicles

the

in

an example
4x4

3/4

in
ton

of the model is
which
weight

followed by the

we analyzed
class

and

a

number of

ranked

them

according to their predicted performance.
The Hungarian Army specified a so called "reference terrainarea" whose mobility related terrain data are well known by us.
Moreover we know how these data vary as a function of variations
in weather and seasonal changes.

Each vehicle was evaluated with

respect to this reference terrain.

-7642. The Hungarian Army Mobility Modell

Terrain-vehicle

relationship

research

began

with

the

investigation of the structural characteristics of the soil. The
first

results

capacity

of

consisted

the

cross-country

soil.

vehicles

of

the

The

determination

investigation

began

about

of

20-25

the work by TACOM

A common
determine
calculated
research.

the
on

first

the bearing

the

years

Reference Mobility Model was established first
improved versions were developed,

of

mobility

ago.

The

of

NATO

and, subsequently,

of all

on the basis of

and by WES.

feature
traction
the

The Cone

of

all

force

basis
Index

of
is

mobility
once

models

the

running

rolling
gear

soil

the basic parameter

important factor of every mobility model is

is

that

they

resistance

is

interaction
employed.

An

the acceleration due

to shock and vibration caused by uneven terrain which affect the
driver and the occupants. These accelerations may limit the speed
of the vehicle significantly.

This paper describes the computional
model

developed

in

Hungary

for

the

flow of the mobility

H.D.F

and,

presents a method for computing accelerations.

subsequently,

The

program

calculates

the
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speed

of

the

vehicle

determined or limited by vibrational accelerations.

which

is

To this end

we needed the following formula:
y=((int(b/x+a)lO0)+0.5)/lO0

which is
VL

obtained via regression analisys from

VL=f(oX)

, where

(km/hour]

is

the vehicle speed and

[m2]

is

the variance of the terrain profile.

2
UX

The independent
discuss

these

variable
functions

oX

is

an

input

together with

parameter.

pertinent

Next we

theoretical

considerations.

2.1 The Mobility Model

The

input

data

of

the

model

consist

of

parameters

and

relationships concerning the terrain, the vehicle and the driver.
Output data are: the time needed to complete the mission, the
average speed,
FIG.

fuel consumption and the go/

no go map.[l]

1. shows the input-output data of the model and the flow of
depicted in FIG. 2.

computation is

The formulas and the list

of variables are as the follows.

Vehicle related input data:
P.

[kW] =

nominal

P.p

[kW] =

maximum engine operating performance

engine performance

B....

[dm'/h ]=fuel

Mo

[kg]

consumption

engine performance
=

mass of the vehicle

at

nominal

-766Mp

[kg]

ML

[kg]

B

[in]

=

tire

width

D

[in]

=

tire

diameter

C1

[-]

=

constant

=

mass of the trailer
payload

needed

to

determine

fuel

to

determine

fuel

consumption
C2

[-]

constant

needed

consumption
A

[m2]

Cw

[-]

=

form factor

[-]
S

=

power train efficiency

m

cross section measured perpendicularly
to the air stream

(-]

number of wheels

Terrain related input data
dv/dt

[m/s2]

=

attainable

acceleration.

value = 0.8
L

(kmi]

E

[-]

(recommended

[m/s'])

length of terrain segment
=

slope

of

terrain

given

as

a

decimal

fraction
o2

variance of the terrain profile

[m2]

CI

[lbs/in]

=

cone index

Gy

[-]

=

frequency of acceleration.

Recommended

value=0.3

Constants built into the program
8

[-]

=

reduction factor of the rotating masses
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Terrain parameters (constants)
For all

wheel drive 1=1.O,

For two wheel drive I is as follows:
0.68 for lose sand
S=

K is

n is

A

=

0.73 for sand stubble

A

=

0.76 for medium firm soil

A

=

0.78 for firm soil

an empirical factor
=
1.5 for loose sand soil
K
K

=

1.0 for sand stubble field

K

=

0.6 for medium firm soil

K

=

0.4 for firm soil

an exponent; it

is

an empirical

factor

n

=

0.45 on loose sand

n

=

0.50 on

n

=

0.55 medium firm soil,,

sand stubble field
firm stubble field
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REQUIRED INPUT DATA

MODULE 1.

VEHICLE PARAMETERS
MISSION PROFILE
RUNNING GEAR DATA

Computation of MAX. tractive force
as a function of the vehicle's running

SOIL SHEAR STRENGTH
SOIL COHESION AND

gear and soil.

INTERNAL

FRICTION

SOIL BEARING CAPACITY
VEGETATION

MODULE

2.

I

EMPIRICAL RELATIONSHIPS

Computation of tolling resistance.

[Reduction
____________________________________SOIL

BEARING CAPACITY

TERRAIN SLOPE
ANGLES

of tractive fotce as a

function of slope angle.

Computation of vehicle velocity
NUMBER OF GEARS. SPEED RANGE
MISSION PROFILE

on the basis of its mission profile
selection of ttansmissin gear.

MODULE 3.
POSSIBLE SHAPES OF LARGE OBSTACLES

Range of macro obstacles.
Computation of obstacle n-gotihilih
speed •based on empirical reluriiiishlli

EMPIRICAL RELATIONSHIP of VEHICLE
OVER OBSTACLE AS A FUNCTION OF
OBSTACLE GEOMETRY

MODULE 4.

1DYNAMIC

Computation of vehicle velocity fur

o

o

eSPRUNG

a terrain unit and the accelerations
generated at that velocity.

MODEL OF THE VEHICLE
MASS
UNSPRUNG MASS
SPRING CONSTANTS
TIRE SPRING CONSTANTS
DAMPING COEFFICIENT OF SHOCK

ABSORBERS
MOMENTS OF INERTIA
PROBABILTY FUNCTION DESCRIBING THE
TERRAIN MICRO PROFILE
MODULE S.
MAP OF HOMOGENEOUS TERRAIN

Storing of computed vehicle vet,tycciy

UNITS

FI .
Flow

of

the

2.

compu tation

of HAMM
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Output Data:

CN

[kNI

=

rolling resistance

RO

=

specific rolling resistance

Mu

[-]
[-]

=

coefficient of adhesion

FG

[N]

=

force required to overcome the
rolling resistance

FE

[N]

=

resisting force due to slope

FK

[N]

=

peripheral force

SV

[%]

=

slip

VV

(m/s

=

acceleration

V9

[km/hour] =

speed at 10% slip

V1

[km/hour] =

stationary speed

V2

[km/hour] =

dynamic speed

VA

[km/hour] =

average speed

VL

[km/hour]

=

speed limited by vibrational

PA

[kW]

=

average performance (power)

BT

[lit/hr]

=

fuel consumption

ET

[-]

=

power efficiency

2

]

at 10 % slip

acceleration

(power utilization

coefficient ratio)
T

[hour]

=

time needed to cover the prescribed
path or distance

SB

[liter]

=

fuel consumption

The following formulas are used in the algorithms:

Summing of masses:
Mo +ML=Mj

[kg]

Mi+Mp =M

[kg]
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Computation of the rolling resistance:
CN= (CI'B'D'm)
1.2
"12)+0.04

CN

Traction nccded to ovcrcomnc-_hg

ing rcsistancc.

FG = M g Q

Traction needed for accelcraliom
FGY=M d-b
dt

Traction needed to n g!tia

FE

IN]

-s-iop-i

= M g

E

[N]

Total traction requir-cd
FT

= FG +

FE +

FGY

The cocfFkicnLlQ.adl)CS ion:
FT

s1p- K+0.015
n)

[N]
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Computation of the acceleration available at 0. 1 slip:
P•=(°'-l)-K

FT

FGY=FT°

0

1

'=IpM

j

gX

[NI]

- FG-FE=bM 7-d

adv_ FGY
dt

[NI

[im]

si

&M

If the dv/dt = 0 than the HAMM yields a "NO GO" for the mobility of
the vehicle.
The maximum attainable vehicle speed under dynamic and/or static
conditions:
(FG+FE+FGY+FL) 3

3600O,1,

FL=-AC.~Qý (V
2

3.6

(l-s)

(a-)

)

=P
P

[kWI

[w

[NJ

2

To be solved for the following conditionS;L
P= 0.6 Pop...

If

dv/dt

or

P= 0.8 Pop.-IoI

= 0.8

dv/dt = 0

Then VA = 1/2 GY V2 +

-

V2

And

VI

(1-GY)V1

VA << VL,

V = VA

VA >> VL,

V = VL

[km/h]

-

772

-

Power requirement:
p= (-FG4 FE+÷FL+GY'FGY)"V

3600yjý,j (1-s)

[kWI

Required fuel consumption:
P

B= (C1l],+C2)

[din']

-s

Time needed to cover the distance:

T'=- v

The flow of computation is
Fig.4.

[hi

shown in

Fig.3.

shows an example for tables of input/output data
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VEHICLE
NOMINAL

FOUR WHEEL
TWO WHEEL

PERFORMANCE

MAX OPERATIONAL

PERFORM!ANCE

DRIVE

(L/H) FUEL CONSUMPTION
MASS OF VEHICLE

SOIL TYPE

TRAILER
PAYLOAD

LOOSE SAND

WIDTH OF TIRE
DIA OF TIRE

MEDIUM

CONSTANTS
ENGINE CONSTANS Cl

CONSTANS BI

ENGINE CONSTANS C2

CONSTANS B2

AREA OF THE V.
SHAPE

FACE A=

AVERAGE EFFICIENCY=

PARAMETER CW=

NO OF TIRES M=

ACTUAL RUNNING PARAMETERS
DV/DT
DISTANCE

(KM]

2

DT=

VARIANCE OF TP.O,

L=

CONE INDEX=

~TflP1

A~rCFTFRATTAN

3EkC'TCR=

OUTPUT DATA
SOIL TYPE:MED.FIRM
DISTANCE COMPLETED
ROLLING RESIST.

CN=

ROLLING RESIST.

RO=

ADHESION COEFF.

MU=

ROLLING RESIST.

FG=

SLOPE RESIST.

FE=

PERIPHERIAL FORCE

FK=

SLIP

SY=

ACCEL.

VV=

AT 10% SLIP

SPEED AT 100

% SLIP

V9=

STATIONARY SPEED

Vl=

DYNAMIC SPEED

V2=

AVERAGE SPEED

VA=

SPEED DEPENDING ON THE ACC.

VL=

AVERAGE PERF

PA=

FUEL CONSUMPTIONBT
PERF.

UTILIZATION FACTORET

TIME R-EQUIRED TO COVER THE DISTANCE T=
AMOUNT1

OF ]REOHIR~fl

FrIEwSB

FIG 4.
INPUT-OUTPUT

MASK OF TILE MODEL

-7742.2 Computation of vehiclc peed limited by vibrational acceleration:
The goal
function

of

the computation

VL=f(C.')

for

is

the determination

specific

vehicles

at

of

the

constant

acceleration. (4]
The

power

spectral

calculated

first.

profile is

characterized

density

of

Next a polynomial

the
is

terrain

fitted

profile

to the PSD.

by three parameters:

(oa),

is
The

X, L

Three road profile categories were defined for this study and the
following functions were established:
X=f(o0)
L=f (a')

This

relationship

maximum

is

attainable

dimensional

model

of

maximum acceleration
This method is

used as
speed
the

is

an

excitation

calculated

vehicle

assuming

function

by

means

constant

and the

of

the

3

allowable

at the driver's position.

discussed in

more detail

in

the following.[3]

THE MATHEMATICAL APPROACH APPLIED FOR THE PROBLEM
The amplitudes of
measurements.It
ergodic.

is

the road profile are

available from profile

assumed that the profile is

stationary

and

-

775

-

In Fig. 5. H is the length of travel, h is the profile sampling
interval, m is the number of profile data points considered.(We
use 2048 points in order to satisfy Fast Fourier Transformation
FFT- requirements. )The
average velocity is:

nib
h

m)

t

S

where t is the time needed to cover distance H. The first step
is the statistical analysis of the samples. The mean is:
X=lim

1

X,

Transferring to the horizontal (mean) axis
deviation from the mean:
X.=x.-X

we get the vertical

-776The approximate variance is:
GoX=lim--

The next step is

(xi-x-)

the computation of the correlation function:

R(() =lim--Xi*Xi -k

where C'kh
R(C)
The

Is

sometimes called the autocovariance.

maximum

value

profile.(k=O,

k=l,

To compute L,

we first

with respect

of

k

is

1/3-d

the

length

normalize the auto correlation

of

the

function

to the variance:
R,(C)

1,P (C)

Integrating this function gives L,
of the road segment,
(Fig.

of

k=2,..k=1/3* H)

a statistical

which is

the scale parameter

measure of the profile.

6.)
LJfRý'(() d(
0

L

defines

considered

the

distance

homogeneous;

within
it

may

which
be

the

called

function
the

may

be

correlation

distance.

The third step is

the computation of the power spectral density

by means of Fast Fourier Transformation

(FFT)

of X,(h).

-777as follows:

The formula is

Gx(k

=h
hm-' IX, exp (j

n' k2)I12

k
mh

where

n=-

The result is

the power spectral density of the displacement

n ) which is bounded. (See Fig.7.). We may approximate
function by an expression having a negative exponent:

G.(

=) 2

this

4L

(1+.4

Ln)O

a -1

and

a is

a constant depending on the type of road surface.

Once road surface characteristics a, L and a.2 are known we have
a relatively simple method to establish the excitation caused by
the road.

Table 1 shows the values of these constants for some

important road surfaces.

Converting the spatial spectrum to the frequency

domain is

an

important step. This is necessary for computing the acceleration
spectrum G. ( f ) for various vehicle speeds.

The time step is
T = L / V
where V is

or

obtained by:
L = V T

the constant vehicle speed.

-778The power spectral density in

the frequency domain is:
4T

2

(1+ 4 Tf)"
a-1

As mentioned earlier we measured and analyzed three road surfaces
as follows:
- smooth hard road,
- cobble stones,
- dirt
In

road.

order to simplify the computations a functional relationship

was established between a,
The next

step was the computation

drivers's

location.

For

established, which is
relationship,
(See Figs.
of

L and o,2.(Fig.8.)

a

of

the acceleration

given vehicle

VL

=

f

(

at the

a.' )

was

the vehicle speed vs. road profile variance

for 0.5g

and 0.3g driver location accelerations.
This figure shows several cross country vehicles

9.)

different

types.

As

stated

before

0.3g

and

0.5g maximum

accelerations were allowed at the driver's location.
The curves shown in

Fig.

9.

can be approximated by a function of

the form:
VI.=((-b + a)O0+0.5)/lO0

The values
variance of
known

one

for

a

and b depend

the road profile
can

predict

maximum acceleration

the

on the vehicle-type.

and the type

velocity

which

When

the

of the vehicle

are

is

the

limited

allowed at the driver's position.

by

-779-

x

h

h

Fig.5
Signals of the Terrain Profil

n×

I-,<
-IX

d 'f

IC)

S..

.....

"

7 Cm)

Fig.6
Correlation function of the terrain profil
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Iog

G.

•

\L

K
I-19

'It.

log

Fig.7.
Power spectral density of the terrain profili

n
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TABLE 1.

VARIANCES,

SCALE PARAMETERS AND

EXPONENTS

FOR VARIOUS ROAD SURFACES

Type of ROAD

ur,[cm']

o.[cm]

L[cm]

a[-]

Secondary road

49.9

7.35

102.6

2.642

Autobahn

1.38

1.175

49.6

2.174

Cobble stone

23.76

4.875

1.77

4.256

Concrete covered with asphalt

1.966

1.402

135.1

1.61

Asphalt road

10.002

3.2

44.5

2.068

Runway

3.894

1.973

52.2

2.125

Small cobble stone

5.038

2.245

2.91

2.844

Very good asphalt-concrete

0.648

0.805

38.09

2.434

Good cement concrete

0.447

0.669

18.2

2.09

Medium macadam

3.368

1.835

52.2

2.101

Medium cobble stone

1.729

1.315

53.6

1.545

Medium dirt-road

33.44

5.783

14.4

2.463

Meadow

16.1

4.01

21.6

2.091

Smoothed plough field

23.6

4.86

21.8

2.491

-782We modeled the vehicle means of a three dimensional dynamics
model.

This model

is

presented

in

figs.

10 and 11.

I show the

input data in table 2.
The damping coefficient and the spring constant of the tire
were obtained from a diagram received
is

a characteristic

from the manufactuer.

It

of the model that the vehicle can undergo

pitching and yawing motion around the axis which runs across the
center of mass.
behaved in
in

We assumed that the spring and damping elements

a linear fashion within the range of operation and,

addition, we neglected the frictional forces within the leaf

springs.
Most of the input data were furnished by the manufactuer.
The

inertia

of

the

independent

swinging the wheel as

suspension

was

obtained

by

a pendulum and we measured the system's

period.
We

considered

the

damping

effect

of

the

lateral

and

longitudinal stabilizers. The equations of motion were solved by
means of the Runge-Kutta

iteration method.

The output of the computation

is

VL = F(o,)'
Which is

shown in

Fig.

9.

and Fig.

12.

function

-7833.Engine Coefficients
We determined engine coefficients C.
third

the

with

item

in

and C,

in

program.

experimental

the

accordance
These

are

required as input data for the mobility model for the purpose of
computing the

fuel consumption

of

the engine on the basis of

power requirement and load coefficient.
DESCRIPTION OF THE TEST:
We determined fuel consumption and exhaust gas temperature
simultaneously for different vehicle loads. The data of these
are illustrated in Fig. 13. and table 3.
test
Function B. (dm3/h)
a straight

line

straight line is

using

= F (HT/HU)

Was approximated by fitting

linear regression.

The equation of the

as follows:
3
B, = C, ( HT/HU ) + C2 ( dm /h

We determined the engine load efficiency factor.
B,

-

B,..

) / AB

where:
B,.,. = fuel consumption
AB = Bt - B,.j,

for lower RPM ( dm'/h
( dm'/h

Substituting:
ijý = ( C,
Dividing each term,
i=

( HT/HU ) + C.

-

B,.,

) / AB

we obtain:

( C,/AB ) ( HT/HU ) + ( C, - B,.,.

and we determined constants ( C,,

C,

) / AB,

) for each vehicle.

data needed for the
This concludes the determination of all
All vehicle data are shown in table 4.

program.

-7844. Analysis of different vehicles by means of HAMM
The hungarian army assigned a terrain unit which was judged
to be

suitable

for

military

vehicle

divided this unit into smaller units,

mobility

evaluation.

We

each being nearly uniform

as far as mobility impediments were concerned. We "mapped" these
units in
its

great detail. We determined the cone index of the soil,

moisture content,

each segment.

its

density,

slope angle and the length of

We surveyed the profile at 10 cm intervals and we

computed the variance of the profile.
show in

Important terrain data are

table 5.

Vehicle
themselves in

speed

and

fuel

table 6 and 7.

consumption

data

are

show

by

A comparison of the velocities and

fuel consumption of the six vehicles is

presented in Figs.

14 and

15.
The computations

show that on the

35.5% faster than type "F"

same terrain

slower than type "C"

type

"D"

27.4% slower than

type "B".
I

show a

bar graph

in

Fig.16.

This depicts

the combined

ranking of vehicles according to velocity and fuel consumption.

-
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5.The obstacle performance function
5.1. Obstacle conditions of Hang-UP Failure ( HUFThe "DR"

circle defines the amount of obstacle encroachment

which occurs between the wheels and huf will take place if
The definition of hang-up diameter
determine

vehicle

failure

makes it

quantitatively.

defined by a twoplane obstacle.
The vehicle will fail

( DR)

Huf

is

[5]

if

2

HG=O. 5 ((D+DR) -/ (D+DR) -L2)

where
"HG"
"L
"DR"

"

is

the longitudinal ground clearance (M)

is

the wheel base (M)

is

the longitudinal vehicle ground clearance

diameter
"D " is

(M)

the wheel diameter (M)

H=O.

possible to
basically

786

-

-

5.2. Obstacle conditions of Nose-IN Failure ( NIF)
The nose-in failure will occur if
D
2sin(P,3
2 •)

Where
moment of

In

"a"

is

the slope vehicle's

the particular

horizontal

longitudinal

axis at

the

failure.

(8,=O)

case,
and

(a=B,)

where the bottom of the obstacle
the condition

of nif

is

is

D
2sin31

-

or
D
2sinp,

the critical

+Bcosp :L_-L

height:
H.,t= DLsi
2

The
relationship

nPI---DcosI3
2

vehicle-slope-elevation
between

moment of vehicle

depth of

failure.

(VSE)

descent

"H"

serves

as

It

function

defines

and slope "B"

at

the
the

a basis for comparing

canal-crossing performances.
Figure 17.
vehicle
"HUF".

summarizes the geometric relationship

and the descending portion

of the obstacle

between the
for

"NIF"

and

-7876. Discussion

The

Hungarian

information

during

Army

Model

Mobility

has

provided

10 years for the user.

the past

In

useful
recent

significantly helped our experts involed in the decision

years it

making process.

±10% when compared

The accuracy of the model is

Although

to actual data obtained on the reference terrain-area.

this should be considered as good agreement we can expect futher
improvement by employing more accurate input data. HAMM,
NRMM,

factors.

empirical

Therefore

as well

by means of a host of

interaction

simulate the tire-soil

we have concentrated on defining

terrain and soil input data as accurately as possible. These data
were determined as a function of weather conditions and seasonal
effects.

Consequently

vehicles

moving

over

the
the

results

analytical
reference

terrain

computed

yield

for

realistic

comparisons for different vehicle types.
After

considerable

development of the model.

delays

we

have

undertaken

further

We are investigating the relationship

between terrain-profile and the vehicle mass, which will enable
us to develop a more accurate tire-soil
The reference
loose

sandy

and

area
"stony"

is

also
units.

interaction model.

being expandedd
We

are

in

the

by

including

process

of

developing subroutines to compute the location of the vehicle's
displacement time-history as the vehicle
center of mass and its
rides over a given terrain-unit.
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Vehicle

vtypily

4540-/
35-/
•"30-/
aE25.

Vec
type
A
type
.Vehicle
hicle type
Ve
type
F
1Vehicle

20-c

Vehicle F type

0-

Ill.

V.
IV.
Terrain units

Fig 14.

VI.

VII. AVERAGE

-
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Table 7.
COMPARISON OF PREDICTED FULL CONSUMPTION OF THE SIX VEHICLES
TERRAINI

NITS
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

VEHICLE FULL-CONSUMPTiON (DM3/H

C TYPE
6.19
7.71
6,52
7.07

D TYPE
996
974
9.92
988

B TYPE
678
673
678
678

7.74

978

675

VI

776

981

VII
[VERAGE

7.03
715

988
985

676
6 78
6 77

ol'

-

''licl

F TYPE
706
804
7.42
808
808
811
801
783

A TYPE
828
10,15
935
928

E TYPE
6.47
637
646
644

10.16

6.39

10t5

641
644
643

990
961

0tyioll

cVhlell
',11d

10.5-

10

95

o= 6.5.
E

8-

Vehicle D type

Vehicle A type

65

Vehicle F type
L3L

7-//ehicle

C type

6.5-

Vehicle B type

6

Vehicle E type
1.

II

II

IV
V.
Terrain units
Fig 15

VI

VII AVERAGE

-
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TABLE 2.
Vehicle dynamics input data for the Dynamics Analyses.
SYMBOL
M(O)
it
2
M3/R,L
M4/R,L

MV
13,14

NOMENCLATURE
MASS OF THE VEHICLE
INERTIA RADIUS FOR PITCH
INERTIA RADIUS FOR YAW

DIM.
KG
M
M

UNSPRUNG MASS PER WHEEL

KG

HALF TRACK OF WHEELS
MASS OF THE DRIVER'S SEAT WITH
THE DRIVER
INERTIA RADIUS OF INDEPENDENT

M
KG
M

SUSPENSION PER WHEEL

S
K1
S2
K2
S3,S4
K3,K4
SV
KV
Li
LO
LV
Al
B1
A2
82
SH
A
AV
SK1 ;SK2
KKI;KK2,
LH

FRONT SPRING CONSTANT
FRONT DAMPING COEFFICIENT
REAR SPRING CONSTANT
REAR DAMPING COEFFICIENT
FRONT AND REAR SPRING
CONSTANT OF THE TIRES
FRONT AND REAR DAMPING COEFFICIENT
OF THE TIRES
DRIVER'S SEAT SPRING RATE
DRIVER SEAT DAMPING COEFFICIENT
DISTANCE OF C. G. FROM THE FRONT AXLE
WHEELBASE
LOCATION OF DRIVERS SEAT IN THE
LONGITUDINAL DIRECTION
HALF TRACK OF THE FRONT SPRINGS

N/M
NS/M
N/M
NS/M
N/M
NS/M
N/M
NS/M
M
M
M
M

HALF TRACK OF THE FRONT SHOCK
ABSORBERS
HALF TRACK OF THE REAR SPRINGS

M

HALF TRACK OF THE REAR SHOCK
ABSORBERS
DISTANCE BETWEEN THE FRONT AXLE
AND THE C G. OF THE CARGO
HALF TRACK OF THE WHEELS
DRIVER SIDE WARD DISPL.
LENGTH OF THE TIRE FOOTPRINT
TORSIONAL SPRING CONSTANT OF
THE FRONT/REAR STABILIZER
TORSIONAL DAMPING RATE OF THE
REAR STABILIZER
LENGTH OF THE CARGO

M

M

M
M
M
M
NM/RA
NM/RA
M
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TABLE 3.

FUEL CONSUMPTION
AND ENGINE LOAD COEFFICIENT DATA

VEHICLE: D type

Pmax: 77kW
Btmax: 22 86 dm3/h

Load Coefficient

Fuel Consumption Per Hour

LOW RPM OF ENGINE

71
005

Idm3/hI
1.07

OFF-ROAD AND ON-ROAD

035

5.58

HIGHWAY

0 55

8.32

OFF-ROAD WITHOUT CARGO

0,41

6.50

OFF-ROAD WITH CARGO

0 70

13.80

Operational Condition
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TABLE 4.
TECHNICAL DATA OF THE VEHICLES
[TYPE OF THE VEHICLE
NOMINAL ENGINE PERFORMANCE PN (KW)
MAXIMUM OPERATING ENGINE PERFORMANCE Pop (KW)
FUEL CONSUMPTION AT THE NOMINAL ENGINE
PERFORMANCE Btmax (DM3/H)
MASS OF THE VEHICLE (KG)
PAYLOAD MR (KG)
TIRE WIDTH (")
TIRE DIAMETER (")
POWER TRAIN EFFICIENCY
CONSTANS NEEDED TO DETERMINE FUEL CONSUMPTION
Cl
C2
CROSS SECTION MEASURED PERPENDICULARLY
TO THE AIR STREAM A (M2)
FORM FACTOR Cw
REDUCTION FACTOR OF THE ROTATING MASSES
NUMBER OF WHEELS
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TRACTIVE PERFORMANCE OF A
FOUR-WHEEL DRIVE VEHICLE MOVING
UP A SLOPED WEAK TERRAIN
Tatsuro MURO
Prof. of the University of Ehime
Faculty of Engineering
3 Bunkyo-cho, Matsuyama, Japan (790)

ABSTRACT
The mechanism of tractive performance of a 5.88 [kN] weight, two-axle,
four-wheel drive vehicle moving up a sloped weak sandy terrain is
theoretically analysed. For the given dimensions of the vehicle and the given
terrain-wheel system constants, the relations among tractive effort of the
vehicle, amount of sinkage of the front and rear wheels and slip ratio were
analysed by use of a simulation method. The optimum height of application of
force and the eccentricity of the center of gravity of the vehicle to obtain the
largest value of maximum effective tractive effort of the vehicle can be
explained with the analytical simulation program. Results of this study showed
that the optimum eccentricity eopt for the application height H= 14 [cm] should
be always controlled to be -0.20 and -0.25 for the slope angle /3 = 7r/36
[rad] and 7r/18 [rad] respectively. The optimum height of application of force
Hopt of the vehicle should be always controlled to be 14 [cm] for the
eccentricity of the center of gravity e -0.20, and for the slope angle /3
7r /36

[rad].
1. INTRODUCTION

Several wheeled construction machines are used in many earth moving sites,
excavating a sandy soil, pulling or pushing other vehicles. For an example,
tyres of four-wheel drive motor scraper are forced to drive forward to
penetrate a cutting blade into a hard sandy terrain. The axle load at the rear
tyre reduces sometimes due to the occurrence of large vertical excavation
resistance acting on the cutting blade. Then, the effective tractive effort of the
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motor scraper A drops down suddenly in accompanying with the excessive
slippage of the rear tyre. At that time, another motor scraper B is necessary to
help the excavation. The position of the center of gravity and the position of
application height of the pulling force of the scraper B should be controlled to
be set on each optimum position respectively, to obtain the largest value of
the maximum effective tractive effort on the scraper A.
In this paper, the mechanism of traffic performance of a 5.88 [N] weight,
two-axle and four-wheel vehicle moving up a sloped weak sandy terrain was
theoretically analysed for both rear-wheel drive vehicle and four-wheel drive
vehicle. For given dimensions of the vehicle and given terrain-wheel system
constants, the relations among effective tractive effort, effective driving force,
locomotion resistance and slip ratio and the relations among amount of
sinkage of front and rear wheels and slip ratio were analysed by use of a
simulation analytical program.
The maximum tractive effort of the vehicle varies with the position of the
center of gravity and the height of application of force. The optimum
eccentricity of the center of gravity and the optimum height of application of
force to obtain the largest value of the maximum effective tractive effort could
be determined for various slope angles of the terrain, in the case of
rear-wheel drive vehicle and four-wheel drive vehicle respectively.
After that, the center of gravity position control system and the application
height control system of the four-wheel drive vehicle moving up a sloped
weak terrain will be robotized soon to obtain the largest value of maximum
effective tractive effort on the sloped terrain.

2. TRAFFIC PERFORMANCE OF A FOUR-WHEEL VEHICLE
2.1 REAR-WHEEL DRIVE VEHICLE
The mechanism of traffic performance of a rear-wheel drive vehicle moving
up a loose sandy sloped terrain is considered as the combination of an
effective braking force [1] of the front wheel during pure rolling state and an
effective driving force [2] of the rear wheel during driving action.
Fig.1 shows the vehicle dimensions and forces acting on the rear-wheel drive
vehicle moving up a sloped terrain of angle /3 [3]. The vehicle weight W acts
vertically on the gravity center G of the vehicle, and the front axle load Wf
and the rear axle load Wr act normally to the terrain surface, and the slope
resistance Wftanf1 and Wrtan/ 3 act in parallel to the terrain surface, on the
front axle Of and the rear axle Or respectively. The position of the center of
gravity G is located on the amount of eccentricity e D from the central axis of
the vehicle and on the height hg perpendicular to the line Of Or. D is the
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Vehicle dimensions and forces acting on a rear-wheel

drive vehicle running on a sloped terrain

wheel base from the front wheel axle to the rear one, Rf and Rr is the radius
of front and rear wheels respectively. The driving torque
ndr
acts around the
rear axle Or. The position of the application point F of the effective tractive
effort T is located on the distance L from the central axis of the vehicle and
on the application height H from the line Of Or. The effective braking force Tbf
acts on the front axle Of in parallel to the terrain surface, and the effective
driving force Tdr acts on the rear axle Or in parallel to the terrain surface, as
shown in this figure. The vehicle trim angle 0t is defined as the angle
between the line Of Or and the terrain surface. For the amount of sinkage sf
at the bottom-dead-center Mf of the front wheel and for the amount of
sinkage Sr at the bottom-dead-center Mr of the rear wheel, the vehicle trim
angle 0 t is calculated as follows;
1

Ot=sin_

Rf-uf+sr-Rr
D(1

where uf is the amount of recovery of the terrain at the front wheel.
On the forward contact part of the front wheel, the pure rolling resistance i.e.
compaction resistance L cbf in parallel to the terrain surface and the normal
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ground reaction Wf act at a distance of amount of eccentricity ebf=Rf sin
0 ebf and .9bf= Rf cos 0 ebf. On the forward contact part of the rear wheel, the
compaction resistance Lcdr in parallel to the terrain surface, the tangential
driving force 0 dr/Rr, and the normal ground reaction Wr- Odr sin 0 edr/Rr act
at a distance of amount of eccentricity edr= Rr sin 6 edr and I dr= Rr cos 0 edr.
B and Br are the front and rear wheel widths respectively.
For the vehicle speed V, the angular velocity &f and Wr of the front and rear
wheel, the skid ibf of the front wheel and the slip ratio idr of the rear wheel
are expressed as follows;
ibf=

RH d
V

idr= 1 -(

(2)

-1

Hr Wir

(3)

id)

From the force equilibrium in parallel and normal direction to the terrain
surface,

"Tdr = Odr

(4)

COS6edr--Ledr- Wrtan/3

Hr
Tbf = - Lcbf- Wltan/3
T = Tdr + Tbf
Odr
=- Rr cos 6 edr- Lcdr-- Lcbf-- Wsin/3

(5)

WCOS/3 = Wf+ Wr

(7)

(6)

are obtained.
From the momental equilibrium around the rear axle Or,
WfDcos0t+LcbfDsin 6t- Wcos/3f{
+HTcos

-

t-(L- -)Tsin0t+Wsin/3

- (e D+ hgtan 0 t)}sin 6t ] = 0

-(eD+hgtan0t)}cos

t

cost + 2
(8)

is obtained.
The effective tractive effort T (Eq.(6)) can be calculated from the compaction
resistance Lcbf, the effective driving force Tdr and the slope resistance. The
relations among T and id, Tdr and id, and Tbf and id, the relation between
Qdr and id, and the relation between sf, Sr and id are determined by
means of the analytical simulation program.

-8102.2 FOUR-WHEEL DRIVE VEHICLE
The mechanism of the traffic performance of a four-wheel drive vehicle
moving up a loose sandy sloped terrain is considered, as the combination of
an effective driving force of the front wheel and that of the rear wheel, during
driving action. FIg.2 shows the vehicle dimensions and forces acting on the
four-wheel drive vehicle. The driving torque Qdf acts around the front axle Of
and the driving torque Qdr acts around the rear axle Or. The effective driving
force Tdf acts in parallel to the terrain surface on the front axle Of and the
effective driving force Tdr acts in parallel to the terrain surface on the rear
axle Or, as shown in this figure.
On the forward contact part of the front wheel, the compaction resistance Lcdf
in parallel to the terrain surface and the tangential driving force Qdf/Rf, and
the normal ground reaction Wf- Qdf sin 6 edf/Rf act at a distance of amount
of eccentricity edf= Rf sin 0 edf and -Odf= Rf cos 0 edf. On the other hand, the
compaction resistance Lcdr in parallel to the terrain surface and the tangential
driving force Qdr/Rr, and the normal ground reaction Wr- 0dr sin 0 edr/Rr act
on the forward contact part of the rear wheel at a distance of amount of
eccentricity edr Rr sin 0 edr and l drr cos 6 edr.

df

edf
--

in'

RerWhe

f

Fnhtidt

"Fron Whe
it
B

FIg.2

W
d

d

S9d
Width

Vehicle dimensions and forces acting on a four-wheel
drive vehicle running on a sloped terrain

Br

-811 For the vehicle speed V, the angular velocity wf and Wr of the front and the
rear wheels, the slip ratio idf of the front wheel and the slip ratio jdr of the rear
wheel are expressed as follows;
idf = 1 -

(9)

V
Rf wdf
V

idr= I

Br

(dr

(10)

(=id)

From the force equilibrium in parallel and normal direction to the terrain
surface,
Qdf

COS0edf--Lcdf -Wftan/ 3

(11)

r COS 0 edr- Lcdr- Wrtan/ 3
Rr
T= Tdf+ Tdr

(12)

Tdf = •-

Rf

T

Qdr

Tdr =
-

Odf

r

Rf COS 0 edf+

_

COS 0 edr- (Lcdf+ Lcdr) - Wsinf1

Wcosf1 = Wf+ Wr

(13)
(14)

are obtained.
From the momental equilibrium around the rear axle Or,
D

Wf Dcos 6 t- Tdf Dsin 0 t- Wcos/3{-D

-

D)Tsin t+Wsin/3
2'
- (eD+hgtan0 t)}sin 6 t]=0

+HTcos

t-(L-

(eD+hg tan 6 t)}cos 0 t
h
COS t
co0

2
2
(15)

is obtained.
The effective tractive effort T (Eq.(13)) can be calculated from the summation
of the effective driving force Tdf acting on the front wheel and the effective
driving force Tdr acting on the rear wheel.
The relations among T and id, Tdf and idf, and Tdr and idr, the relation
between Odf and idf, Qdr and idr, and the relation between sf, Sr and id are
determined by means of the analytical simulation program.

3. VEHICLE DIMENSIONS AND TERRAIN PROPERTIES
As an example, the traffic performance of a 5.88 [kN] weight and four-wheel
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vehicle was simulated. The vehicle dimensions are shown in Table 1, and the
terrain-wheel system constants at the site of front and rear wheel are shown
in Table 2, respectively. The average line pressure of the wheel is 0.147
Table 1 Dimensions of two-axle and four-wheel vehicle
Vehicle weight
W
Wheel base from front to rear wheel axle
D
Radius of front wheel
Rf
Radius of rear wheel
Rr
Width of front wheel
Bf
Width of rear wheel
Br
Line pressure of front wheel
W/4Bf
Line pressure of rear wheel
WI4Br
Eccentricity of center of gravity
e
Height of center of gravity G
hg
Distance between central axis of vehicle and
L
point F acting effective tractive effort
Application height of effective tractive effort
H
Peripheral speed of rear wheel
Rr &ir

5.88 [kN]
50 [cm]
16 [cm]
16 [cm]
10 [cm]
10 [cm]
0.147 [kN/cm]
0.147 [kN/cm]
- 0.30-0.35
50 [cm]
30 [cm]
20 [cm]
7.07 [cm/s]

Table 2 Terrain-wheel system constants
Front
kci

=

koi =
n1
kc2
k02

Plate loading and unloading test
wheel
Rear
wheel

28.93 [N/cm n,+l

8.41 [N/cmn,+21
0.450

=
=

48.10 [N/cm n2+l
31.12 [N/cmn2+ 2]
0.394

n2 =
, = 0.35
=

Vo

=

1.55
0.035 [cm/s]

kci = 28.93 [N/cm nl]
ki = 9.68 [N/cm n÷ 2]
nl = 0.445
kc2 = 48.10 [N/cm
k02 = 35.83 [N/cm
n2 = 0.389
A = 0.40
=

Vo

=

1.60
0.035 [cm/s]

.
Plate traction and sinkage test
Front
wheel
Rear
wheel
ca= 0[kPa]
Ca = 0 [kPa]
tan = 0.442
tan @= 0.444
a
2.05 [1 /cm]
a
2.51 [1/cm]
_

co

=

ci

=

5.275 X 10-3
0.887

C2 = 0.523

co = 2.035X 10-3
cl = 0,984
C2 = 0.500

n+1]
n2+2]
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[kN/cm]. To determine the terrain-wheel system constants at the front wheel
and the rear wheel, the plate loading and unloading test, the plate traction
and sinkage test were executed for the fresh loose sandy soil and for the
compacted sandy soil after one pass of the roller having the same line
pressure, respectively.
3.1 REAR-WHEEL DRIVE VEHICLE
Fig.3 shows the relations among the effective tractive effort T of the vehicle,
the effective driving force Tdr of the rear wheel and the slip ratio idr of the
rear wheel, for the rear-wheel drive vehicle moving up the sloped terrain of
angle 13 = 7r/36 [rad]. These simulation results are obtained for the
eccentricity of the center of gravity e = 0.00 and the application height H = 14
[cm]. The difference between Tdr and T is given as the summation of the
compaction resistance Lcbf and the slope resistance Wf tan/3 acting on the
axle of front wheel Of as mentioned previously in Eq.(4)(5) and (6). In this
case, the rear-wheel drive vehicle could not move up the slope because the
effective tractive effort T of the vehicle takes always a negative value for the
whole range of the slip ratio. On the other hand, the effective driving force Tdr
of the rear wheel changes at idr=2 [%] from a negative value to a positive

0.8
Tdr

(kN)

0

-0.8

-1.6

-2.4

e0. 00
P8= x:/36 rad
H = 1cam

Fig.3 Relations among effective tractive effort T, effective driving
force Tdr and slip ratio idr for a rear-wheel drive vehicle
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one, and it takes a maximum value 0,404 [kN] at idr=30 [96]. After that, Tdr
decreases remarkably with the increment of slip ratio idr due to the increasing
amount of slip sinkage of the rear wheel.
3.2 FOUR-WHEEL DRIVE VEHICLE
FIg.4 shows the relations among the effective tractive effort T of the vehicle,
the effective driving force Tdf of the front wheel, the effective driving force Tdr
of the rear wheel and the slip ratio id= idf= idr of the front and rear wheel, for
the four-wheel drive vehicle moving up the sloped terrain of angle /3 = 7r /36
[rad]. These simulation results are obtained for the eccentricity of the center of
gravity e =-0.20 and the application height H =14 [cm]. The effective
tractive effort T is given as the summation of the effective driving force Tdt
and the effective driving force Tdr, as mentioned previously in Eq.(13). In this
case, the effective tractive effort of the four-wheel drive vehicle takes a
maximum value 0.840 [kN] at id=33 [96], while the effective driving force of
front wheel takes 0.448 [kN] and the effective driving force of rear wheel takes
0.392 [kN]. After that, T decreases remarkably with the increment of slip ratio
id due to the increasing amount of slip sinkages of the front and the rear
wheel.

(kN)

•dTd
M)X
Tdr

id

0
100

-2

e= -0.20
P= x/36 rad
HI= 14-m

Fig.4 Relations among effective tractive effort T, effective driving force
force Tdf, Tdr and slip ratio id for a four-wheel drive vehicle
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(kN)

0O

-2

e= -0.25
Ps= 7E/18 ral
H= 14-¢m

Fig.5 Relations among effective tractive effort T, effective driving force
force Tdf, Tdr and slip ratio id for a four-wheel drive vehicle
Fig.5 shows the relations among the effective tractive effort T of the vehicle,
the effective driving force Tdf of the front wheel, the effective driving force Tdr
of the rear wheel and the slip ratio id for the four-wheel drive vehicle moving
up the sloped terrain of angle /3 = 7 /18 [rad]. These simulation results are
obtained for the eccentricity of the center of gravity e = - 0.25 and the
application height H = 14 [cm]. In this case, the effective tractive effort of the
four-wheel drive vehicle takes a maximum value 0.232 [kN] at id=24 [%],
while the effective driving force of front wheel takes 0.130 [kN] and the
effective driving force of rear wheel takes 0.102 [kN]. After that, T decreases
remarkably with the increment of slip ratio id due to the increasing amount of
slip sinkages of the front and the rear wheel.
The effective tractive effort T of the four-wheel drive vehicle decreases
gradually with the increase of slope angle /3.

4. OPTIMUM ECCENTRICITY OF CENTER OF GRAVITY
4.1 REAR-WHEEL DRIVE VEHICLE
Here, the effect of the position of the center of gravity of the vehicle e D on
the effective tractive effort T was analysed when the two-axle rear-wheel

-8160.6- (kN)

P,= 9/36 red
H = 34. cm

Tm

Td,
c
.a

--

0.2

-0.1
0

0.2

e

0.4

-0.2
FIg.6 Relations among maximum effective tractive effort Tmax,
effective driving force Tdr and eccentricity of center of
gravity e for a rear-wheel drive vehicle
drive vehicle is operating on a loose sandy sloped terrain to pull other
construction machinery. The optimum amount of eccentricity of the center of
gravity to obtain the largest value of the maximum effective tractive effort can
be determined for the rear-wheel drive vehicle, of which the front wheel is in
a pure rolling state and the rear wheel is in a driving state.
Fig.6 shows the relations among the maximum effective tractive effort Tmax of
the rear-wheel drive vehicle, the effective driving force Tdr of the rear wheel
and the eccentricity e of the center of gravity [4]. These simulation results are
obtained for the slope angle 3 = 7r/36 [rad] and the application height H=34
[cm]. In this case, the maximum effective tractive effort of the rear-wheel
drive vehicle takes a largest value 0.159 [kN] at e = 0.25, while the effective
driving force of the rear wheel Tdr decreases gradually with the increment of
the eccentricity e of the center of gravity. In these cases, the skid ibt of the
front wheel is maintained from -3 [%] to -4 [%] for the pure rolling state.
So, it is clarified that the optimum eccentricity eopt is determined as 0.25 for
this rear-wheel drive vehicle moving up the sloped terrain of angle 3 = 7r/36
[rad].
4.2 FOUR-WHEEL DRIVE VEHICLE
The effect of the position of the center of gravity of the vehicle e D on the
effective tractive effort T of the two-axle four-wheel drive vehicle was
analysed when the vehicle is moving up the loose sandy sloped terrain to pull
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Fig.7 Relations between maximum effective tractive

effort Tmax and eccentricity of center of gravity
e for a four-wheel drive vehicle

other construction machinery. The optimum amount of eccentricity of the
center of gravity to obtain the largest value of the maximum effective tractive
effort can be determined for the four-wheel drive vehicle, of which the front
and rear wheels are in a driving state.
Fig.7 shows the relations between the maximum effective tractive effort Tmax
of the four-wheel drive vehicle and the eccentricity of the center of gravity e.
These simulation results are obtained for H= 14 [cm] and for the slope angle
13 = 7 /36 [rad] and 13 = 7 /18 [rad] respectively. For the slope angle 13 = 7
/36 [rad], the maximum effective tractive effort Tmax of the four-wheel drive
vehicle takes a largest value 0.840 [kN] at the optimum eccentricity eopt=
-0.20. For the slope angle 13 = 7 /18 [rad], the maximum effective tractive
effort Tmax takes a largest value 0.232 [kN] at the optimum eccentricity eopt=
-0.25.
So, it is clarified that the optimum eccentricity eopt of the center of gravity of
the four-wheel drive vehicle depends slightly on the slope angle 13, that is,
eopt= -0.20 for 13 = 7r/36 [rad] and eopt= -0.25 for 13 = 7r/18 [rad].
Establishing a position control system of the eccentricity e of the center of
gravity which should be set up to the optimum eccentricity eopt, the maximum
effective tractive effort of the four-wheel drive vehicle can be automatically
controlled to maintain the largest one.
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5. OPTIMUM APPLICATION HEIGHT
5.1 REAR-WHEEL DRIVE VEHICLE
Here, the effect of the application height H on the effective tractive effort T
was analysed, when the two axles and rear-wheel drive vehicle is operating
on the loose sandy sloped terrain to pull other construction machinery. The
optimum application height to obtain the largest value of the maximum
effective tractive effort can be determined for the rear-wheel drive vehicle, of
which the front wheel is in a pure rolling state and the rear wheel is in a
driving state.
FIg.8 shows the relations among the maximum effective tractive effort Tmax of
the rear-wheel drive vehicle, the effective driving force Tdr of the rear wheel
and the application height H of the tractive effort. These simulation results are
obtained for the slope angle /3 = 7/36 [rad] and the eccentricity of the center
of gravity e = 0.05. As a result, the largest value of the maximum effective
tractive effort Tmax=0.055 [kN] is obtained at H=24 [cm] in this case.
So, it is clarified that the optimum application height Hopt is able to determine
as 24 [cm] in this rear-wheel drive vehicle moving up the sloped terrain of
angle /3 = r/36 [rad].

0.5--(kN)
Tdr

e =0. 05
P = x /36 reid

0.2

Tmax

-6

4

14

24

H

34

44

(cme)

Fig.8 Relations among maximum effective tractive effort
Tmax, effective driving force Tdr and application
height H for a rear-wheel drive vehicle

-8195.2 FOUR-WHEEL DRIVE VEHICLE
The effect of the application height H on the effective tractive effort T of the
two-axle and four-wheel drive vehicle was analysed when the vehicle is
moving up the loose sandy sloped terrain to pull other construction machinery.
The optimum application height to obtain the largest value of the maximum
effective tractive effort can be determined for the four-wheel drive vehicle, of
which the front and rear wheels are in a driving state.
Fig.9 shows the relations between the maximum effective tractive effort Tmax
of the four-wheel drive vehicle and the application height H. These simulation
results are obtained for e = -0.20 and /3 = 7r/36 [rad] and for e = -0.25 and
/3 = 7/18 [rad]. For the slope angle 13 = r/36 [rad], the maximum effective
tractive effort Tmax of the four-wheel drive vehicle takes a largest value 0.840
[kN] at the optimum application height Hopt= 14 [cm]. For the slope angle /3
= 7 /18 [rad], the maximum effective tractive effort Tmax takes a largest value
0.232 [kN] at the optimum application height Hopt= 14 [cm].
So, it is clarified that the optimum application height Hopt of the effective
tractive effort is 14 [cm] for both cases of e -0.20 ,/3 = 7r/36 [rad] and e
- 0.25 ,/3 = 7/18 [rad].
Establishing a control system of the application height H which should be set
up to the optimum application height Hopt, the maximum effective tractive
effort of the four-wheel drive vehicle can be expected to be automatically
controlled to maintain the largest one.

1.0 Tmx (kN)

e= -0.20
red
/3=6/l6

0.4

e =-0. 25
•18
x1

-604

14

34

24
H

rad

44
(cm)

Fig.9 Relations between maximum effective tractive
effort Tmax and application height H for a
four-wheel drive vehicle
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6. SLOPE ANGLE
In general, the maximum effective tractive effort of a four-wheel drive vehicle
is larger than that of a rear-wheel drive vehicle, when a two-axle and
four-wheel vehicle is moving up a loose sandy sloped terrain. Here, the
maximum slope angle of the terrain on which the four-wheel drive vehicle or
the rear-wheel drive vehicle is able to move up the loose sandy sloped
terrain was analysed by use of the simulation program, when the four wheel
vehicle is moving up the slope at each optimum eccentricity of the center of
gravity and at each optimum application height of the effective tractive effort.
Fig.10 shows the relation between the maximum effective tractive effort Tmax
and the slope angle of the terrain /3 for the four-wheel drive vehicle and
rear-wheel drive vehicle, respectively. Generally speaking, the maximum
effective tractive effort Tmax decreases gradually with the increment of the
slope angle /3.

For the rear-wheel drive vehicle, Tmax is 0.672 [kN] for the flat terrain /3 = 0
[rad] at eopt=0.20 and H=34 [cm], Tmax is 0.159 [kN] for the slope angle of
terrain /3 = r/36 [rad] at eopt=0.25 and H=34 [cm], and Tmax is -0.278
[kN] for the slope angle of terrain /3 = 7r/18 [rad] at eopt=0.20 and H=34
[cm]. In this case, it is clarified that the maximum slope angle of the terrain
/3 max to carry up other construction machinery is about 0.038 r [rad].
For the four-wheel drive vehicle, Tmax is 1.446 [kN] for the flat terrain /3 = 0
[rad] at eopt= -0.15 and H=14 [cm], Tmax is 0.840 [kN] for the slope angle
1.5

Tmokx

* Four-wheel drive
T Rear-wheel drive

1.0

(kN)
0.5

0 (red)
x/12
,c/36

18

-0.5
Flg.10 Relations between maximum effective tractive effort
Tmax and slope angle /3 for both rear-wheel drive
vehicle and four-wheel drive vehicle
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of terrain /3 = 7r/36 [rad] at eopt= -0.20 and Hopt= 14 [cm], Tmax is 0.232
[kN] for the slope angle of terrain /3 = 7r/18 [rad] at eopt= -0.25 and Hopt=
14 [cm], and Tmax is -0.224 [kN] for the slope angle of terrain /3 = 7r/12
[rad] at eopt= -0.30 and H =14 [cm]. In this case, it is clarified that the
maximum slope angle of the terrain /3 max to carry up other construction
machinery is about 5 7r /72 [rad].

7. CONCLUSION
The maximum effective tractive effort of a two-axle, four-wheel drive vehicle
moving up a loose sandy sloped terrain varies with the position of the center
of gravity and the application height of effective tractive effort. So, the tractive
performances of a 5.88 [kN] weight, rear-wheel drive vehicle and four-wheel
drive vehicle were simulated by use of terrain-wheel system constants.
Especially, the optimum eccentricity of the center of gravity and the optimum
application height of the effective tractive effort should be determined to
obtain the largest value of the maximum effective tractive effort.
Several analytical results are summarized as follows;
[1] For a given four-wheel vehicle moving up a sloped terrain having a given
soil properties, the optimum eccentricity of the center of gravity eopt=0.25 is
obtained for the rear-wheel drive vehicle at the sloped angle /3 = 7c/36 [rad],
eopt= -0.20 is obtained for the four-wheel drive vehicle at /3 = 7r/36 [rad],
and eopt= -0.25 is obtained for the four-wheel drive vehicle at /3 = r/18
[rad].
[2] The optimum application height Hopt=34 [cm] is obtained for the
rear-wheel drive vehicle at the sloped angle /3 = 7r/36 [rad], and Hopt= 14
[cm] is obtained for the four-wheel drive vehicle at /3 = 7r/36 [rad], and 7r/18
[rad].
[3] The maximum effective tractive effort of a four-wheel drive vehicle is
larger than that of a rear-wheel drive vehicle, when a two-axle, four-wheel
vehicle is moving up a loose sandy sloped terrain. The maximum slope angle
of the terrain on which the rear-wheel drive vehicle or the four-wheel drive
vehicle is able to move up the loose sandy sloped terrain is about 0.038 K
[rad] for the rear-wheel drive vehicle, and about 57K/72 [rad] for the
four-wheel drive vehicle.
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TERRAMECHANICAL EXPERIMENTS
IN SOIL BINS
THE ISTVS PUBLICATIONS' REVIEW (1984 - 1994)
Marek M.Poncyliusz, Artur Mastalinski
Warsaw University of Technology, Warsaw, Poland.
Institute of Cranes and Heavy Machinery Eng.
ABSTRACT
The role of soil bin filled with loose soil was presented as main part of
research stands. These stands were used in laboratory experiments described
in ISTVS issues, basicly in bimonthly Journal of Terramechanics as well as in
proceedings of International and European Conferences.
In this analysis the last eleven years were taken into account with over 700
papers well-known to authors. They chosen from that group about 100 papers
connected with experiments in soil bins briefly describing them.
1. INTRODUCTION
The role of experiments in terramechanics was always outstanding. In spite
of continuous development of the theoretical description of interaction processes
between deformable ground and vehicles (mobile or towed) or between this and
working tools, terramechanical laboratory is still irreplaceable. Even more and more
intensive contribution of the newest software in the mentioned above description
oes not change this state of affairs.
Because of existing in interaction's processes a lot of unstable factors very
often being interdependent, prediction of their influence for investigated
variable is not always possible in an accurate way.
We observe a numerous simplifying assumptions but theirs influence for
faithfulness of acquired results is not quite clear.
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However, because of widely known ground's heterogeneity as well as
complicated character of ground- vehicle (tool) interaction, experimental
verification of obtained theoretical solutions allows for evaluations of value of
compatibility of accepted assumptions or predicted parameter's values with
reality.
Terramechanical experiments may refer to recognition of fundamental
phenomena occurring in natural or artificial soil medium during shearing,
compacting, shoving, water saturation, etc. in average and extremal
environmental conditions.
These experiments may also concern phenomena being found in the zone of
interaction of machines or theirs working tools with ground while mining or
excavating of it either relocating over it (rarely inside ground half space ).
These research processes should be carried out in natural environment i.e. In situ"
or by means of laboratory stands providing among others significant
repeatability of "a priori " predicted course conditions.
Some tendencies are still observed in selection of research technologies and
in using of experimental environments. The authors decided to analyse these
trends, fixing attention on soil bins. They considered universality of them as
well as relatively frequent application for example on Polish technical
universities.
Having this analysis in view authors used papers as well as conference's
materials published by ISTVS (International Society for Terrain Vehicle
System = the forum assembling outstanding terramechanicians ) either in its
bimonthly " Journal of Terramechanics " or in numerous conference's
proceedings. The query included a period of eleven years (1984 -1994 ), but
the last year partially. Besides, because of absence of participants from
Poland on some far - away conferences information gathered until now is
incomplete, but the query still goes on.
To some extent similar analysis were presented in 11, 2, 3 1. The scope of
data didn't comprise investigated subject, but only following problems:
- structure of existing soil bins and chanels as well as technique of soil
preparing before investigation ([ 1] - into the world, [2]- in Poland);
- research environment and methodology [3].
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2. THE ISTVS PUBLICATIONS' REVIEW

In the period of 1984 - 1994 over 900 papers and conference's materials were
published and authors gathered 709 of them. During analysis 96 works
connected with researches carried out in soil bins were separated.
The name "soil bin" used in quoted papers we understand here as follows:
- filled with loose medium cubicoidal or toroidal fixed reservoir, in which
investigative model complex move regarding this medium;
- small mobile cubicoidal bin in which the relative movement phenomenon
occurs in a reversible way i. e. the model is fixed;
- soil channel that means large cubicoidal pit in floor with dimensions
achieving ten or even more meters, allowing researching of prototypes or
serial machines as well as theirs details in the scale of 1 : 1.
The basic data regarding studies with soil bin's utilisation were listed in tablel.
This listing consists of serial number, author's name, title of paper, kind of
ground filling the bin and lastly main subject of analysis.
Some abbreviations were prepared and shortly below explained to keep table
clear. From the same reason a source of each paper was emphasised.

KIND OF GROUND
SAN - sand
SAL - sandy loam
LOA - loam
CLL - clay loam
BWM - bentonite - water mixture
KAC - kaolin clay
CLA - clay
SAC - sandy clay
SIL - silty loam
PAF - paddyfield
MAP - magnetic powder
SNO - snow (MAS - manufactured, NAS - natural)
LOE - loess
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SUBJECT OF ANALYSIS
F - traction efforts
DP - drawbar pull
R - soil resistance
Rt - tangential soil resistance
Rn -normal soil resistance
p I z - pressure I sinkage ratio

Px " stress distribution on contact area
ER - energy consumption
j - soil deformation
Tq - torque
SF - shear force
ADF - adhesive force
Fst- steering forces

SSCA -shape and size of contact area
TIP - tire pressure
LCC - load carrying capacity

STC
ADC

-

strength characteristics
adhesive characteristics

PSD - particle- size distribution
SOC - soil compaction
W - humidity
L - displacement
p- angular displacement
V - velocity
i- slip
H - depth
N - number of tested objects
D - diameter

-
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TABLE 1

JOURNAL OF TERRAMECHANICS
No
I
2

3

AUTHOR/No
Zhidang Wang
1/84
Zhidang Wang
et al.
4/84
T. Paul
2/85

4

M. A. Sargana
et al.
2/85
5
M. Spektor et al.
3/85
6
Kyeong Uk Kim
et al. 4/85
7
James H. Taylor
et al. 3/87
8
J. G.
Hetherington
et al.
4/87
9
V. M. Salokhe
et al.
1 4/88
10
P. A. Dudzinski
1/89

11

Ashenafi T.
Abebe et al.
2/89

12

V. M. Salokhe
et al.
3/4189
V. M. Salokhe
et al.
3/4/89

13

14

Tatsuro Muro
3/4/89

15

V. M. Salokhe
et al 1/90
V. M. Salokhe
et al.
2/90

16

17

18

T. C. Thakur
et al.
S490
J. M. Fielke et al.
1/91

TITLE
A RECENT APPLICATION- THE DRIVEN
DISC CUTTER
THE PERFORMANCE OF FREE
ROLLING RIGID AND FLEXIBLE
WHEELS ON SAND
OPTIMIZATION OF TANDEM WHEEL
SPACING FOR TRAFFICABILITY IN
SAND
A DYNAMIC EQUATION FOR THE
PRESSURE-SINKAGE RELATIONSHIP
IN SATURATED CLAY SOILS
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF FRONTAL
RESISTANCE FORCE IN SOIL CUTTING
MODELING MOTION RESISTANCE OF
RIGID WHEELS
TOTAL AXLE LOAD EFFECTS ON SOIL
COMPACTION
THE ROLE OF MEAN MAXIMUM
PRESSURE IN SPECIFYING CROSSCOUNTRY MOBILITY FOR ARMOURED
FIGHTING VEHICLE DESIGN
MODES OF WET CLAY SOIL
BEHAVIOUR UNDER A SINGLE CAGE
WHEEL LUG
DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS OF
STEERING SYSTEMS FOR MOBILE
WHEELED EARTHMOVING
EQUIPMENT
SOIL COMPACTION BY MULTIPLE
PASSES OF A RIGID WHEEL
RELEVANT FOR OPTIMIZATION OF
TRAFFIC
TECHNOLOGY SHOWCASE
APPLICATIONS OF ENAMEL COATING
IN AGRICULTURE
LIMITATIONS OF PASSIVE EARTH
PRESSURE THEORY FOR CAGE
WHEEL LUG AND TINE FORCE
PREDICTIONS
TRACTIVE PERFORMANCE OF A
BULLDOZER RUNNING ON WEAK
GROUND
PULL AND LIFT FORCES ACTING ON
SINGLE CAGE WHEEL LUGS
STUDIES ON EFFECTS OF SURFACE
COATING ON FORCES PRODUCED BY
CAGE WHEEL LUGS IN WET CLAY
SOIL
THE MECHANICS OF SOIL CUTTING
BY A ROTATING WIRE
THE UNIVERSAL EARTHMOVING
EQUATION APPLIED TO CHISEL
PLOUGH WINGS

KIND OF
GROUND
SAN

SAN

SUBJECT OF
ANALYSIS
R(i)
ER(i)
DP
z
L
STC

SAL

p/z

LOA

R(v)

SAL

R(i,p)

SAC,LOA

px(H)

SAN

Px(N,D)

LOA

J(z,i)

lack of data

lack of data

SAL

R

LOA

SU
Zji

LOA

R
j(w)

LOA, SIL

z(i,p)

LOA

Rt, Rn
zq
Rt, Rn
z,w•

SAN

LOA

SAL, LOA

Rt, Rn
Tq(qo)

SAL

DP

-

No
19

20
21

22

23

24

25
26
27

28
29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

AUTHOR I No
H. Raheman
1191
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TITLE

TABLE 1
KIND OF
GROUND
lack of data

A LABORATORY INVESTIGATION INTO
THE EFFECTS ON PRESSURISED AIR
ON THE EROSION OF WET SOILS BY
AIR CUSHION VEHICLES
J.G.Hetheringlon
ELECTRIC, ALL-WHEEL-DRIVE,
SAN
1/91
TRACKED VEHICLES
D. A. Crolla
SOIL TANK MEASUREMENTS OF TYRE SAL
2/3/91
LATERAL AND LONGITUDINAL
FORCES
Y. Nohse et al.
A MEASUREMENT OF BASIC
SAN
4/91
MECHANICAL QUANTITIES OF OFFTHE-ROAD TRAVELLING
PERFORMANCE
0. A. Adebiyl
COMPACTION CHARACTERISTICS
SAL
et al.
FOR THE TOWED AND DRIVEN CONDI
4/91
-TIONS OF A WHEEL OPERATING IN
AN AGRICULTURAL SOIL
A. Boccafogli
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF
lack of data
et al.
CUTTING DYNAMIC MODELS IN SOIL
1/92
BIN FACILITY
S. Shibusawa
FRACTALS IN CLODS FORMED WITH
CLL
1/91
ROTARY TILLAGE
G. Rajaram et al. DEFORMATION OF SAND CAUSED BY
SAN
1/92
TINE IMPLEMENTS
H. Murakaml
A MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR
SAN
et al.
SPATIAL MOTION OF TRACKED
1 1/92
VEHICLES ON SOFT GROUND
E. Canillas et al.
PERFORMANCE OF COATED FLOATS
SAN, CLA,
2/92
IN DIFFERENT SOILS
SAL
J. G.
THE USE OF SCALE MODEL TESTS TO SIL
Hetherington
VERIFY EARTH ANCHOR DESIGN
2/92
PREDICTIONS
V. M. Salokhe
MODELLING SOIL COMPACTION
SAL
et al. 2/93
UNDER PNEUMATIC TYRES IN CLAY
SOIL
K. Watanabe
EXPERIMENTAL CHARACTERIZATION
SAN
et al.
OF DYNAMIC SOIL-TRACK INTER2/93
ACTION ON DRY SAND
T. Niyjamapa
LABORATORY INVESTIGATIONS INTO
SAL
et al.
SOIL FAILURE UNDER VIBRATORY
6/93
TILLAGE TOOLS
Yu Gu et al.
DYNAMIC LOAD DISTRIBUTION AND
CLL
1/94
TRACTIVE PERFORMANCE OF A
MODEL TRACTOR
Yang Quinsen
A SOIL - TOOL INTERACTION MODEL
LOE
et al.
FOR BULLDOZER BLADES
I
3th European ISTVS Conf. Warsaw, Poland 1986
Ronal M. Djordie
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSES OF
LOA+CLA
COMPACTED SOIL PROFILE UNDER
THE TRACTOR WHEELS
Alessandro
WHEEL-GROUND CONTACT
SAN
Orlandi
PHENOMENA IN THE PRESENCE OF
et al.
VIBRATIONS
5th European ISTVS Conf. Budapest, Hungary 1991
Wang Qingnian
BEARING CAPACITY AND SINKAGE
SAN
et al.
MECHANISM OF LOOSE SAND

continued)
SUBJECT OF
ANALYSIS
j

DP(i)
F(i)

R, Tq
Px. L
(p,z
Px

SF

PSD
R
SSCA

R
R

Px
R
p/z
SF
R
Tq
F, I

V. R

z

DP, L
Tq.p

p/z

-

No

AUTHOR/No

38

Yao Jian Shao
et al.

39

_
I
P. J. Wagner

40

Zhuang Jide
et al.

41

H. Schwanghart

42

Dj. M. Ronal
et al.

43
44

G. Ddrfler
M. M. Poncyliusz

45
46

P. Boonsinsuk
et al.
Tej Paul

47

Dj. M. Ronai

48

J. Swiech

49

A. Mierzwicki

50

M. M. Poncyliusz

51

R. N. Yong
et al.

52

Deng Zhuorong
et al.
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TITLE
ADVANCED STUDY ON THE
PERFORMANCE OF LUG
CONFIGURATION AND ARRANGEMENT
FOR POWERED WHEEL OF POWERED
TILLER IN PADDYFIELD
THE CALCULATION OF PRESSURESINKAGE CURVES BASED ON SHEAR
STRENGTH MEASUREMENTS
THE WAYS TO IMPROVE THE
TRAFFIC-ABILITY OF VEHICLES ON
SAND
SOIL PRESSURE AND COMPACTION
UNDER AGRICULTURAL TIRES
ONE SIMPLE LABORATORY METHOD
FOR RELATIVE ESTIMATIONS OF
TRACTOR TYRES PERFORMANCES
TRAFFICABILITY OF DEEP-SEA FLOOR
IMPROVED METHOD OF SIMPLE
CALCULATION OF THE TRACKED
VEHICLE PERFORMANCE

TABLE I
KIND OF
GROUND
SAL, CLA

continued)
SUBJECT OF
ANALYSIS
Tq
DP
p, i

lack of data

plz

SAN

p/z
i

SAL

SSCA
TIP
DP
SSCA

lack of data

BWM
SAN

DP
DP(i)

8th Int. ISTVS Conf. Cambridge, England 1984

53
54

55
56
57

S. X. Wu
et al.
M. Yamazaki
et al.
Tai Ling Zhang
et al.
I. Bolling
S. Hata
et al.

SOIL COMPLIANCE INFLUENCE ON
lack of data
TYRE PERFORMANCE
SAN
PERFORMANCE PREDICTION OF
PNEUMATIC TYRES ON SAND
SAL
EFFECTS OF SLIP ON ENERGY
DISTRIBUTION BETWEEN TYRE AND
SOIL
SANSIL,
TRACTION FORCES OF DRIVE TYRE
CLA
ON THE COMPACTED SOIL
SAN
THE DEPENDENCE OF SOIL BEARING
CAPACITY AND DRAWBAR PULL ON
THE SPACING BETWEEN TRACK
PLATES
SAN
ANALYSIS OF GROUND PRESSURE
DISTRIBUTION BENEATH TRACKED
MODEL WITH RESPECT TO EXTERNAL
LOADING
KAC
EFFECTS OF HITCH POSITIONS ON
THE PERFORMANCE OF
TRACK/GROUSER SYSTEMS
PAF
AN INVESTIGATION OF THE DRIVING
WHEEL THRUST OF PADDY FIELD
TRACTORS
SAN,LOA
BEHAVIOUR OF SOIL UNDER A
LUGGED WHEEL
SAN+SIL
PREDICTION ACCURACY OF THE
TORQUES FOR ROTARY TILLAGE BY
AN ANALOG TOOL
PAF
THE ANALYSIS ON THE DYNAMIC
PERFORMANCE OF A SINGLE LUG
SAL
PRESSURE TESTS IN SOIL BELOW
1
TIRES OF AGRICULTURAL VEHICLES
SAN
QUALITY CONTROL IN SOIL COMPACTION BY BEHAVIOURS OF EXCITER

DP.Tq,
SSCA
F
DP, Tq,
(p,TIP
DP,Tq,
SSCA
DP

DP(i)

DP
I

I
(0
j(i)
R
Tq
Rt
R,
Px
STC
LCC

-
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No

AUTHOR/No

TITLE

58

James H. Taylor
et al.
D. Gee-Clough
al.

FLOTATION TIRES AND SUBSURFACE
COMPACTION
MEASUREMENT OF SOIL PROPERTIES
IN DRYLAND AND WETLAND
Ct
CONDITIONS

59

TABLE
KIND OF
GROUND
SAL,LOA

(continued)
SUBJECT OF
ANALYSIS
Px

SAL,LOA

R

9th Int. ISTVS Conf. Barcelona, Spain 1987
60

C. Holm
et al.

61

M. Grahn

62

G. W. Helming

63

A. J, J. M.
Schoenmakers
et al.

64

Hua Zhong Lu
et al.

65

Xu Da

66

V. M, Salokhe

67

Shoiro Hata
et al.
Alessandro
Odandi et al.
J. K. Agarwalla
at al.

68
69

70

Liu Shuxue
et at.

71

Jiang Chongxian
I

_

THE INFLUENCE OF SHAPE AND SIZE
OF A PENETRATION BODY ON THE
PRESSURE-SINKAGE RELATIONSHIP
INVESTIGATION OF THE INFLUENCE
OF PENETRATION VELOCITY ON THE
PRESSURE-SINKAGE RELATIONSHIP
STATISTICAL PROCEDURES FOR
EVALUATION OF TERRAIN
MEASURING DATA
MEASURING TRAFFIC-INDUCED
STRESSES AT THE INTERFACE OF
SOIL LAYERS OF CONTRASTING
STIFFNESS
EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH ON THE
SOIL FLOW AND SOIL REACTION
BENEATH LUGS OF POWERED WHEEL
A RESEARCH OF THE DYNAMIC
PERFORMANCE OF THE PADDLE
DRIVING WHEEL WORKING ON SOFT
TERRAIN
STUDIES ON EFFECT OF LUG
SURFACE COATING ON SOIL
ADHESION OF CAGE WHEEL LUGS
DETERMINATION OF LIFT HEIGHT IN
SOIL COMPACTION
EFFECTS OF VIBRATION ON ROLLING
RESISTANCE
STEERING FORCES ON CAGEWHEELS AND TYRES IN PUDDLED
CLAY SOIL
EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH OF GEOMETRIC SHAPE AND ITS WORKING
RESISTANCE OF LOADER BUCKET
THE TEST STUDY ON MORPHOLOGY
AND PARAMETERS OF DRIVING
WHEEL OF BOAT-TRACTOR

SAN,LOA,
CLA

p/z

SAL

p/z
V

LOA

px(H)

lack of data

px(L)

PAF,SAN,
LOA

F

lack of data

F(D)

LOA

ADC

SAL
SAN

SOC
W
DP

LOA

Fst

SAN

R

PAF

F

10th Int. ISTVS Conf. Kobe, Japan 1990
72

Cong Qian
et al.

73

M. S. Xiong
et al.

74

Irwin G. J.
at al.
I

RESEARCH ON REDUCING ADHESION
RESULTS OF SOIL ELECTROOSMOSIS AND ITS AFFECTING
FACTORS
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY ON
SIMULATING BEHAVIOUR OF
NATURAL SOIL WITH MAGNETIC
POWDER
PREDICTION OF LOAD CARRYING
CAPACITY OF DEEP SNOW BY
I RAMMSONDE HARDNESS

CLA

ADF

MAP

STC

SNO
(MAS &
NAS)

LCC

-

No
75
76

AUTHOR/No
Jiang ChongXiau
et al.
Shen Jie
I et al.
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TITLE
THE STUDY OF PENETRATION
PERFORMANCE OF PADDY SOIL
UNDER PLATE
PRESSURE-SINKAGE-TIME EQUATION

TABLE 1 continued)
KIND OF
SUBJECT OF
GROUND
ANALYSIS
PAF
p/z
CLA

p/z

SAL,LOA

Px

SAC

SSCA

SAL

SSCA
Px

SAL,LOA

TIP

LOA

R((p)

SAN

Px

SAL

Px

SAN

j(Cp)

SAN

DP(i)

SAC

plz

SAL

R

SAN

R,Tq
Px
(P,z

FOR WET SOIL

77

Eddie C. Burt
et al.

78

Yu Qun
et al.

79

H. Schwanghart

80

Randal K. Wood

MEASUREMENT OF CONTACT AREA,
CONTACT PRESSURE AND COMPACTION UNDER TIRES IN SOFT SOIL
TIRE THRUST AS AFFECTED BY

et al.

DYNAMIC LOAD

82

V. M. Salokhe
et al.
A. Oida
et al.

83

T. Hiroma
et al.

84

M. Ueno
et al.

85

M. M. Poncyliusz

THE MEASUREMENT OF FORCES
UNDER MULTIPLE CAGE WHEEL LUGS
THREE DIMENSIONAL STRESS
DISTRIBUTIONS ON TIRE-SAND
CONTACT SURFACE
ANALYSIS OF NORMAL STRESS
DISTRIBUTION UNDER A WHEEL
USING A VISCOELASTIC MODEL OF
SOIL
A DEVELOPMENT OF ANALYZING
SYSTEM FOR STRAIN AND STRESS OF
SOIL UNDER THE WHEEL
SIMPLIFIED METHOD OF
CALCULATION OF THE TRACKED

86

M. Grahn

87

Kenji Cho

88

Y. Nohse
et al.

89

Larry G. Wells
et al.

90

Hisahi Hodo

91

A. Boccafogli
et al.

92

S. Shibusawa

TIRE DYNAMIC LOAD EFFECTS ON
SOIL-TIRE INTERFACE AND SOIL
PROFILE STRESSES
A NEW METHOD FOR MEASURING
SHAPE AND SIZE OF TIRE-SOIL
CONTACT ZONE

81

VEHICLE THRUST

PREDICTION OF SINKAGE AND
ROLLING RESISTANCE FOR OF-THEROAD VEHICLES CONSIDERING
PENETRATION VELOCITY

RESEARCH ON RUNNING
PERFORMANCE OF CRAWLER TYPE
VEHICLE AND DEVELOPMENT OF NEW
SHAPE CRAWLER SHOE

A MEASUREMENT OF BASIC
MECHANICAL QUANTITIES OF OFFTHE-ROAD TRAVELLING
PERFORMANCE

FACTOR AFFECTING BULK DENSITY
OF RECONSTRUCTED PRIME

SAC

FARMLAND SOILS

A NEW LOCOMOTIVE SYSTEM;
STEERING, PROPELLING AND
SUPPORTING VEHICLE BODY BY

CLA, SIL

R
i
L

lack of data

F(V.i)

SAN+CLA

PSD

SAN

R

ROLLING BOWLS

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF
DYNAMIC CUTTING MODELS IN SOIL
BIN FACILITY

FRACTALS INCLODES FORMED WITH
ROTARY TILLAGE

93

V.K.Sharma et al

SOIL-TOOL INTERACTIONS IN SAND

-

832

TABLE 1 continued

No

AUTHOR/No

TITLE

KIND OF

SUBJECT OF

GROUND

94
95

96

Yin Yongguang
et al.
Y. Matsumoto
et al.
Y. Matsumoto
et al.

A NEW CALCULATION METHOD OF
INSERTING OF LOADER SHOVEL
AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY ON THE
MULTI-CIRCULAR FACE SHIELD
-THE STEERING CONTROL
AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY ON THE
MULTI-CIRCULAR FACE SHIELD
-THE EXCAVATABILITY AND THE FACE
STABILITY

ANALYSIS

lack of data

R

lack of data

Rn
Rt
Tq
Tq
DP

lack of data
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11th Int. ISTVS Conf. Lake Tahoe, USA 1993
SORRY, UP TO DEADLINE, PROCEEDINGS WERE NOT DESCRIBE SCIENTIFICALLY

3. CONCLUSIONS
On the base of the above listing we were able to draw the following
conclusions :
- a percentage of researches with application of the soil bins amounted
about 15 - 20 % of the overall number of terramechanical experiments;
- the soil bins were applicable in investigations concerned with various
problems, especially with evaluation of the traction parameters;
- these laboratory appliances were often used for carrying out of
parametric analysis ;
- the soil bins were very useful for verification of computer simulation
of complicated models of terrain - vehicle interaction as well as
description of dynamics of the new type of undercarriages;
- the research methodology based on using of the soil bins secured
real repeatability of measurement but soil preparation was still a problem;
- modelling methodology was fundamental but we found some models with
partial disregarding of occurring distortion;
- only a few soil bin's stands were located outside (on open air);
- most of researches used natural soils usually put to the homogenising
treatment except magnetic powder (73) and manufactured snow ( 74)
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Besides, the authors used the annual sets of Journal of Terramechanics
(1984 - 1994 ) and proceedings of works from five International and European
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THE TURNING RESISTANCE OF
TRACKED VEHICLES; INFLUENCED
BY LATERAL ELASTICITIES OF THE
RUNNING GEAR AND THE TRACKS
Stefan Pott
Institute of Automotive Engineering IKK
- Prof. Dr.-Ing. I.C. Schmid University of the Federal Armed Forces Hamburg, Germany

ABSTRACT
Wizen a tracked vehicle is driving in a curve the turning
resistance is added to the motion resistances of straight ahead motion.
Previous analytical models to describe the turning resistance do not consider
the complex friction phenomenon that occurs during a turning manoeuvre.
These former models are based either on the principle of isotropic
Coulomb'sfriction or on empirical statements
MEMOKET, a new developed mechanical model at the Institute of
Automotive Engineering, does not use empirical measurements carried out
with the complete tracked vehicle. Design parameters of the running gear,
such as the realfriction behaviour of the rubber track pad and especially the
lateral elasticities of the rubber, the tracks, the rocker arms and the track
rollers, are included. The variation of the design parametersconcerning the
reduction of the turning resistance can be discussed.
SIMKET, another analytical model for kinematic and dynamic
studies, uses the multibody method ADAMS.
By using MEMOKET as well as by using SIMKET field
measurements with a complete vehicle can be avoided.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Tracked vehicles are characterized by high mobility even in rough
terrain. Besides slope- and acceleration-capability the turning behaviour is
very important. The impact of the turning resistance onto the propulsion
system is of primary interest [1]. During cornering the torques on the
sprockets can be about 20 times higher than in straight ahead motion. The
cornering capability of a tracked vehicle must therefore be considered in the
design stage of a vehicle as well as in the testing procedure.
In order to minimize the turning resistance the knowledge of the
physical basics of a cornering manoeuver is necessary. The influence of the
design parameters of the running gear is also very important.
2. FIELD MEASUREMENTS AND EXISTING MODELS
Fig. 1 shows the frictional forces acting on a turning tracked vehicle.
The tracks slip laterally across the hatched area. Longitudinal slip is not
regarded. Based on the frictional behaviour of a rubber track, frictional forces
occur opposed to the sliding direction. They cause the turning resistance
torque M. around the center of gravity. To steer the vehicle, this torque must
be overcome by a propulsion force K. acting on the track of the outer side of
the curve and a braking force Ki on the inner track. These track forces are
produced by sprocket torques. HOCK [2] described the turning resistance
torque M. as

M
with

w
m
I

mgl(1)
turning resistance coefficient
vehicle mass
:ground contact length of the tracks
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K1

Mw=-4'mgi 'w
ic
Figure 1: Forces Acting on a Tracked Vehicle during a Curve
The turning coefficient can be detemined by measuring the sprocket
torques in steady-state curves:
2b
mglrk
with

M•
b
rk

(2)

sprocket torques
track base
: radius of the sprockets

At the Institute of Automotive Engineering comprehensive
measurements were carried out to determine the sprocket torques of a tracked
vehicle [3, 4, 5]. A 26tons tank JAGUAR was used as a test vehicle. The
most important results of the measurements on a concrete road surface can be
seen in fig. 2. It shows the measured torques at the sprockets versus the
theoretical radius of the curve Rh, which is calculated from the rotational
velocities of the two sprockets. The real radius R, is larger. However, its
enlargement is nearly independent from the velocity and the radius. It amounts
to the radius enlargement factor f. = 1.9. At the outer side of the curve a
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(positive) propelling torque and at the inner side a (negative) braking torque
are necessary to overcome the turning resistance. These torques achieve their
maximum value for pivot steering. It can also be seen, that the curve for speed
range 1 with the lowest speed envelopes all the curves at higher speed. This
shows that the centrifugal force at higher speeds supports the turning
behaviour of the tracked vehicle.
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Figure 2: Measured Sprocket Torques of the Test Vehicle JAGUAR [3]
These results were used by EHLERT [3] to verify and improve
analytical models of the turning resistance formulated by HOCK [2], the
IABG [6] and KITANO [7]. The latter models take the influence of
centrifugal forces and longitudinal slip into consideration. The models
modified by EHLERT are worked out and presented in [5], so they won't be
explained here. EHLERT improved HOCK's theory

ji. = f(Rh)

(3)

by a better empirical description. Fig. 3 shows the modified turning resistance
coefficient depending on the real radius R,. The target of EHLERTs
investigation was the simulation of the motion-dynamics of tracked vehicles
on the PAISI test plant [8]. The sprockets are the points of intersection
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between the vehicle and the test stand. His analytical models are integrated in
the PAISI-simulation. It was adequate to base the models on empirical
statements. However, it was not clarified, how the sprocket torques depend on
the interaction of track and ground and on the influence of designcharacteristics of the running gear. The physical elements of the turning
resistance of tracked vehicles were not worked out.
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Figure 3: Calculated Turning Resistance Coefficient from Field Measurements
The friction behaviour of the tracks is of primary importance for the
dynamics of motion of tracked vehicles. KAR [9] mentioned, that the
analytical prediction of track forces or sprocket torques of tracked vehicles is
more accurate when the relationship between the coefficient of lateral friction
and the slip velocity is taken into consideration.
Some authors [10, 11] proposed another mathematical description of
the friction behaviour of the tracks (fig.4a). The coefficient of lateral friction
differs from the one of longitudinal friction. Measurements taken with a real
rubber track pad (fig.4b) show the independence of the friction behaviour
from the direction of movement between track and ground surface.
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dx

K
R

Figure 4: Proposed [111 and Measured Friction Coefficients of Rubber Pads
The models presented in this paper put the turning resistance on an
entirely new basis. They are planned to examine the physical elements causing
the turning coefficient. Two models with different methods have been
developed. At first MEMOKET, a mechanical model, describes the transfer of
force in a track and a running gear of a tracked vehicle. It uses the principle of
a deflection beam, which is a substitute for the track. The target of this model
is to examine the influence of elasticities in the running gear on the turning
resistance. SIMKET, the second model, has been programmed using the
multibody simulation software ADAMS [12]. The multibody simulation offers
the examination of both: the dynamics and the kinematics of the computed
model. These two models avoid the empirical description of the turning
resistance.
Based on the real friction behaviour between a rubber track pad and
the ground surface the models are developed to explore the basis of the
regarded turning resistance of tracked vehicles. Design parameters of the
tracks and the running gear must be taken into account.
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4. MEASURED FORCES IN THE CONTACT AREA BETWEEN
GROUND SURFACE AND TRACKS
A test stand was developed to examine both the lateral deformation of
a rubber track pad and the friction behaviour in the contact area between the
tracks and the ground [13].
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A summary of the test procedures and the test results is represented in
fig. 5. The track shoe, which is loaded with a vertical force, is standing on an
element of the road. This element is displaced laterally by means of a
hydraulic cylinder (fig. 5a). Measured values are the vertical load and the
horizontal force, the stroke and the lateral deflection as well as the slip
velocity.
In the range of small deflections (fig. 5b) there is only elastic
deformation of the rubber track pad without any sliding movement between
the rubber and the ground surface. The rate of stiffness depends more on the
angle of deflection and less on the ground pressure. The measurements show,
that elastic deformations of a rubber track pad at a ground pressure of 1.2
N/mm2 or a vertical load of 2.5 tons can reach values up to 30 mm, before the
pad starts sliding.
Sliding movements between the track and a ground surface occur,
when the horizontal deflection exceeds the deformation capability of the
rubber. The coefficient of friction (fig. 5c) declines in a linear way depending
on the ground pressure. It also depends on the slip velocity and on the quality
of ground surface, but it is independent of the direction of slip.
These results are the inputs for the analytical models described in the
following.
The relationship between the horizontal force F, and the lateral
deflection s of the rubber track pad is mathematically described for a vertical
load F. under consideration of slip velocity and direction of slip:
Fs (s)
-- Fse
F =s) 2s

2

2Fse
±2-s

for s~se

seS
and

(4)
k

Fs (s) = (Fse

-. Fz) e

with

s,
F.
F,
.1
k

+ /-I F,

for s > se

: maximum of elastic deformation
:F. = F,(s,)
: vertical load
: da= cs-a nF,
:decay constant
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5. MEMOKET: A MECHANICAL MODEL DESCRIBING
THE TURNING COEFFICIENT
The real running gear of the tracked vehicle JAGUAR is compared to
the modelled substitute in fig. 6. The model examines the transfer of force in
the running gear in lateral direction. This intention and the design of the
examined running gear result in the following conditions:
-

-

The track is replaced by a deflection beam with the bending resistance
E*Iy. The bearing of the beam is given by the track length between the
tensioning wheel and the sprocket.
The sprocket is replaced by a support fixed in longitudinal direction.
The tensioning wheel is replaced by a support.
The upper part of the track and the supporting rollers are not modelled.
The road wheels are represented by linear spring tensions. In this way
the lateral elasticity of the road wheel suspension can be considered.

TOP VIEW OF THE RUNNING GEAR
ROAD WHEELS

TRACK WITH TRACK PADS
S

TENSIONING WHEEL

""- DEFLECTION BEAM
GROUND CONTACT LINE

RUBBER ADS

MEMOKET
Figure 6: MEMOKET Compared to the Test Vehicle JAGUAR
Frictional forces between the rubber track pads and the ground surface
as well as the supporting forces of the road wheels are considered as the beam
loads. The lateral displacement of the rubber track pads is decisive for the
amount of the forces between the rubber track pad and the ground.
Fig. 7 shows a track pad during a curve. Beneath the first road wheel
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it gets in contact with the ground at the radius R (point xo). In addition to the
bending w of the track, the contact area of the pads is displaced sidewards
due to the lateral elasticity s, of the rubber pad. As long as the total
displacement of the pad due to bending and lateral deformation of the rubber
can follow the curve deviation sd, the pad contact lies on the curve trace.
At this pointx, there is no sliding motion and the lateral force is an
elastic force. However, in that case, where the lateral deformation w + s. of
track and pad is smaller than the deviation Sd of the curve (point x2), the pad
must slip laterally. In this point the slip length can be determined as
Ssd -W-se

(5)

and consequently a lateral force is acting on the pad.

S~Length

of contact area

%Q

I

delected beam
L
pad-ground
contact line

R

Figure 7: Lateral Deflections of a Track in a Curve
In general the bending line w is described as:
E*l,*w

=q

(6)
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E*I,*w" = - M
with

E*IY = const
q

(7)
: bending resistance
:line load

M

bending moment

The principle of superposition is used to calculate the resulting lateral
bending of the modelled track. The bending caused by the frictional forces q
and the bending caused by the supporting forces of the road wheels Fi are
added:
wg
W(x) = w (q) + Z- wi (Fi)
(8)

The supporting forces of the road wheels depend in a linear way on the
bending:
F3(x1) = CL*Wg(xi)
with

(9)

CL: linear elasticity of the road wheel suspension
Track Position in m
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Figure 8: Computed Bending Lines of a Track
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There is a set of equations to solve the unknown forces F, and the
bending line w. They influence each other. So the equations are solved using
computed iterative algorithm.
Fig. 8 shows the result of the computed bending line at different radii.
The deflection of the beam depends on the radius of the curve. And so by the
deflection different lateral contact forces between ground and track are
induced.
This model examines the driving behaviour of a tracked vehicle in a
curve at low speed (no lateral acceleration). During this steady-state-moving
there is no centrifugal force acting. The supporting forces of the road wheels
and the reaction forces of the supports are inner cutting forces of the total
model of the vehicle. Only the frictional forces at both tracks q. (outer track)
and q1 (inner track) build up the turning moment M.:

Mw = f qa(x) dx + f qi (x) dx

(10)

The turning moment is overcome by a couple of circumferential track
forces. These forces influence the frictional connection between the rubber
track pads and the ground surface. For the calculation this fact must be taken
into consideration.
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Figure 9: Calculated Sprocket Torques of the JAGUAR by MEMOKET
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In fig. 9 the sprocket torques are plotted versus the theoretical radius:
the unbroken line represents the results computed with the mechanical model,
the dotted lines mark the results from field measurements with the test vehicle
on a hard road surface at low rolling speed. As it is to be seen, MEMOKET is
able to simulate the real conditions very well.
6. SIMKET: A MULTIBODY SIMULATION
CORNERING OF A TRACKED VEHICLE

OF THE

SIMKET is a model using the multibody system analysis software
ADAMS. So it is a developed and supplemented ADAMS-Model of the test
vehicle JAGUAR (fig. 10). ist setup is explained in [14].
front r-ma t.

Modeel

Input

Figure 10: Simulated Test Vehicle JAGUAR in ADAMS
Results of this simulation are as well the distances, velocities and
accelerations of each body and all forces and torques. In the following only
steady-state motions will be regarded. They have to be compared to the
results of the field measurements with the original test vehicle.
Besides the examination of the forces and torques the vehicle
kinematics can be examined, As mentioned above the field measurements
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show that the enlargement of the real radius is constant. Fig. 11 shows the
radius enlargement factor versus the theoretical radius at a speed about 10
km/h. The simulated factor fGis also independent of the radius, f. reaches
values about 2.
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Figure 11: Radius Enlargement Factor Calculated by SIMKET
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Fig. 12 shows the sprocket torques versus the theoretical radius. The
lines are the results of the field measurements, the symbols are the results of
the calculation by SIMKET. Not only curves at low speed have been
examined. Also high-speed-driving has been calculated in this model. In
comparison with experimental results it can be seen, that the sprocket torques
are simulated very well. Even the influence of the centrifugal forces on the
sprocket torques can be regarded in the computed results as well as in the
field measurements.
It can be stated, that the simulated model calculates not only the
kinematics of the cornering of a tracked vehicle but also the dynamics
sufficiently.
7. HOW TO MINIMIZE THE TURNING RESISTANCE
The turning resistance coefficient can be determined from eq.(1), if
M. has been calculated in one of the models:

11w=

4*Mw/(m*g*l)

This coefficient will be useful in the discussion of the demands on the
propulsion system during a curve. Some design parameters of a running gear
are
- the vertical load of the tracks (number of road wheels),
- the friction behaviour of the rubber track pads (shape and composition of
the rubber track pads),
- the elasticity of the rubber (composition and design of the rubber track
pads),
- the bending resistance of the tracks and
- the elasticity of the road wheel suspension.
In fig. 13 some examples of the calculated turning resistance
coefficient versus the real radius are plotted for different design parameters.
The unbroken lines in both pictures represent the results computed with the
original rate of stiffness of the rubber and friction coefficient, the design
parameters are not varied.
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Fig. 13a shows the computed variation of the friction behaviour of the
rubber track pads. The broken line is the result of an increasing of the friction
coefficient gi by 50%, the dotted line shows the result of a reduced value of m.
As is to be seen, the expected effect occurs: an increasing of the turning
coefficient is caused by a higher friction coefficient. So reducing the friction
coefficient leads to a lower demand on the propulsion system.
The friction coefficient depends on the frictional relationship between
a rubber track pad and the ground surface. Reducing the turning coefficient in
this way is in contradiction to the demand of having a good traction, which
also depends on the friction coefficient.
Fig. 13b gives an example of variation of the rubber elasticity.The
broken line is a result of raising the rubber elasticity, the dotted line shows the
reduction of the elasticity. In the range of very narrow radii the rubber
elasticity has no effect on the turning coefficient, all the rubber pads of the
tracks are slipping. But in the range of medium radii between 10 and 200 m an
increase of the elasticity leads to a clear reduction of the turning coefficient
and so it would reduce the sprocket torques. In this way the influence of the
turning resistance could be minimized.
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There are two possibilities to vary the elasticity of the rubber pad. At
first the designer can choose another composition of the rubber to get it more
elastic. But generally this leads to greater abrasion and it means a significant
change in the friction behaviour. The second possibility is to vary the shape of
the rubber pad. An example of this variation is given in fig. 14. The original
rubber pad has only half the elasticity of the rubber pad with the cicular hole
pattern or the one with longitudinal cuts at the same ground pressure.
8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
When a tracked vehicle is driving in a curve the turning resistance is
added to the motion resistances of straight ahead motion. Previous analytical
models to describe the turning resistance are based either on the principle of
isotropic Coulomb's friction or on empirical statements. So the turning
resistance coefficient is won by field measurements. In this paper two models
have been described to overcome the empirical statements. Both models base
on the lateral elasticity and the real friction behaviour of a rubber track pad.
The presented mechanical model MEMOKET, which is based on the theory
of a deflection beam, includes design parameters such as the elasticities in the
running gear. SIMKET, a rigid body simulation in ADAMS, includes the
masses and the inertias of every part of the tracked vehicle. Both models have
been proven by comparison with steady-state field measurements. The
simulated results correspond with the measurements in the description of the
outer motion resistances.
As it has been shown, the presented models could be a helpful tool in
designing the running gear of tracked vehicles. Studies of designed parameters
are possible. These studies can minimize the turning resistance and nmning
gear resistance of tracked vehicles. This is decisive for designing the
propulsion system of tracked vehicles. Especially SIMKET is of great interest,
because it isn't as limited in the calculation of the turning resistance coefficient
as the mechanical model is. Using a rigid body simulation for computing the
driving behaviour of a tracked vehicle offers both: a general model for the
turning of the complete vehicle and a detailed look on the behaviour of each
part of the vehicle.
Further studies will extend and improve the models. So a model of a
single track including its running gear will be developed based on data of the
model of the complete vehicle. This is of great importance in regard to the
internal running gear resistances, which cause the wear and the abrasion of the
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tracks, the sprockets and the road wheels. Besides the steady-state-behaviour
of a tracked vehicle dynamic motions must be simulated. In the future
simulations concerning the off-road-behaviour should be possible.
Another field of interest is the powerflow in the drivetrain of tracked
vehicles. Now being able to calculate the physical basics of the turning
resistance, SIMKET offers the opportunity to minimize the losses in the
rurmig gears and also to examine the losses in the drivetrain and to optimize
the powerflow during a curve by detailed extensions of running gears and gear
boxes.
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<1> ENGINE

Dieselengine VM EP 638 LI
110 kW at 4,000 rpm
320 Nm at 2,200 rpm3
6-cylinder, 3,749 cm

Exhaustgas turbochargingwith chargeair cooler
A mid-engine arrangement behind the front axle and beneath the
driver's cab was selected with the objectives of balanced weight
distribution to the axles, of sufficient space for three places inthe
cab and of achieving a low center of gravity. The modular
construction - engine and transmission separate - additionally
permits highest flexibility with regard to the installation of
components.
<2> TRANSMISSION
4-speed automatictransmission MB W4A028,
hydraulicallycontrolled,parking position.
For the purpose of optimum weight distribution the automatic
transmission is arranged at a distance from the engine and
together with the transfer gearbox in front of the rear axle. The
engine and the transmission are therewith located near the axles,
resulting in an excellent ramp angle.
<3> TRANSFER GEARBOX
BUCHER 2-speed reduction gearbox,
synchronized, electro-hydraulicallypre-select shifting,
permanentall-wheel drive with TORSEN interaxle differential,
integralpower output for 3rd axle (6x6).
The automatic transmission, transfer and axle gearboxes are
arranged as an easy-to-install coherent assembly in front of the
rear axle. This concept precludes top-heaviness, and affords
stable tracking on panic braking, even in the otherwise
condition. To achieve an
dynamically critical unloaded
appropriate ground clearance, these gearboxes were arranged
as low as possible. Various superstructures with a lowered
loading surface can be mounted on the free upper side of the
frame.
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<4> AXLE GEARBOXES FRONT AND REAR

BUCHER axle gearboxes with TORSEN differential and inboard,
ventilated disc brakes.
In different assembly configurations the same gearbox can be
installed in all three axles (6x6).
The use of self-locking TORSEN differentials simplifies the task
of an unpracticed driver coping with difficult situations. The
inboard brakes permit visual inspection and changing of the
linings without removal of the wheels. The same discs and
calipers are used on all wheels.
<5> HUB REDUCTIONS

BUCHER hub reductions
Hub reductions provide greater ground clearance underneath the
axles, and lower torques in the drive train Logistic advantages
can be realized through drives of the same type, as well as
through identical homokinetic drive shafts for all wheel.
<6> AXLES

BUCHER De-Dion axles for front and rearaxles
The dynamic behavior of the De-Dion axles was improved
substantially by shifting the brakes to the sprung mass. As a
result of inboard brakes, despite axle gearboxes a smaller
kingpin offset was realized. In this way, on braking in p-split
situations a stabilizing counter-steering torque can build up. Due
to a low disturbing force leverage the sensitivity to shocks and
imbalance was also reduced. Exact wheel guiding via the long
spring travels is achieved via the long drawbar guides and the
Watt linkage.
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<7> SUSPENSION I SHOCK ABSORPTION I STABILIZER

At the front: progressive helical springs and gas-pressureshock
absorbers acting together as spring strut, additional Cellasto
springs.
Rear: Progressive miniblock springs with integrated additional
springsand gas-pressureshock absorbers.
BUCHER stabilizeracting on front and rearaxles.
On the one hand a high swing capacity or adaptation of the axles
to the terrain was achieved by means of long spring travels and
a low roll stiffness.
On the other hand, the patented stabilizer prevents the
simultaneous, one-sided compression of the axle springs during
road travel, while permitting alternating compression of the axle
springs free of stabilizer forces.
<8> FRAME
Ladder-type frame, main construction of welded hollow steel
sections
The long spring travels permit a torsionally rigid design of the
frame, with the advantage of being able to mount various
superstructures and even to connect the cab functionally without
encountering problems.
<9> SIDE GUARD

The side guardaccording to EEC guideline 89/297 contributes to
passive safety.
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<10> DRIVER'S CAB I ROLLOVER PROTECTION

Tilting cab of aluminum sections and cast connecting elements,
combined with plastic paneling.
Floor, windshield, roof panel, rear wall and their windows are
glued to the cab frame.
2 - 3 seats.

The aluminum rollover guard accommodates the heater for the
superstructureand the spare wheel. The vehicle with personnel
carrier superstructurehas successfully passed the ECE-R 66
rollover test.
The aluminum construction used saves weight, increases the life
and with regard to investments is ideal for medium series sizes.
For the purpose of partner protection and to keep accident repair
costs minimal the front paneling is of "soft nose" design, as well
as being removable for the purpose of carrying out repairs on the
cab.
<11> SUPERSTRUCTURES

Personnel carrier with tarpaulin and hinge-up lengthwise
benches for up to 16 persons or up to 6 pallets.
Command and control shelter with plastic hardtop and side
doors, 3 radio operator stations and table for 4 further persons.
Insulated box-type superstructure with inside height of 1.9 m
with a vehicle height of less than 3 m.
Bolted aluminum platform construction.
"limerequirement for superstructurechange approx 20 minutes.
The superstructures are of modular construction and are based
on a uniform aluminum platform of extruded sections connected
with CO-BOLT fasteners. The floor is integrated low in the
chassis to ease climbing in and out by the personnel, to afford
transport of personnel and materials with a favorable center of
gravity and with a small raised roof to provide a comfortable
standing height. The platform upper and lower load surfaces are
dimensioned for standard pallet sizes.
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THE NEW DORNIER FOLDABLE
BRIDGE DOFB
Peter Schmidt, Siegfried Baiumel
Eurobridge, Mobile Br(icken GmbH
ABSTRACT
Troop mobility is a critical point in all phases of a military operation.
The mobility requirements to be fulfilled by the vehicles employed have
continously increased. However even for modern vehicles, high mobility becomes useless when natural or man-made gaps and destroyed
bridges cannot be overcome. For this reason, bridging equipment such
as mobile bridges have to be taken into consideration when planning
military missions.
Basically, it can be stated that tactical requirements with regard to the
mobility of transportable bridges, on the road and in the terrain, have
become increasingly important. The same applies to the requirements
with regard to shorter construction times because of the troops' increased moving speed.
The example of the Dornier Foldable Bridge (DoFB) system described
in the following shows how the two requirments, high mobility of the
bridge system and short launching time, which initially appeared to be
contradictory, could be fulfilled by optimizing the bridge components. At
the same time, the mobility-increasing features of the bridge are represented.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the early 80s, the German engineer forces actively aimed for the replacement of an obsolete bridge which, in addition to other disadvantages, required too much time and too many persons for launch and recovery.
A modern concept, the so-called "Bridges of the 80s", had overcome
these disadvantages. The launch of this bridge type was rapid and largely automated. The advantages, however, were achieved at the expense of mobility on roads and in the terrain on account of large dimensions and heavy weight, which required special vehicles. Numerous
bridge construction sites could not be reached at all for this reason.
The Dornier foldable bridge DoFB represents a solution which offers
the advantages of the concepts mentioned above without the associated drawbacks.

2. THE STARTING SITUATION
2.1 The conventional design
Military bridging equipment is characterized mainly by two trackways
which bear the tracks of a tank. The trackways are connected by cross
bracing yokes. This leads to a bridge width of max 4 m with a gap between the trackways.
Cantilevered launching of this type of bridge is possible up to a span of
26 m. This is the limit for the counterbalance moment of the launching
vehicle. The critical counterbalance moment situation for longer bridges
was overcome by a launching nose, a light auxiliary beam which reaches the opposite bank and supports the bridge for the remaining construction phase of the bridge.
2.2 The critical analysis
Analyzing the main criteria of the bridge system, i. e. mobility and launching time, shows that conventional solutions optimized either the mobility or the requirement launching time/personnel.
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Example no. 1: Medium girder bridge, Fig 2.2.1
Advantage:
High mobility on roads and in the field on
account small components
Disadvantage:
Long launching time with high personnel
and large bank space requirements
Example no. 2: Bridges of the 80s and "Langer Leguan", Fig 2.2.2
Advantage:

Short launching time with few persons on
account of large components

Disadvantage:

Low mobility on roads and in the field,
there by limitation of possible bridge construction places

The problems of known, already established solutions for mobile, rapidlaunch dry support bridges are thus characterized by the relations:
Short launching time in the bank area
large components
High mobility on roads and in the field
small components
-

-

The objectives for component dimensioning are thus contradictory:
Short construction time <-4 high mobility
The analysis reveals that the two objectives correspond to completely
different configurations:
Short construction time
bridge construction
-

High mobility

-

bridge transportation

This means that a dry support bridge concept that shall fulfill both objectives must cope with the following requirements:
-

Large components for construction

-

Small components for transportation

together with
- Lowest possible requirements with regard to time, personnel, and
space for the change from the transportation configuration to the
launching configuration at the bridge construction site
This resulted in a completely new concept, the DoFB foldable bridge,
which is characterized by an integral deck without trackways and by a
foldable, closed roadway (Fig. 2.2.3) as described in the following paragraphs.
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3. DESCRIPTION OF THE DORNIER FOLDABLE BRIDGE DOFB
3.1 Operational requirements
The requirements which are important for a modern bridge equipment
are as following:
Autonomous mobility to reach any place where the bridge is needed, which requires
- smart transport units featured by dimensions reasonable in width,
length and hight,
- light weight bridge components,
- transport vehicles with good on and off road properties.
Rapid assembly to enhance the advance of the forces and to reduce
the vulnerability of the bridge by enemy attacks which requires
-

launching without bank preparation,

-

small number of components to be launched,
mechanized launching and retrieval of the bridge with a small crew
and without physical strain on the crew,
robust launching system to ensure a reliable and trouble free
launching process.

-

-

High Crossingcapabilitiesto enhance the mobility and manoeuverability of the forces on mission which requires
- wide and closed bridge roadway deck with ramps of low inclination
to enable the crossing of any kind of vehicle with relatively high
velocity,
- stiff bridge structure and stable bank support to enable the vehicles
crossing the bridge centric or eccentric even on transversal inclination of the bridge resulting from the bank conditions,
- bridge components which are self adapting to global and local bank
conditions,
launching of the bridge from hidden places and from restricted
bank space at the gap,
- modularity of the bridge to launch the proper bridge span with
respect to the width of the gap,
- launching of the bridge on permanent bridges to increase their load
capacity or to overcome distroyed parts,
-
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3.2 Technical Description
System components
The standard 40 m DoFB bridge system shown in Fig. 3.2.1 comprising the bridge sections, the traversing beam sections and the bank
beams as shown in Fig. 3.2.2. To launch the bridge the launching vehicle with the launching system attached is required (Fig 3.2.3). The
launching system comprises mainly the system frame as a torsion free
platform to carry the hydraulic vehicle outriggers, the launching beam,
the crane, the hydraulic supply, the electronic control and an auxilary
power unit. For transportation of the bridge components five standard
transport trucks of the type shown in Fig. 3.2.4 are required.
Launching procedure
The bridge launching is done in two steps. First the traversing beam
will be launched cantilevered. Secondly the bridge then is traversing on
the traversing beam to the far bank. The launching sequence for both
is depicted in Fig. 3.2.5 a, b
As soon as the bridge construction site is reached, the launching vehicle will be positioned at the bank and stabilized with the hydraulic outriggers.
To increase the counterbalancing moment of the launching vehicle
against tilting while launching the traversing beam, the home bank beam will be attached to the launching beam to act temporarely as an additional support leg. The traversing beam sections are then fed into the
launching beam, coupled and travelled towards the far bank. First the
ramp section with the far bank beam attached at the tip followed by
three further inner sections and the home bank ramp section (Fig.
3.2.6) until the far bank is reached. With the traversing beam spanning
the gap the bridge launching starts subsequently. The transport truck
carrying the folded bridge sections is positioned within the reach of the
launching system crane as it is most conveniened with respect to the
site access (Fig. 3.2.7).
The unfolding from transport width 2.7 m to the full operational width of
4.4 m is done by gravity while lifting the section with the crane hoisting
gear from the transport truck (Fig. 3.2.8). The unfolded bridge section
is then placed onto the traversing beam. First section is the far bank
bridge ramp section. Before the next section will be launched the ramp
section is to be travelled forward on the traversing beam to provide the
space required for a bridge inner section. Ones the inner section is in
place and linked to the ramp section both will be coupled at the lower
and upper chords (Fig. 3.2.9).
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The procedure will be repeated for another 3 bridge inner sections and
the home bank ramp section until the bridge reached the bank beam
positions.
At a last step the climbing ramps will be attached to the bank beams
either by crane or by hand (Fig 3.2.10).
After approximately one hour by a crew of six the bridge is ready to
use.
The retrieval of the bridge in reverse order is possible from either side
of the gap. The bridge modules are folded back again by the crane,
using different hoisting points.
Design Features
The modularity design of the bridge and the traversing beam (Fig.
3.2.11) provides two advantages, first to adapt the bridge extremely
well to the gap width to avoid problems as shown in (Fig. 3.2.12), and
secondly there is nothing which is protruding in the depth of the bank
site while launching the bridge from very narrow bank sites as it is
shown in Fig. 3.2.7.
The advantage of the the bank beam is to provide a well defined and
ridgid bridge support at the bank, which compensates the stability problems for the bridge caused by slopes, steps, soil conditions or by uneven surface at the bank. The bank beam is provided with a special
shoulder on which the sliding shoes of the bridge are resting (Fig.
3.2.13) to avoid the well known shifting of the bridge towards the gap
by the deflection under the crossing load. Further it accommodates the
movement of the bridge caused by braking forces.
The launching beam with the traversing beam ramp section still engaged can be swivelled so to enable the downhill or uphill launching of
the traversing beam to the far bank (Fig 3.2.14). The bank beam is attached with a joint to the traversing beam to provide freedom for the
adaptation to the two main directions of a bank slope.
The climbing ramp design with its finger like beams is ideal to adapt to
uneven and sloped ground (Fig. 3.2.13), with the low inclination when
emplaced, they facilitate the access to the bridge for the approaching
vehicles.The exceptional wide and closed deck ensures safe crossing
even with higher crossing speed (Fig. 3.2.15).
These features provide the important tactical advantage of an increased number of potential launching places to deploy the bridge and to
enhance the crossing capacity for any kind of wheeled and tracked vehicle.
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Main performance data
The DoFB is designed in accordance with the "Trilateral Design and
Test Code for Military Bridging and Gap Crossing Equipment" and on
German Army requirements especially concerning the load class to be
born by the bridge and the bridge life.
The main data are summarized in Table 3.2.1.
Additionally to these data given in the Table the DoFB has the following
remarkable features:
Air and rail transportable without dismantling the bridge components and quick disconnection of launching system and launcher
base truck (Fig. 3.2.16).
- Easily adaptable to the most truck makes.
-

-

High mission reliability by conventional robust design and components proven in technical and troop tests, redundant components
for vital functions, optimized man / machine interfaces and control,
simple fault detection and exchange of parts.

- Beyond the 40 m standard DoFB the 46 m extented version is available without external reinforcement.
-

Conversion for civil use with a ramp of lower inclination and with
attachable footwalks and handrails is possible.

The DoFB has the German Army qualification by technical testing and
troop testing which resulted in the certificate of suitability for the German Army use. Procurement will start in 1994.
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Fig. 3.2.12
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Fig. 3.2.13
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STEYR 8090 & SEPPI M. MINIFORST
ASSEMBLY IN SILVICULTURAL WORK
D. Horvat, K. Jeli6, S. Sever

ABSTRACT
The pedunculate oak forests are the most valuable stands in Croatia. For
this reason special attention is given to their natural regeneration and
silviculture. In the times of economic, social and other changes, lack of
labour is a reason for mechanization of many silvicultural operations in
giving shape to new oak forests. The paper deals with the application of a
special assembly on one segment of silvicultural work. Two main
components of the assembly are Seppi M. Miniforst mulching flail mower
as a working machine, and prime mower Steyr 8090 tractor as the power
engine.
Key words: silvicultural pass and trail, mechanized silvicultural work,
mulching flail mower, prime mower

1. INTRODUCTION
The level of mechanization in Croatian silviculture is considerably lower
than the one reached in forest exploitation. The only exception is the
nursery production consisting of a small portion of silvicultural operations
whose mechanization is almost equal to the agricultural production.
Special efforts are taken to replace manual work by machines when it is
dealt with precious stands such as Croatian pedunculate oak forests.
Several facts have accelerated the work on mechanization of some
silvicultural activities: availability of working machines with adequate prime
mowers; obvious lack of labour due to the war; short terms of completing
the jobs; dependency of the fellings upon the termination of the required
silvicultural operations, etc.
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2. SUBJECT AND AIM OF INVESTIGATION
In many cases the existing vegetation over large forest areas or rides of
various widths should be cut up. Depending on the type, thickness,
species, etc. of the vegetation, these jobs can be done with flail shredders
in a short time. The appearance of the mulching machines has enabled
their further use in forest soil preparation for seeding and planting of
seedlings. Furthermore, mulching flail mower may be used for cutting
through fire breaks; restoration of the neglected farmlands; cleaning the
land from plant residues; maintenance of forest roads, etc. In the lowland
forests of the pedunculate oak similar jobs must be done particularly
"*after unsuccessful regeneration felling followed by excessive weed
growth;
"*in the case of excessive growth of unfavourable brush and tree
species due to forest dieback;
* when efficient systems of silvicultural tracks, roads etc. are introduced;
* when carrying out mechanized sowing right after soil preparation by
scattering the acorn and covering it with cut plants mixed with soil,
which is a future project for widening the use of the mulching flail
mower.
The choice of the mulching flail mower Seppi m. miniforst and the prime
mower Steyr 8090, a tractor adapted to the work in silvicultural operations
- by the built-in crawling speed, double steerage (forward and backward),
rpm of power take-off) - has resulted in an aggregate whose possibilities
of use had yet to be defined.
The exploitation test was accelerated by the problems that had occurred
in the transmission of the tractor, the coupling power take-off.
In addition, optimal speeds, number of passes, height/depth of the
machine reach had all to be standardized for the characteristic working
conditions.

3. WORKING METHOD AND DESIGN OF FIELD EXPERIMENTS
The field tests were planned according to the aims. Two different ways of
applying the aggregate have so far been defined:
1. Building and maintenance of silvicultural trails which provide for
finer internal division of the young stand and, at the same time, form a
transportation net within it. In a young stand at a distance of 35 m, 3 mpassages are cut; and at every 5 m of the production area 1,5 msilvicultural lanes are made along the former wider passages. Both
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elements of thus created transport net enable equal attention, possibilities
and intensity of silvicultural work upon each square meter of the
production area.
2. Soil preparation In natural regeneration of stands provides the
contact and also covering of the seed (acorn) with soil and cut-up
biomass, the so-called mulching. It also involves chopping and removing
the small stumps to reduce the coppice vigour of unwanted species. In
this case the flail of the machine breaks the root neck by penetration of
the blades 2 to 3 cm into the soil where it chops up the meristem cells.
The mentioned technological tasks may be performed in three basic
ways:
Al - By mulching the stand above certain height from the soil surface
(e.g. 20 ...30 cm) on the first pass. In case of greater heights of the
undergrowth, this passage is always done by backward drive with
raised protection lid of the machine.
A2 - By final soil preparation on the second pass; by mulching with root
system destruction at certain depth below the soil surface (e.g. 2...3
cm) -it is characteristic of soil preparation for natural regeneration of
areas covered with plants of larger diameters.
In this gear (A2) the tractor moves forwards with lowered protection
lid.
B - By mulching the seedling stand down to the soil surface - typical at
building silvicultural lanes.
C - By seedling stand mulching with simultaneous soil preparation on a
single pass - the same as A but for areas covered with plants of
smaller diameters. Skid trails can be partly restored in this way.
As to the working machine, all tests were made without safety clutch,
along with the checkings with the safety centrifugal clutch built in the beltpulley of the final transmission of the mulching flail mower.
In order to eliminate the impact of the tractor and driver, all tests were
done with the same tractor with all new blades.
A special attention was paid to the classification of the working conditions.
Eight characteristic conditions were eventually selected, three in the
natural stand and five in the preserve. As a rule, at double passing the
first was always backwards, the second and last forwards. In this case the
biomass was cut up first at 20 to 30 cm above the ground, in the second
the rest and perhaps 2 to 3 cm of the soil. At maintaining the lane net, the
flails are not entering the soil but the plants are cut up at the ground level.
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With the given motor rpm and the control of the mulcher rpm, the torque
on the mulching flail mower's shaft was measured. For every condition the
real aggregate speed was measured.
The cut biomass was determined by sampling the number and tree
species; dimensions; plant coverage of the soil; average diameter at the
height of 30 cm and of small stumps; plant heights, etc.

4. SOME RESULTS OF THE RESEARCH
All results are given separately:
- of silvicultural lanes (Experimental plot "Slavir"), and
- of soil preparation (field area "Oto(ke 6ume"), and
of the described basic work methods (Al, A2, B and C). By means of
experience or experiment, possible speeds of the aggregate are
determined. The average torque of two working machine types - with and
without the centrifugal safety clutch - was taken as the unit of
transmission load. This paper gives the review of only some research
results.

4.1 Building of silvicultural trails
Table 1 shows some of the research results.
TABLEI - Field area Slavis'- building of silvicultural trails

VERY

IMAO
HARD

STANDCONDITIONS
EDIUMI
UGHTI

nEY UGH
T

SPEED,m/s

WORKING 0.076 1 0,186
METHODS
Al
A2

0,093

202
358
297
516
B511

0,145
228
300

7

7

0,214 1 0,328

0,23

0O78

0.15

Torque mean values, Nm
282
20
344
517
470
389
367
H

Q2
0

475

33M

250

0.885

-25-7

It says that under the hardest conditions the work must be done in two
passages (Al and A2); under the lightest working conditions and
accelerating speed of work, only one passage (C) is sufficient.
A survey of measuring the torque of the first aggregate pass (Al) together
with the description of the stand characteristics defined as "very hard" with
two working speeds are shown in the diagram of Figure 1. The torque
significantly depends on the moving speed of the aggregate. This is even
more obvious during the second pass (A2), and is shown in the diagram
of Figure 2.
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In very light conditions the aggregate was able to work in one pass (C),
which is shown in the diagram of Figure 3. The similarity of the realized
torques at both speeds is explained by deeper penetration of the shredder
into the soil at lower speed, due to deeper penetration of the tractor
wheel. This is also seen at higher speeds at the end of the experiment.
Fig. 3 Torque change depending on the speed in very light stand
conditions - C
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4.2 Preparation of the stand
Table 2 is a review of some results of the research on soil preparation.
TABLE2 - Field area "Oto~ke §ume", soil preparation

STAND
CONDITIONS
VERYHARD

I

MEDIUM

LIGHT

IS-kd
trail restorat.

SPEED, m/s

WORKING 0,103 1 0,152 1 0,145 1 0,286 1 0,308 1 0,678 1 0,14
Al

A2

B
C

0,308

Torque mean values, Nm

METHODS
300
440

3

1
305

110
383

100

131

415
300

14-9-0

893

-

-

Figure 4 shows the torque movement. At the second pass (A2) and
already at small speeds, big torques are achieved, so that in this kind of
work the protection of the tractor's transmission is necessary. Besides, in
the first pass (Al) a more uneven torque is realized. The tips coincide with
the approach of the shredder onto the individual small tree.
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Fig. 4 The change of the torque as depending on the pass (Al or A2) at
hard stand conditions.
Due to frequent defects of the tractor's shaft, shredders with safety
centrifugal clutch have lately been applied. Torque measuring at switching
on the clutch proved the advantage of having the clutch. However, when
the aggregate is working, especially under high load, no satisfying torque
reductions were noticed. The diagram of Figure 5 shows the work of the
aggregate in the conditions of partly regenerated surface layer of the ride.
The shredder without the clutch was continually under peak load (490
Nm); the shredder provided with a clutch was slightly less loaded (420
Nm), though the torque reduction at the end of the experiment ended up
with stopping the tractor.
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Fig. 5 Torques in ride improvements, with and without the clutch on the
shredder drive system

5. CONCLUSIONS
Depending on the working conditions and methods, it may be generally
concluded that

"*lighter working conditions allow operation at significantly higher
speeds;

"*regardless of the pass (first or second), high torques occur on the
penetration of the mulcher's tool into the soil;

"*on the penetration of the mulcher's tool into the soil, the torques
depend significantly on the moving speed of the assembly set;

"*the tractor transmission is not protected from the peak loads by
building in a centrifugal safety clutch.
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A Single Track Module in Multi-Body
Systems Sense for Simulation of Steering
of a Vehicle on Hard Ground
M. Sc., Ph.D. candidate Dag Thuvesen
Machine and Vehicle Design
Chalmers University of Technology
S-412 96 GOTEBORG, Sweden
ABSTRACT
Recently available Multi-Body Systems (MBS) software has opened new
and powerful opportunities for analysis of transient and nonlinear vehicle
dynamics. Thereby a module for a single track has to be created, which
is the tyre model for road vehicles, in order to enable versatile simulation
of steering dynamics of tracked vehicles.
The track module must take into account the instantaneous normal load,
both its magnitude and the point of resulting action, which may vary
along, but not necessarily across, the track. The load distribution along
the track has been given a realistic default shape, which, however, may
be modified. In a first step a module has been developed for flat, rigid
ground. The track - ground interface is then modelled by consistent
constitutive equations, allowing for anisotropic Coulomb friction.
The 2D relative motion between track and ground, interpreted in terms of
rotation about a specified spin pole, is the motion related input to the
module, This gives rise to 2D frictional forces, the resulting action of
which is a single force, acting along some line. The force magnitude and
its action line location/orientation are the output quantities from the
module.
Algorithms have been developed and evaluated for the above mentioned
type of analysis, especially fitted to interact with MBS software, such as
ADAMS or DADS.

This paper will be published in an appendix to the proceedings
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EFFECT OF TIlE WAY TIlE LOAD APPLIES
ON THE BEARING CAPACITY OF DRY-LOOSE SAND
Ai Xuewu, Zhuang Jide and Qiu Xiding
Department of Automobile Engineering,
Jilin Univercity of Technology, Chang Chun, China

ABSTRCT
The bearing capacity of dry loose sand is une of the key problems considered for a vehicle
walking in desert. And it is affected by the way the load applies. Based on plate-sinkage tests,
the effect of two different ways the load applies on the bearing capacity of dry loose sand is
studied. One way is that the plate is horizontal while the angle of the load relative to the plate
normal is varied front 0 to 30 degrees, and the other is that the lad is always perpendicular to the
plate while the angle of the plate relative to sand surface is varied from 0 to 30 degrees.

The

results Indicate that the bearing capacity of dry loose sand In the former case Is higrer than that In
tire latter one.

INTRODUCTION
Soil bearing capacity under vertical load is widely studied by using Bevameter[I][2] and the
Based on the vertical loadI-sinkage relation, it is always assumed that thie soil reaction was

likes.

purely radial in analysing the forces acted on the wheel and in predicting the traction properties of
a off-

road vehicle.

For a towed wheel,

tangential stress is so small
tangential

stress

unreasonable.

Is so

large

the assunmption is reastrnable because iii general the

that it cat, be iteglectable.
that

it can

not

Ilowever,

be neglected,

Because no better itethod is available,

aitd

for a driven
the

the assumption is

wheel,

assumption

the

becomes

usually used as an

expedient.
On the view of force comtptsition,

the resultant of the normat al

id thie tangential stresses

beneath a wheel must angulate with the normnal stress. And if tiIe Itnclined load--sinkage relation
is adopted, the precision of the prediction of a wheel traction properties cati be increased.
As we know that the cantel can pass through a desert easily, while it] general a tired vehicle
can not do as easily as tIhe camel call.

This indicates that sonie differences must exist between the

interaction of camel foot -- sand atid that of tire -- sand.

Ref. [3] indicated that camel foot cali

restrict the sand flow to somne extent by the Callrcl 11t-f, anld that tie cattel foot will spread when
it acts on sand and bears part of tire weight.
foot-

While a tire especially under lower inflationr

[4.1]

Further irlvestication into the interaction of camel

sand , it car, be fottund that tIre carnel foot arigutalely acts otn sand wher it provides traction.
pressure cotrdition acts on sand almost horizontally

-
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In order to increase tile precision of predicting the vehicle traction properties and to discover
the differences between interncthions of cameel foot -

and tire - sand,

two types of plate -sinkage

tests which sloiulate the two above mrentioned interactions are conducted.

This research

will

provide a base for the design of new type of off- road vehicle tires.

TEST PROCEDURE AND DATA PROCES-F;ING
Tile dry loose sand is taken from une of ttie world famous desertsSinktang Uighur Autonomous Region iii the northwest of Chins.

Taketanmagan Desert ill

Its grain size distribution is

shown In Fig. I , arid Its nratl characteristics are as filtows ,
Dio( 10%

by weight diameter)

D, 5 (60%

0. 08 ntmrI

=

by weight diameter)

nini

0. 1i

=

Di0/Dis(coefficirrt of rorihrnrogerious ) =
q, (angle of iriterinal frictlon) =
e.(rnraainrrrrr

75

I.

1

31. V1t

viiid ratio) = 0. 835g

e,(miriirrum void ratioi)
y,4 (dry density) =

0. 58

3

;

14. 65 K/nlot'.

The tests were coitrducted oil tire hirlhor soil bin test rig shown In Fig. 2.

Different sinkage

rates catl be get by adjusting tile flow regulator of the hydrolic systenr (which
Fig. 2). Tile angle of tire load relative t,

load applirig otn the plate and the plate sinkage were
transducer respectively. Tile soil billdirnrerrii

Two types of tests were cinducted.

is not shown in

rionral cart be changed by the holed bar. The

the plate

renasired thouigh force-

alnd displacement-

is 2400X 720X 700 (tclegth X width X height)

in

One is that tie plate is hinrizontal while the load changes

its direction with inclinationr tii the plate normrral varieil front 0 to 30 degrees. and tile other Is that
the load is always perpendicular

Liote while the plate is inicliriedi

to thie

tri sand surface with

hiclinationt varied front 0 lt 30 degreres.
hi order

to strengthen

fire frictirori

bctweert

carborunrtuor whoirse grain dilinertrion is similar ita
the tests, sortie pretrentirent sttchias
murrist be done.

tie

s
stid

plate

ard sand

the

former case,

the sanid altd scrapirig the sand surface level

turrrirrg ilpdrtrwnI

Tests runrdher tile sairle crl(litiiiil wcre repeated S to 7 tiu

A persrinal conrptrter is ursed to %mpl
iile

ill

s w(a( strck OIt tire plate. Before each of

a•itd pi irocess itie diata.

desigried that after each set of tire tests runidrtr lire satire c•inriritiorr

es.

A computer perogram was so
all tile load -sinkage

curves of

this set asid tIre soil iprurnireter valtes- were
'
%hsivlr
ow nit thie srcecni directly.
A weighted least sqirares miethod was adrireil.
where p is the average pressurre beteanti

Tire weighting factoir is takerr as w,=p'[5],

tire planr.

TEST RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Tire results of tests condunntctedi nUder different sinhkage rates indicate that sinikage rates have
little effect oIl loana -

sinkage relationri ii bih

which was drownr front vertical tradt

'as-es.

sirk;ge tests.

This is iderntical tin Dekker's corrclusion[I]
Acrurrdingly,

tiie tests cart

be cunducted

899
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under the same sinkage rate.

-

In this paper, tihe slinknage rateis takein approxinmantely as I 5mmi/s in

all the other tests.
Fig. 3 showes the sinikage curves of tests in case I. It can be seen that plate slinkage unnder
the same load increases as the inclinnatioin of load applied Increases. Thnis indicates that a Itncrease
of load Inclination causes a decrease of the bearing capacity or dry loose sand. Sinikage curvers of
tests In case 2 is shown fin Fig. 'I. Also,*a increase of the plate Inclinnationn causes a Incerease of tine
plate sinkage and a decrease of ttne bearing capacity of ndryloose sannd.
From Figs. 3 and .1, It can be seen that sinnkage inncase I Is large thnan thnat inncase 2 under the
same load. This indicate tiiat tine bearing capacity of dry loose sand inncase I is lower thani In case
2.
As to the bearing capacity of diry loose saind unider vertical lont , Dekker gave tine followinig
emprical equationEl],
p

K

-

Z"

where
p- -average
K , n-

pressure beineathi tine plate inntine directionn or load, KPaI

-eapriineintatty detetiiineiti

sandi paranneters , K .KN /nnnonIl

Z - - plate siink age inndirection of b~ait
A --

in .dimnensionnless

ill;

2

plate area , inn

Q--load applied, KN.
Sinnilarly , inncase I aind 2, eq. (1 ) cain be rewrittein as:
K,

p

Z".

A
~Q
=

(2)

and
K,
K

=

(3)

t
p~
A
respectively, where
p, Z, A--as
Kn-

inneq. (1);

-exprinnicntalaiy

Q- -load

determiiiined sandu paramnie tens inn case I

applied iii case InI

Kp, n,,--exprimnennnitly determninnend sand paramneters inn case 2
p--load applied inncase 2.
gt
Variation of sand paramnet ers K anil in,,With ann81

iig
Whinch is tine a111

oin
at d
inliatloin to

the plate nornmal are shnown innFig. 5. It cain be seen thnat K.decnesses wlith tine Increase inf aingle in
atlmost In line , winile inis barely varieid withinn.
By linnear regress, tine retation onf tine ratio K .1K amid tine anngte uncain be expnressed as,
K./K =

I --

0. 0157

.

m(4)

whnere K is sand paramneter inneq. 0()
Similarly, in,,does mnit vary with aingle 0 whinch is tine anigic of plate relative to sand sorface,

-
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and K0 decreases with increase of angle 8, see Fig. 6. And the retatiori of tile ratio of K,/K and fl
cart be expressed as
K^/
0. 0073 -Q
Front eq. 0I) to eq. (5) , fottowirig eqimrtioris canl be gained

Q./Q =I
(Q./Q,)

I._=

(I -

(5)

0.0i157 - u

-

0. 0157 - o)/( I

(6)

-0.

0073 - 0)

(7)

Variation of Q./Q arrd Q./O, with v is stownwrin Fig. 7 Arid Fig. 8 respectively.
Eq. (6)

indicates tlrar the beanoing capaolcity tof diry loose sand under Irrclinred load is lower thtan

that under vertical toad , airrd thrat if thre Iniclired load - sirrkage retatior iIs used in the prediction of
a vehicle traction irroperties , a preciser resrult call bre gained.
Eq. (7)

Indicates that thre bearirrg capacity o~f dry loose sand urider Inclrred plate Is higher

thbani that unrder inicliinedl load . A ccord iii gIy , camrretfnout is urnre e fficierrt thrairl con ventional tilees
when walking iii desert. Hlow to mrake a tire be tnf "inclined plate" coristrocture would be the key
technique of a bionlic camercfoot tire.

CONCLUSION
I.

Sinkage rate has lirttIc etfcct

.it tire bcarinrg capacity of rtry loose sand Ini both above

tmenitionred cases.
2. Sand paramiteer K .iK,

direcreascs with (iiie ircecase of tire angle n,(fi) . white the paramreter

tr.(rrn) has little to do with r(Dfl.
3. Thre hearirrg capacity of rtry Ir....se
sail ntrrder iiclittcr
load, arid If tire iriclirrer imad -

tritd is lrrwer thran tirat urrder vertical

sinrkage reiatiorr is riscri irr lire hrrcdictinrn of a vehricle tractirn

properties , a preciser resrrlt canl he gairrerd.

4. The beairrrg capracity of diry loose sarrd rrnder iriclirrerd plate is ihigher tharr that urrder
iriclirred lorard. Accoirriitgly

,

carrrcl fruit i%. n-rc ctiricitrt rhiimr ci rvcirtioiiat tires wvieri walkirrg Ini

desert.
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